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WHEN AN ARCHITECT EXAMINES A GOTHIC STRUCTURE 
BT GRECIAN RULES, HE FINDS NOTHING BUT DEFORMtTYe 
I 
Bur THE GoTHBC ARCHITECTURE HAS ITS OWN RULES9 BY 
· , .. 
WHICH WHEN IT COMES TO BE EXAMINED~ IT IS SEEN T-0 
~AVE DTS MERIT9 AS WELL AS THE GRECIANo THE tUESTION 
IS NOT WH~CH OF fHE TWO US CONDUCTED IN THE SIMPLEST 
OR TRUEST TASTE~ au.Y WHL!THER ~HERE BE NOT SENSE ANO 
DESJGN UN BOTH, WHEN SCRUTINIZED BY THE LAWS ON pijlCH 
EACH IS PROJECTED. 
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I NTRODUCT I ON .. 
THE MARBLE FAUN BY NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE, AMERICA'S FIRST 
GREAT NOVELIST, IS AN EXTRAORDINARY AND ENIGMATICAL WORK OF 
Q /y 
FICTION. IT HAS BEEN PRAISED BY FEW AND CONDEMNED AS A 
LITERARY FAl~URE BY MANY. THE MODERN READER WHOSE REACTION 
TO THE MARBLE FAUN IS~tRITI.CALLY FAIORABLE FINDS IT EXTRE~ELY 
DIFFICULT TO DEFEND HIS POSITION IN THE LIGHT OF THE 
ABUNDANT CRITICISM WHICH REPEATEDLY POINTS OUT THE OBVIOUS 
.. ~ 
FAULTS OF THE WORK FOR THE TWENTIETH CENTURY READER. 
r 
FOLLOWING STUDY, WHICH DEALS WITH ONE ASPECT OF THE MARBLE FAUN, 
THE ARCHITECTURAL SETTING QF THE WORK, WI LL, I HOPE, A ID THE 
,Q 
MODERN READER IN SOME SMALL WAY TO A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF 
THIS FASCINATING WORK OF ART. 
-4 
. ' .• ·:. ~ ' . 
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CHAPTER I 
. ,,,_,,.. _______ \.--~~----- ----
---- -----~---- --------------- - ------ - - ----------------
-----------~-~-- -------
NAT HAN l'EL HAWTHORNE I S .THE MAR-BLE FAUN IS AN EXTRA ORD I NARY WORIC 
_ OF FICTlON. FoR~SINCE ITS.PUBLfCATION IT HAS ELICITED RATHER UNUSUAL 
REACTIONS FROM THE AUTHOR HIMSELF AND FROM ITS MANY CRITICS AND 
•; .. 
R EADER S • 8 E·F ORE ENT ER I N G I NT O ANY D I S CUSS I ON OF TH E MAR B LE FA UN , I 
FEEL IT IS NECESSARY TO INTRODUCE SOME OF THE SINGULAR ~UALITIE~ OF 
., 
THE BOOK AND TO MAKE SOME INTRODUCT~V,l.COMMENTS ON THE UNUSUAL 
. ~-
' REACTIONS ALLUDED TO• 
IN 1853 NATKANIEL HAWTHORNE WAS APPOINTED UNITED STATES CONSUL 
\ 
AT LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND, AND THE PRESSURE OF HIS DUTIES THERE 
~ 1 
CONSE~UENTLY PREVENTED HIM FROM WRITING ANYTHING NEW FO~ PUBLICATION. 
HE DIDt HOWEVER, FINO TIME ENOUGH TO; FILL THE PAGES OF HIS JOURNALS 
WITH MINUTE OBSERVATIONS OF HIS ENVIRONMENT IN ENGLAND AND LATER OF 
HIS SURROUNDINGS FOR A YEAR AND ONE HALF IN fTALY. IT WAS NOT UNT.IL 
HIS RETURN TO ENGLAND FROM ITALY THAT HE FOUND TIME TO WRITE FOR 
(J 
PUBLICATION. FINALLY, IN 1860, WHILE HAWTHORNE WAS STILL IN ENGLAND, 
,;';I· 
THE MARBLE FAUN APPEARED IN PUBLISHED FORM. AND, INDEED, IF ONLY 
~ ) 
,_,) 
FOR BIOGRAPHICAL ANO B18LIOGRAPH1CAL REASONS, IT WAS A UNl(lUE WORKi 
FOR THE MARBLE FAUN WAS THE ONLY NOVEL BY H~WTHORNE, CONCEIVED, 
C OM P OS ED··' AN D P U B L I S H E O O UT S I D E T H E A U T H OR I S N .AT I V E N E w" . · £ N G L A N D • T Ji I S 
N O YE L , FURTH ERM OR E , WAS T HE ON L Y ON E. I N W H I CH -THE A ti TH OR UT I L I ZED 
... 
CH AR ACT ER S AND S UR ROUND I N GS W H I C t1 WERE OTHER-- THAN N AT l"V E AMER I CAN • 
ANO Fl NALLY, THE- MARBLE FAUN WAS HAWTHORNE 1 S LONGEST AND, AS IT 
,H.APPENED, HIS LAST COMPLETED WORK• 
:., . - --~---- --------· ----------~------- --------
----- ···----·---- - ... ~---. . ·----- ---··-----·-· ··- --- --- --
THE INITIAL iONTEMPORANEOUS CRITICAL·R~ACTION TO THE MARB~E FAUN. 
WAS SOMEWHAT AMBIVALENT. RALPH WALDO EMERSON CALLED IT "MERE MUSH," 
4, 
Jl}4.·, 
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WHILE OTHERS .PRAISED IT AS A FINE WORK-OF FICTION. THE USUAL 
¥ 
---·~-~- --- -- ____ .,,, 
-- - -
- --·-·----·· --
. -- --·- - ---- -
··-------- -·-···-
-----~---·-·-- ·-
CRITICAL JUDGMENT, HOWEVER, WAS "To Pl.ACE -rH-E tlO-USE- Or THE -SEVEN _____ _ 
-- --- - -- --
-
GABLES ABOVE THE SCARLET LETTER; AND THEN TO PLACE THE MARBLE FAUN 
. 3 
ABOVE 9-0~H~" ANO HAWTHORNE,· WHO WAS REPUTEDLY AN "EXC~LLENT CRITIC
 
OF HIS OWN WRITINGS" WITH A TENDENCY TO "UNDERRATE" HIS OWN LITERARY
 
ABILITIES, GAVE A CRITICAL J~DGMENT -OF HIS OWN- WORK WHICH COINCIDED . 
. 
w I TH THE VERDI CT OF THE. DAY. HE SAID OF THE MARBLE FAUN: "IF I 
HAVE WRITTEN ANYTHING WELL, IT IS THIS,ROMANCE•" 
4 
IT IS INDEED STRANGE, THEN, TO FIND THAT HAWTHORNE ALSO CALLED 
· r 5 
THE MARBLE FAUN "A FAILURE" AND .YET AT.THE SAME TIME, HIS "BES~ WOR
K." 
IT IS ALSO~SURPRISING TO FIND THAT "THREE \UARTERS OF A.CENTURY AGO 
THE MARBLE FAUN RI VALLEO IHJ 9CARLEJ" ~ETTE6 IN POPULAR I TY, .BUT Is NOW 
6 
THE LEAST READ OF HAWTHORNE 1 S ROMANCES•" MOREOVER, PERHAPS THt 
MOST STARTLING DISCOVERY OF ALL IS TO FIND THE ALMOST UNIVERSAL 
CRITICAL CONDEMNATION OF THIS NOVEL TODAY AND IN RECENT YEARS. THER
E 
ARE A FEW CRITICS WflO ADMIT THAT "THE MARBLE FAUN HAS MANY R~WARDS 
FOR THE READER" OR THAT "SOME OF THE FINEST PAGES.IN HAWTHORHE ARE T
O 
~E FOUND IN IT•" THESE CRITICS, HOWEVER, ARE SCARCE AND THE KINDEST 
' ',.l-- -
.... t(' ~. 
CRITICAL COMMENTS USUALLY FOUND ON THE MARBLE FAUN ARE THAT IT "1S O
F 
A SLIGHTER VALUE THAN ITS COMPANIONS," THAT IT DESERVES A "SYMPATHET
IC 
\s 




IT IS THIS CRITICAL PHENOMENON, THE INABl~ITY OF MOST OF OUR 
~OOERN CRITICS TO SEE ANY WORTH IN THE MARBLE FAUN, THAT·BRINGS US TO 














THE MARBLE FAUN AS A "COMPLETE F~ILURE" OR AS A ~ORK OF LESSER MERI
T, 
' J' 
ALL 8 AS E TH E I R J U D GM ENT S ON S I M I LA R GROUNDS • .. · FI RS T OF ALL t TH E N O Y EL 
• ~ 








,. . .•. , • •f .. ,·-· . 
SEEMS TO LACK AN APPA.l'tENT "COHEREN"T STRtlCTURt-11 1AND SEC-OltD, AND-U-O-Jt-t-
l ~P.ORT ANT, THE Cftl TICS UNANIM~USLY CALL ATTENTI O,N TO THE "oeTRUS I ON 
OF DETAILS" MAKING 
,, 
·coNSE(lUENTLY "BOGS 
THE N O VE L A "FI CT I ON AL I ZED,, GU I DE 
~WN IN LENGTHY o;stRI PTI ONS .OF 
'·--
B O OK t\ W H I C H ' 
ROME AND I TS ART 
08JECTs. 118 Two EXAMPLES OF THIS TYPE OF JUDGMENT MAY BRING THE 
t 
CRI Tl Cl SM INTO BETTER FOCUS• IN THE FOLLOW I NG PASSAGES, ONE WRITTEN 
IN 1927 AND THE OTHER MORE RECENTLY IN 1949, TKE SIMILARITY OF 
GROUNDS FOR CRITICAL JUDGMENT MIGHT BE NOTED. H. GORMAN SAYS, 
"OF THE RouAN SCENE ITSELF AS INTERPRETED IN THE MARBLE FAUN LITTLE 
MORE MAY BE SAID THAN THAT IT SOMETIMES HEIGHTENS THE READER 1 S 
I' 
INTEREST AND NEARLY ALWAYS WEAK~~· THE TECHNICAL STRUCTURE. 
. 1 
HAWTHORNE'S RouE WAS THE. ROME OF THE GUIDEBOOKS ANO HE WAS ALMOST 
,, 9 
RIDICULOUSLY ZEALOUS IN PUTTING DOWN EVERYTHING HE SAW." ANO 
M. VAN DOREN COMMENTS, "THE SCENE WAS ROME, ANO HE WROTE DOWN ROME 
AS HE FOUND IT IN HIS NOTEBOOKS. 
4 SO THOROUGHLY THAT 
10 THE BOOK HAS BtEN A BAEDEKER FOR GENERATIONS OF TOURISTS." 
-BASICALLY., THEN, THE M~JN CRITICAL OBJECTION TO THE MARBLE FAUN IS 
THE SEEMINGLY OVER-ABUNDANT AND SUPERFLUOUS DESCRIPTIVE USE OF RouE 
,.J1
1AND ITS ENVIRONS, CAUSING THE NOVEL TO CHOKE ON ITS OWN MATERIAL 
,r""·~ 
\ , 
RATHER THAN FLOW AS A ROMANCE OF THIS NATURE SHOULD. THE MARBLE FAUNt 
IN OTHER WORDS, "CONTAINS MUCH· UNORGANIZED WEALTH" IN THE FORM OF 
tt D I S P EN S AB L E P I C T O fJJ __ ~ L . D ET A t L" , W H I C H A °L L T O O O FT EN S ERV ES T O S US P. EN D 
'P- . . . . •. ' / -'.:,· ' .. 
1 1 
·RATHER THAN _PROPEL THE STORY~" IT tS TO EXACTLY THESE CRIXICAL 
,1..fi,~ . 
0 B J EC T,1 0 NS T H A T T H I S . S T U DY A D DR ES S ES · I TS E L F ; A N O I T I S H O P E D T H A T 
T Ii I, S TY PE OF flt ~ A CT I ON TO THE . MAR B LE F·A ~u N C AN B E Re F UT ED TO A C e~, J ,i I N 
-· 
·-- .·-. 
____________ ---..:......,.-"-"---'-'--------------------- - ---- - -- --- - - -- ------I---------------·------·------·---·-,·---·------------------- -----·---·------ --------·-··· ·-- ---------·----------··- -·--·---··--- ------·-··- ····-···-- - - ----- -··· -· - --·- -- ------ -------· -·-· ---·-··--·· ---------- --- _____ ._.______ - ---. . -- - --~ 
\•. 'r' ·,,, 
·"Q' 
EXTENT BY A DISCUSSION OF A HERETOFORE UNTREATED ASPECT OF THE BOOK, 
I + 




-· ·-· -·.---.-~-------···---~ ---
... -
-.--- -_-,----------------·- -----.--·----- ··-·~--- -
--· 
· -- · .~ ;.:. -.... , .. ; ___ :_ _ _:_ __ --- .... - ... ~·---· ., ' - ........ ___ .,, ..... , 
-4-
. .. )· 
. "' 
..,_ ,:If,,. 
To PROVE THAT THE MARBLE F&AuN DOES HAYE' A COHE"ENT STRuctuftE. WHEN 
v I EWED IN I TS. PROPER LIGHT AND THAt THE CHARACTERS AN& STORY OF :T.HE _______ _ (1 ~ ti 
J 
NOVEL HA~E NOt BEEN ARTIFICIALLY SUPERIMPOSED ON A READY=MADE JOURNAL 
ROMAN' SCENE. WE SHALL .ALSO ENDEAVOR TO DEMONSTRATE THAT 
,f 
THE MARBLE FAUN, FAR FROM BEING A FICTIONALIZED GUIDE-SOOK, COPIED 
-=mi,;m:,::!:!:!::oa t:11=-,ma!r" ' 
APISHLY FROM THE AUTHOR 1 S JOURNALS, IS A CAREFULLY CONSTRUCTED PRODUC~ 
-----~-
.,,., 
OF AN EXACTING LITERARY C'RAFTSMAN, WH·O BROUGHT A LONG LIFE OF 
~ 
MASTERFUL WRITING TO ITS FRUITION IN HIS LON.GEST, MOST AMBITIOUS AND 
~ 
LAST COMPLETED ROMANCE. THE VEHICLE AND ~uATER·I--ALS FOR DEFENSE WI LL 
B E . THE· VERY MATER 1 AL , "THE ROM AN SC EN E , " FOR W H 1 C H ~~ NOVEL HAS B EE N 
' , . 
SO PATENTLY CRITICIZED. THIS STUDY INTENDS TO ILLUSTRATE THE CLOSE 
. _,.,,...__ 
AND I N G EN I OU S R EL AT I ON S H I P W H I C H TH E A UT HOR HAS CR EA l_E D B ET W E EN ROM£.. ~ 
L ') 
AND ITS ARCHITECJURE ANO THE MEANING AND PURPOSE OF THE MARBLE FAUN 
F~OM THE MINUTEST DETAIL TO THE BROADEST CONCEPTS AND THEMES. WE 
SHALL ALSO ATTEMPT TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THOSE WHO ACCEPT THE MAJORITY 
CRITICAL JUDGMENT OF THE MARBLE FAUN AT FACE VALUE AND WITHOUT ~UESTION, 
N EC ES S A R I LY v M I S S " T HE OR GAN I C R O L E T HA T MU C, H OF H 1 S LH AW THORN E 1 -;:; SC EN I C 
12 
MATERIAL PLAYS." 
IT MUST BE NOTED AT THE OUTSET, HOWEVER,'THAT TH~RE ARE CERTAIN 
INHERENT DIFFICULTIES IN AN EXAMINATION OF THIS NATURE WHEN APPLIED TO 
' 
THE WORKS OF HAWTHORNE ANO PARTICULARLY· WHEN· kPPL I ED t·o THE MARBLE FAUN, 
FOR WE WILL SOON SEE THAT THIS NOVEL IS AN EXTENSIVE EXPLORATION OF 
MORALITY THROUGH ART. TH US , F OR R EA S ON S OF T I ME , CL A-R I TY t AN D 





. . . . MATER I AL AFFORDED BY THIS NOVEL FOR LlJ~C_USS_I_ON_! A$ I . .H.~-VE ... LNTJMATED.-, ... _____ ... , ________ __ ____________ ... . ... ------------·------ .. --·---··------·-·-·-··-·--·-·- ·-·-···-· ------·--- --- ---- . -···-·--·· -----·----·-----· - - -----.._ ---------·--·· - ---- ·- - --- ----· - -------- -
t ,, 





HOWEVER, THE ENORMOUS AMOUNT OF ARCHITECTURE ENCOUNTERED 
' .. 
,,-.r!,.:~;~:.:::.=\~~.m~~~~~"'!:t:~~~t~~~tli.~~~~})_1.f:;~,!:"-1'~,°:=l1W:frdl.f.~,';,~.~~,~;",,.....•~~·,::,,;.,!,-~".;.+,.;:~:::~°"'..,.,___,.......,.,_,rr.J.r-""<1,~~-"-•'~~--..i.rt,,~.,~·.~.W.•'!'l~.~';tr.t:~..:O"-M.i~~~.._..,,~~---- -·-··· ... f~. -,, .• ~--- a:-•-r,-,.- "t 






. IN THE MARBLE FAUN, WHERE "THE GREAT ROMAN SCEN~ CONSTANTLY PRESENTED-
~;. .. . . -
TO US , n FOR C ES US TO I MP OS E F U RT H ER L 1,u ·I TAT I ON S ON THE D I S C USS I ON OF 
...... -.. , .. -3 -.. .. ......... --.. ·-·---------····--·--·-·-·-------·-----•--·-··--·- ----- -•- -- ..... ··--···-<>:·····---- - -.. ... . ----- ---
THE ARCH I TE CT URE ITSELF• THE -STUDY WI LL LIM I T I TS ELF ·r11-'"-C-£1tT~-tN··-------------------·----·-:-·-
~ ,;' 
'. --"--~../. -~·. ·-~·---~--- - - . -- ---------------- ------- ----., --· f' 
SELECTED MAJOR ARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURES, PATTERNS, AND DETAILS DEEMED· 
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE LARGER UASS OF MATERIAL. FURTHER REASONS FOR THE 
.. 
LIMITATION WILLt J HOPE, BECOME CLEAR AS WE EXAMINE THE SECOND DIFFICULTY: 
TH E PROB L EM ENC O UN TE R. E D I N TRY I N G T O F I ND A .~PRE C 'I \
1
E B UT WO R KA B L E 
,1 
DEFINITION FOR THE WORD "ARCHITECTURE." 
.. \ 
ARCHITECTS ARE CERTAINLY "PR~CTITIONERS OF THE~MISTRESS ART." 
, ..... ), 
..,_ I . 
IT. WOULD, THEREFORE, BE UNJUST TO DEFlNE THEIR WORK AS MERELY •fttE · 
I,\ 
,. 
DESIGN OF BUILDINGS, FOR IT IS OBVIOUSLY SO MUCH MORE •. THE ART OF 
ARCHITECTURE IS INDEED A SINGULAR ONE IN THAT IT TOUCHES MORE OF OUR 
DAt.LY LIFE THAN DO OTHER FIELDS OF ART. As ONE WRITER STATES: 
"ARCHITECTURE IS AN ART WHICH ~RESENT~ SO NOBLE A Fl~LQ FOR THE DISPLAY 
0 F TH E GR AN D 'AN D T H E 8 EA UT I F U L AN D W H AT AT TH E S AME T I M E rs S O I NT I MATE LY 
14 CONNECTED WITH THE ESSENTIALS OF LIFE." THIS SINGULARITY, THE j 
, OMNIPRESENCE OF ARCHITECTURE IN LIFE, PLACES AN ADDED DIFFICULTY TO THE 
.., 
SEARCH FOR AN ADE\UATE DEFINITION FOR_THE WORD. IN THIS STUDY, THERtFOftEt 
I 
OUR DEFINITION MUST BE BROAD ENOUGH TO ENCOMPASS THE LARGE BOUNDARIES OF 
THIS ART; AND OUR DErlNITION WILL INCLUDE SUCH ELEMENTS AS INTERIOR 
DEC ORA Tl ON OF ROOMS, STATUES, Pl CTURES, AS WELL AS LARGE SCALE 1STRUCTURES, 
~ 
SUCH AS CHURCHES ,,,AND CASTLES• 
TH E / TH I RD O i FF I C UL TY ;tfl H I C H W E ENC OUN T ER PR ES EN TS I TS ELF I N T HE V ER Y 
., 
N .( T UR E OF THE C I TY J·N W H I CH U OST OF TH E ARC H I TE CT UR E I N (l U ES T I ON A P PE AR S 
,· ~ . - . ·-· . . . . . - , . . . , i , . . , .. , . ..., . . . H 1 5 
FI CT ~N 8 ETTER THAN RouE . IS EMS ODIE D · HEPIE.,,.:4.•·.·tt •• ~~ E MARBLE F 1.uN.J 1·' .•. , ·...,.-:" , •• -l/1 





















CONFUSION OF DISORDERED BUILDINGS "RUDELY PILED ONE UPON ANOTH
ER" 
FOR~ING A MYSTE~IOUS AND MAGICAL ~POETIC OR FAIRY PRECINCT" F
OR OUR 






ORDERLY EXA~INATION OF SUCH.A PLACE. 
, ' 
' 





AUTHOR'S WRITINGeJ HAW TH O RN E ',)YA S DEF I N I T ELY A " ROM A NT I C I S T Pt A
T H E It 
,•,r . 
t· -• ....... \·' ., 
THAN A REALIST'," AND WRITING IN THE ROMANTI_C TRADITION, HAWT
HORNE 
~ I 
PROQUCED ORGANICALLY CONSTRUCTEO WORKS WHICH,ALWAYS PRESEN
T PROBLEMS 
17 
0 F C R 1· T I C AL O I S S EC T I ON • ALT H O UGH H I S MET A PH OR D I FF ER S FROM M I N E , 
' f 
;. . 
HENRY JAMES SEEMS TO STATE THE PROBLEM OF HAWTHORNE ANALY
SIS - IN THE 
BEST MANNER. M~. JAMES STATED ,IN HIS BOOK, HAWTHORNE: "LIKE ~LL 
o F HA w TH o R" E , s TH , N Gs , • T Zr~ ri. MAR a L E FA u iJ c o NT A , N s A GR E Ar MAN y 
LIGHT THREADS OF SYMBOLISM WHICH SHIMMER IN THE TEXTURE OF THE TA
LE 




TO HANDLE THEM." THAT IS, AN ATTEMPT TO DISSECT AN ~RGANIC
 
COMPOS I Tl ON LIKE THE MARBLE FAUN OFTEN ENDS IN FA I-LURE
. 
WITH ALL OF THESE LIMITATIONS, CONDITIONS, AND DIFFICULTIES, 
WE SHALL BEGIN TO LAY THE GROUNDWORK FOR OUR EXAMINATION OF 
THE 
,. 
-------iRc-HrrEc"tu·,fAt.-·sE-TTt-PlG -oF lK£ M-AR-sL E· --FA uN. ·- --- --;-"---. --~ .·-·. --- .. _________ ,1!__ ___ ' . -·. -,!-- -- . 
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·· ... _CHAPTER II 
J T IS NOT DIFFICULT. TO EST ~-8. t.J :SH TH_E P_R_E S_ENC .. E _OF . HAWTH ORJ._E,.S 
---- ~----.........----------,~-------- -- -:-- -




USE OF THE ARCHITECTURAL SETTING PERVADES ALMOST ALL OF$Hl~,WORKS~ 
AS AN EXAMPLE, ONE NEED ONLY GI VE HAWTHORNE'S WORKS A MOST CUJfSORY 
GLANCE TO BECOME COGNIZANT OF WHAT ONE CRITIC CALLS THE AUTHOR 1 S 
'1 
. 1 . 
"LIFE-LONG PREOCCUPATION WITH DOMICILES."·· ANO A FURTHiR GLANCE 
WI LL ACClUAI NT THE REA-DER WITH THE REALIZATION THAT HAWTHORNE MAKES 
ABUNDANT USE OF ALL SORTS OF HOUSES, BUILDINGS, AND STRUCTURES FOR 
. .. 
MYRIAD LITERARY EFFECTS. ~ THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES, 
THE PROVINCE HOUSE, WAKEFIELD'S HOUSE, PETER GoLDTHWAITE 1 S HOUSE, 
AND 00NATELL0 1 S MONTE BENI ARE JUST A FEW. OF THE MORE OBVIOUS 
E.XAMPLES OF THIS LITERARY PHENOMENON. IN ORDER TO AVOID 
SUPERFICIALITY ANO RELIANCE "SOLELY ON IMAGE-COUNTING OR A STUDY 
OF FICTIONAL TECHNl~UES," AND TO DEFINE FURTHER WHAT KIND OF 
ARCHITECTURE IS USED AND IN WHAT WAY HAWTHORNE HAS USED IT IN HIS 
WORKS, WE MUST EXAMINE CERTAIN ESSENTIAL AND PERTINENT BACKGROUND 











-·-·r·····' ····- ' _.. '-. . ' -- .. ,.. -·, s••;:·::: ... --··<-,•• -- · __ .. _-_-:-- ~ ... r···:-· _"'_' ··. -----·· - .· ., __ --__ -- - .. ·.·. '. 
·--:-··-· --- -~i- --····- ---- -- • 
-- ... , . . - - ·. '--- -··;:...... -~-- ---
:1-: 
•• :,_,:'!:' 
PARTICULAR ASPEC,T OF HAW,THORNE 1 S LITERARY TECH~I (lUE IN GENERAL OR !;_~ 
ON THE MARBLE FAUN IN PARTICULAR, WE MUST Fl RST ANSWER A FEW (lUEST IONS 
AN D EX AM I N E A F EW FACTS AB O UT T'H E A UT H OR I S L I F E , WO R KS , AN D WR I T I N G 
TECHNl'lUES, WHICH. MIGHT IN SOME WAY CONTRIBUTE TO OR INFLUENCE THE 
PARTICULAR TECHNl~UE IN (lUESTl9N• THE BEST WAY TO ACCOMPLISH THIS 
TASK IS TO ESTABLISH SOME FAIRLY DEFINITt· AREAS OF DISCUSSION. 
\, 
THE F t RS T - "U E.S Tl ON. WE M I G HT AS K I S : WHAT , . t F ANY, PA RT I CUL_A_8 .. ____ _ ____ ... ~--· , _________ · 
- r 
. 

























... 9 .. 
HIS MODE OF WRltlNG? THAT IS, DID OUR AUTHOR 1 S PERSONAL LIFE o• 
CHARACTER CONTRIBUTE TO HIS .USE OF ARCHITECTURE IN HIS WRITINGS? 
~ 
--··----··-----. --~-,---· -------I 
~;: 
THE SECOND AREA -FOR INSPECT I ON Ml GHT BE HAWTHORNE 1 S STYLE OR 
MANNER OF WRITING. THAT IS, DID THE FACT THAT HAWTHOR~E WAS A 
n ROM ANT I C t ST RATH ER TH AN A RE A L I ST tt H A VE AN EFFECT ON H I S CH OA CE 
.. 
-
OF LITERARY ST{LE? THE. TH I RD AREA TO BE VIEWED WOULD BE THE PRESENCE, 
AMOUNTS, AND TYPES OF ARCHITECTURE UTILIZED THROUCHOUT HIS WORKS 
BEFORE THE MARBLE FApN. ANO LAST, NATURALLY, WE MIGHT EXAMINE THE 
CUMULATIVE NATURE OF THE MARBLE. FAUN ITSELF. IN THE PRESENT CHAPTER 
/ 
WE SHALL "ATTEMPT TO COVER AREAS ONE ANO Two, AND IN THE FOLLOW I NG 
C·HAPT,£R .WE SHALL ENDEAVOR TO EX~AMI NE AREAS THR-EE AND FOUR• 
ONE OF THE MAJOR THEMES OF HAWTHORNE 1 S WORKS, IF NOT· THE 
.f 
MASTER-THEME, IS THE SIN OF BREAKING THE MAGNETIC CHAIN OF HUMANITY 
WHICH BINDS ALL SOULS TOGETHER.-. THIS THEME, WITH THE CONSE(lUENT 
LONELINESS OF ISOLATION FROM ONE 1 S FELLOW MAN, IS OFTEN ENHANCED, 
ACCENTUATED, OR SUPPORTED BY THE AUTHOR 1 S USE OF ARCHITECTURE. THE 
ISOLATt ON IN TIME OF THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES WHICH 01 RECTLY 
CORRESPONDS TO A SIMILAR ISOLATION OF SOME OF ITS INHABITANTS, 18 A 
··--
-....: 
















MUCH HAS ·eEEN WRI TTt·N ·oN THE SOL I TUOE AND I SO LAT I ON EYI DENT . 
IN HAWTHORNE 1 S LIFE A~D OF HIS SEEMINGLY SOLITUDINOUS PERSONALITY • 
MANY B I O GR A PH I CAL CLUES H AVE 'B E EN D I S C O V E R'i D W H I C H S U P P·O RT THE 
THEORY THAT HAWTHORNE WAS, BY NATURE ANO CIRCUMSTANCE, HIMSELF AN 
ISOLATO. INDEED, NUMEROUS PAGES BY HAWTHORNE BIOGRAPHERS HAVE BEEN 
i DEVOTED TO SENTIMENTAL DESCRIPTIONS OF HIS "soLltAffY YEARS" AND 
''# 
.. 
. ~. . .. 
,,, .. ,· 











HIS LONELY NATURE. 
- . 
' . 
'_,_,._,;,_.~ ........ -.....-.,.,;""'"""-"'(--i,,;IJ,fi,i~~~~~~------· ···-··· 
I 
HAVE BEEN SOMEWHAT MODIFIED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FACTSo THAT I~ 
< ~ "-' ..... ' ..... t. •• 
" N A.,T HAN I EL HAW TH ORN E WAS N OT q,u I TE AN E 7 HAN BR AN D , . B UT A MAN , . W I TH 
'.} 
MANY FRIENDS AND AC~UAINTANCES AND A MAN ~HO ENJOYED A ·MODERATE AND 
t 
NORMAL SOCIAL LI FE. RAHDALL STEWART, IN HIS B~GRAPHY, CAUTIONS THE 
READER ABOUT OVERSTATEMENTS OF THIS ASPECT OF HAWTHORNE 1 S LIFE, BUT 
HE Abos: "FoR A YOYNG MAN OF HAWTHORNE'S SENS1~1L1i1ES•AND LITERARY 
ASPl~ATIONS THE MUSE WAS AN EXACTING MISTRESS. 
' HE SPENT MANY LONELY 
AN D OE S POND ENT · H O URS I N THE C H AM B ER ·w HER E FAME · WAS - W ON • TH E L 1,F E OF 
·~ ,;,. ' ' ., 5 
A SERIOUS WRITER IS LIKELY to. BE IN LARGE PART LONELY•"' WE MAT SATt 
!f , ' ' 
THEREFORE, THAT ALTHOUGH PREVIOUS ESTIMATIONS OF HAWTHORNE'S 
SOLITUOINOUS NATURE WERE OVERSTATED, TKE.FACT ~EMAINS THAT THERE 
DEFINITELY EXISTED A LONELY SIDE TO HIS LIFE, MAINLY B~CAUSE OF THE 
'\ ·- • 't. 
- NATURE OF HIS OCCUPATION • 
. AT THIS ~OINT THE CONNECTION BETWEEN HAWTHORNE'S HELATIYE 
LONELINESS ANO HIS USE OF A-RCHITECTURE IN HIS WRITINGS MAY SEEM A· 
BIT TENUOUS. WHEN WE ADD CERTAIN FACTS, HOWEVER, TO THE ABOVE 
I- ', 
·coNCLUSION ABOUT HAWTHORNE'S SOLITUDE, THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HIS . 
( 
LIFE AND HIS WRITINGS BECOMES/SOMEWHAT STRONGER. FoR, THROUGHOUT HIS 
., 
YOUNGER, YEARS AND INTO, HIS MATURE LI FE, HAWTHORNE, WHILE COLLECT I NG 
HIS THOUGHTS IN TRAN(lUILLITY~ WAS s·uRROUNDED BY READILY OBSERVABLE 
6 
AN O b I K ELY M A T ER I A L F O R T H E F I CT I ON A L ~ EC H N l 'l,~:,i,f I N q_ U EST 1 0 N • ~ HE 
HAD SPENT HIS APPRENTICE YEARS IN THE AUSTERE AND MELANCHOLY 
.. 
' 
HOUSEHOLD IN SALEM, AND HAWTHORNE 1 S PROFOUND J~TEREST IN THE ANCIEN~ 
ARCHITECTURE IN "SALEM, THtN CONCORD, THE BERKSHl,ES, AND, AT THE . ··,' . ' -
-~ 
OTHER EXTREMITY .OF THE SCALE, '.lMP·ERIAL .RouE, '" IS EVIDENCED NOT ONLT 
. :· : :...,. 
-- ... - ... : ·::.... .. 





1::· : f':_.:, 











IN NII ~OURNALS AND CORRESPO~DENCE, BUT 0 ALSO IN-MIS FICTION• I T:··· .... , .. ···-'-- -----· 
__ ---------.~-~-~-~-- \II NOT SU_RPRISING, THEN, AS ONE CRITIC STATES, THAT "HAWTHORNE 
. ;-. 
,,.. 
.;}:.: ,l, _, _ ... 
TAKES FULL ~ov•NTAGE OF'HIS WRITER'S FREEDOM IN THE LOVING CARE WITH 
.,. -'.'.j 
WHICH HE RECONSTR~CTS HIS NATIVE SALEM AND IN HIS CHOICE OF A HOUSE 
RATHER THAN A PERSON FOR THE CENT~AL CHARACTER."S 
IT IS ALSO NOT SURPRISING TO FIND, MOREOVER, THAT,L~TER IN 
L I FE , .I N C OUN TR I ES FAR F R'O U H I S NAT I V E NEW EN G ~AN D , H E RE T A I N ED H I I 1 
' ·i.., 
. : . 
FASCINATION FOR ANTl~UATED BUILDINGS AND RUINS OF ONCE GREAT 
9 
STRUCTURES. IT IS AT THIS POINT THAT WE MAY DEFINE ONE ASPECT OF 
HAWTHORNE 1 S LITERARY ARCHITECTURE, ITS AGE.· ALMOST EVERY BUILDING 
OR GROUP OF BUILDINGS WHl~H RECEIVE ANY AMOUNT OF ATTENTION IN 




SOMETHING OF HISTORY ANO ARE .MATERIAL FOR SUPPORT, THEREFOREi OF y-
.. . 
AN OT H ER OF H I S MA srE R-T H EM ES : . "' TH E E PO CH A L UN F o L. 0 i N G OF H LS TORY AND 
10 
THE CONFLl~T INHERENT IN THE CONFRONTATION OF DIFFERENT AGES•" 
IT IS MOST IMPORTANT, THEN, TO NOTE tXACTLY WHAT HAWTHORNE DID 
WITH HIS FASCINATION FOR ANTI\UATED ARCHITECTURE. AND FOR SUCH 
INFORMATION WE MUST TURN TO THE AUTHOR 1 S JOURNALS WRITTEN WHILE IN 
THE UNITED STATES ANO, LATER,DURING HIS RESIDENCE IN EUROPE, AND 
TO OTHER ACCO UN T·S OF H I S TECH N I (lU E • 
HAWTHORNE MADE CAREFUL AND EXTENSIVE NOTATIONS IN HIS JOURNALS, 
' ' 
~HEREBY SUPPLYING HIMSELF WITH A LITERAL STOREHOUSE OF IDEAS ANe, 
S U G G ES T I ON S T O · B E L ·A T E R I N C OR P O R A T ED I N T O ti I S · F 1 CT-+ 0 N • T H I S 
,'!P.f" I 
PROCEDUftE WAS THE CONSCIOUS PROCESS OF AN EXACTING LITERARY CRAFTSMAN. 
"JULIAN HAWTHdRNE SPOKE OF HIS FATHER IN EUROPE AS "coNSCI ENTIOUSLY 
.,---· 
M A I( I N G A C (l U A: I N T A N C E W I T H T H E A C H I EV EM EN TS .. 0 F O L D T I M E A RT • " AN D. , 
----
AS JULIAN HAWTHORNE ATTESTS, TKIS wis PARTICULARLY TRUE IN RouE: 
"''" ... 
.... ,;,, ... , .- •. .J\·' .. 
.. ,, 
..... ~ 
- -~-- --- --. -- ·-··--···--------- ---·----· ~ ------ -- ---- --- "' ---·-·· -- ·-----~------- ---- --··-- ---- -------·-- - -· - ·--
. ......... . " . ...,__. -
- ,',b • 
n Ht ["~AW'rHO.RNEJ TDOIC A NEW INTEREST IN ALL T
1
~ IN GS t LO OIC ING ·AT 
THEM FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF POSSIBLE BACKGROUNDS OR INCIDENTS 
.$. ... 
_,, __ 
.,,., . . 




' -• ' - .~' .. I . , . . , , ..:.- .. 
I' 
,u OWN ~1.1 N ·o .-~ 11 ONE CRITIC, FURTHERMORE, NOTES "HOW OFTEN H~WTHORNE-
MAKES USE OF THE IMAJERY OF THE FINE ARTS" WHILE ANOTHER REMARKS 
THAT HAWTHORNE "WAS AWARE 0~ THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE VARIOUS 
. n12 AltTS AND OFTEN THOtJGHT OF HJ S OWN IN TERMS OF OTHERS• 
.. 
COUPLED WITH THESE VIEWS OF HAWTHORNE 1 S OBSERVATIONS AND USE ,? . 
OF HIS ENVIRONS IN HIS FICTION, A CERTllN IMPORTANT ASPECT OF HIS 
. ;,,, 
LITERARY STYLE SHOULD BE NOTED• WE HAVE ALREADX MENTIONED THE CARE 
W I TH W H I C H H A'fi T H-0 RN E R EC OR D·E D H I S . SUR R OU H D I N GS I N H I S J OUR N AL S , AND 
IT IS EXPECTED THAT THIS EXACTING CARE SHOULD ALSO MAKE ITSELF ,.. 
~EVIDENT IN HIS WRITINGS. SOPHIA HAWTHORNE ONCE REMARKED THAT HER 
HUSBAND WAS "EXTREMELY SCRUPULOltS ABOUT THE VALUE ANO EFFECT OF EYE~Y 
13 EXPRESSION." HAWTHORNE HIMSELF ONCE REMARKED ABOUT ONE OF HIS 
ROMANCES: "MANY PASSAGES OF THIS BOOK OUGHT TO BE FINISHED WITH THE 
14 MINUTENESS OF A DUTCH PICTURE." WE MIGHT OBSERVE HERE THAT WHEN 
AN AUT~OR OF THIS NATURE, A METICULOUS SYMBOLIST OF THE "uT PICTORA 
·' 
i POESIS" SCHOOL OF WRITING, IS ACCUSED OF PENNING A NOVEL WHICH CONTAINS 
AN "OBTRUSION OF DETAIL~t~.QNE HAO BETTER TAKE A SECOND AND CLOSER 
.I 
~LOOK AT THESE SUPPOSEDLY UNNECESSARY TRIMMINGS. A WOAD OR TWO, 
'.THEREFORE, AB.OUT THE AUTHOR'S SYMBOLS THEMSEL.VES, Ml GHJ BE HELPFUL 
'~ ~ ,.,,., . ~ 
I N CL AR I FY I N G T, HE TY PE OF WR I T .l N G WI TH ~H I C H W E ARE ~ o·t N G TO B E 
INVOLVED• 
' 
,. HAWTHOANE 1 S SYMBOLS WEftE NOT THE ALMOST IMPOSSI.BLY OBSCURE SYMBOLS 
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SIMPLE EMBLEMS OF A WRITER LIKE JOHN BUNYAN• HAWTHORNE 1 S LITERARY' - ". . ~ 
EMBLEMS ARE NOT ESOTERIC, BUT C.OMPLEX AND OPEN TO MANY INTE_,tPRET-AT-1-0NS.--~· ,_ 
·-- -----------------·------..-------~-·-··-----------·-,---------------










0. F. MATTEISSON STATES THAT HAWTHORNE 1 S fltOMANCES INVOLVED THE 
.. .,.,. -
.. ": .. . ..c. '.. :. '... . .. . . - . --~ . . ····'/<"' . ., ,- . ' '{,. . :: . , 5 . 
.. MULT-IPLE SYMBOLl~ZING OF SPIRITUAL MEANINGS." 
·•,if "-'---'-~ ... "'",C..:· -~-,. . ··c•·•r- · c,. •. --- •. · ·•·--. _·.:.,·, -,,~---·• ··•--1• 1:.·~n_,·-~. --:-·• . ,,,;·.'.,', 
;;."',,,.-----~ . ·•,!ff,.": 
-., 
H.·LEVINt IN Hl8 
BOOK, ·THE POWER .2f. Bt.ACKNESS, M~?~~S ,;HIS POI NT ABO~T- HAWTHORNE 1 S 
SYMBOLIC WRITING: "SoMETIMES, ••• A SIMPLE IMAGE BECOMES SO FRAUGHT 
WITH AN INTRICATE IDEA THAT WE HAVE THE IMPRESSION OF LOOKING 
., 
THROUGH A MICROSCOPE AT THE LORD 1 S P~AYER ENGRAVED ON THE HEAD OF A 
16 
PIN•" . IT MUST BE REITE~ATED, THEN, THAT WHEN ONE DEALS WITH 
HA~THORNE, ONE MUST BE SCRUPULOUSLY CAREFUL IN THE IDENTlFICATION 
AN D I NT ER PR ET AT I ON O F· H' I S L I T ER A R Y SY MB O LS • AN D WE S .HALL F I N D TH I S 
.. 
CAUTION PARTICULARLY USEFUL IN OUN EXAMINATION OF HIS ARCHITECTURAL 
IMAGES AND SETTINGS. 
WE HAYE ALREADY LABELED HAWTHORNE AS A "ROMANTIC" WR~TER. THIS 
FACT, ABOVE ALL OTHERS IN THE BACKGROUND MATER I AL BEi NG Dl.$CUSSED, 
.. " , 
' 
DEMANDS THE CLOSEST EXAMINATt·oN. ' FOR WE WILL FIND THE FACT THAT 
HAWTHORNE WAS A "ROMANTIC ARTIST OF THE HIGHEST RANK" TO BE THE 
GREATEST FACTOR IN OUR ~UEST FOR BACKGROUND PEftTINENT TO THE LITERARY 
., 17 
STYLE IN ClUESTIONe AN EXAMINATION OF THIS ASPE£~ OF HAWTHORNE 1 S 
f 
WORK WILL GIVE US BY FAR THE GREATEST INSIGHT INTO THE KINDS AND USES 
OF ARCHITECTURE IN HIS WRITING. 
. r' 
IT IS NOT DIFFICULT 10 ESTABLlgH THE FkCT THiT HAWTHORNE WAS LEss~ 
",f, ... 
INTERESTED IN REALISM THAN IN A ROMANTIC OR IMAGINATfVE STORY. THE 
FACT THAT HIS LONGER WORKS ARE MORE OFTEN REFERRED TO AS "ROMANCES" 
' -· THAN NOVELS SEEMS TO _B. EAR OUT THIS POINT, AN I:) WE NEEB ONLY SEEK 
HAWTH,ORNE ts OWN DEF IN fT I ON OF "ROMANCE" TO VERIFY THAT OUR AUTl'IOft 
•\. 
'· 
·· . . :.· 
·-
·-
- .. .L ' - ... . ... •. ·- ..... . _.,_ -
I. • 
·1i .. - . '. 
I -- ... , 
.• <ill 






· . .,, 
MUCH PREFERRED IMAGINATIVE FANCY TO ACTUALITIES. HAWTHORNE'S IDEAS 
_____ ;_ ____ . ___ ... --~-~-------------·--
'4•. 
AS TO W H AT TH E . B AS I C I N GR E D I ENT S OF ROM AN C E WERE ARE .T O BE F O UN D 
· 18 
EXPLICITLY STATED IN MANY OF HIS ttPREFACES." WE MIGHT TURN, FOR 
.'-Ii 
INSTANCE, TO HIS LONG PREFACE TO THE SCARLET LETTER, "THE CusTOM~_ 
I 
,... .. ·'J ...... ,r- .... 
..:' HOUSE," FO~ SUCH A S.TATEMENTe HAWTHORME CLAIMS, IN THIS PREFACE,· 
THAT THE MEDIUM MOST SUITABLE FOR A ROMANCE WRITER IS A ~NEUTRAL-
TERRITORY, SOMEWHERE BETWEEN THE "EAL WORLD AND FAIRY~LAND, -WHERE 
iHE ACTUAL AND THE IMAG~NARY MEET, AND EACH IMBUE ITSELF W_ITH THE 
• 
NATURE OF THE OTHER•" 
·t . IN THIS NEUTRAL TERRITORY, HAWTHORNE CONTINUES, 
W H E. R E T H I N GS AR E 4S O " S P I R I T U AL I Z ED tt T HAT .. tt T-H E Y S E EM T O L OS E TH E I R 
ACTUAL SUBSTANCE," AND TEND TO BE-REMOVED "FURTHER FROM THE ACTUAL, 
ANO NEARER TO THE IMAGINATIVE" IS THE IDEAL PLACE F~R A ROMANCE 
WRITER TO CREATE HIS DREAM-LIKE TALES. IT IS NO SURPRISE, THEN, TO 
FIND HAWTHORNE EXPLAINING TO THE READER IN THE PREFACE TO THE MARBLE 
FAuN: "ITALY, AS A SITE FOR THIS ROMANCE WAS CHIEFLY VALUABLE TO 
'HIM L-THE AUTHOR_? AS AFFORDING A SORT OF POETIC OR FAIRY PRECINCT, 
11 19 H WHERE ACTUALITIES WOOLD NOT BE SO·,TERRIBLY INSl 1STED UPON••• ENCE, 
•'' .... __ ._ ' 
. ~. ... . . ' 
- - . '. . ' ·- . . .. - . - .. - -·· - . 
--··· ·.--.-----~·-.-·;····---;--.··~--:- ;····.-: 
----------- ·--····-------~ -·----,·--,~ <•·- ·- ···----- ·.,. ·· .. · -· -... -. ----;---· 
,:. ··-- -:· 
FROM THE REMARKS OF THE AUTHO~ "oN NONReALliM AS HIS MODUS .OPERANDI" 
AND ON "INDEFINITENESS OR REMOTENESS OF SET~ING AS AN ESSENTIAL FEATURE 
OF THE ROMANCE FOAM," WE CAN READILY SEE THAT, FOR HAWTHORNE, 
20 
ROMANTICISM CONSISTED, IN PART, OF_ IMAGINATION AND FANCY. 
(\ , 
AN QT H ER E LEM ENT I N HAW TH ORN E I S ROM ANT I C I SM , , AND PE RH AP S T H,E M OS T 
.,. 
IMPORTANT FOR OUR PURPOSES, IS THE ORGANIC NATURE OF HIS WORKS, MORSE 
PECKHAM, IN HIS IMPORTANT ARTICLE, "ToWARds A THEORY OF RoMANTl~l$M," 
aEGARDS "oRGA"IClSM" AS THE BASIC COMPONENT OF THE ROMANTIC MOVEMENT_IN. 
':-
,_ 
' ' l., 
.. 
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LITERATURE AND THE ARTS. MR. PEtKHAM IASE$ HII REMARKS ON COMMENTS 
. . ..,, . .-1 .. 
C.HAI N OF BE I NG. ~MR• LOVEJOY, AFTER STATING THE FACT THAT THE ART 
- . 
AND PHILOSOPHY OF THE SEVENTEENTH AND EARLY EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES WERE 
CREATED BY PEOPLE WHO BEL I EYED I N"THE DOCTRINE OF T·HE ESSENTIAL 
LOGICALITY OF THE WORLD," AND T~E "PERFECTION, THE STATIC COMPLETENESS, 
THE ORDERLINESS, AND COHERENCY ~F REALITY," •AKES THIS COMMENT ON THE 
" 
LATER EFFECT OF NEW IDEAS: "YET THEY WERE AT HEART IDEAS PROFOUNDLY 
' ANTIPATHETIC TO THE S~MPLE RATIONALISM OF THE E~LIGHTENMENT; THE 
ULTIMATE EFFECT OF THEIR VOGUE WAS TO INTRODUCE SUBTLY AND GRADUALLY 
INTO THE EUROPEAN MIND SEVERAL OF THOSE TASTES AND THOSE PHILOSOPHICAL 
f 
PRESUPPOSITIONS WHICH AT THE END OF THE CENTURY TOOK FORM IN A 
CONSCIOUS AND AGGRESSI YE R~VOLUTI ONARY MOVEMENT IN THOUGHT, THAT TO 
R n21 WHICH THE NAME OF OMANTICISM IS COMMONLY APPLlED. MORSE PECKHAM 
ELUCIDATES ON THE tt PROFOUND CHAN GE IN ART AND TH INKING" AND 
_, 
PARTICULARLY ON LITERATURE, BOR·N OF THE TRANSITION FROM THE VIEW OF 
THE COSMOS AS "A MIGHTY STATIC METAPHYSIC," OR A "PERF~CTLY ORDERED 
·,. 
. .. ··,._ 
~ ; 
·::· •• ,·-•·;·,._, .... ·•.,, • .,,. ••••••• ~,.·--•••-::-::-~-••••. , .. v, 
· n A L I V E N OT D E A D ; L I V I N G A N D GR OW I ,N G t " 
A DYNAMICALLY GrOWING ORGANISM, 
IN WHICH STATrCISM AND MECHANISM 
.Y 
. COULD NOT EXIST. THE "IMPLICATIONS OF THIS NEW VISION WERE GREAT, AND 
~ 
THE ART AND LITERATURE OF THE NEW ERA REFLECTED THE "ORGANIC METAPHOR 
OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSE," MAKING IT THE ROOT OF ALL 
'" ... ..-c 
ROMANTIC I SM: "••.THE ART I ST IS THE MAN WHO CREATES A SYMBOL OF TRUTH••• 
~ ·- ,.;,' r AND~JF THE WORLD IS AN ORGANIC STRUCTU~E ONLY A STATEM£NT WITH THE 
0 R GAN I C C OM PL EX I TY O F TH E W ORK OF A R'T C AN CR EAT E AN ADE 'l U ATE SYMBOL 
OF IT." 22 
.• 
· .. 
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THESE THOUGHTS EXPRESSED BY LOVEJ~Y AND PECKHAM HAVE BEEN APPLIED 
\ 
PARTICULA,RLY TO' THE WORKS OF HAWTHORNE WHICH ABOUND IN EXAMPLES OF ·THE 
23 
USE OF THE ORGANIC METAPHOR. FOR THE PURPOSES OF OUR DISCUSSION, 
"' HOWEVER, WE SHALL NOTE ~N~Y THE IMPLICATIONS OF THIS FEATURE·OF 
' fl, 
ROMANTICISM IN HAWTHORNE 1 S USE OF ARCHITECT~RE AS AN ORGANIC SYMBOL• 
/·. THE BEST 1.'N_AY TO DO THIS IS BY EXAMPLE• 
WHEN HAWTHORNE USE~ A SYMBOL OR AN IMAGE, SUCH AS. A HOUSE, IT IS 
NOT A STATIC EMBLEM OR A DEAD REFLECTION •. THESE EMBLEMS ARE NOT 
PERFECTLY ORDERED, SIMPLE, AND STATIC STRUCTURES, BUT RATHER LIVING 
~ .. 
AND COMPLEX CREATIONS WITH LIFE-LIKE PERSONALITIES OF THEIR OWNe· 
HAWTHORNE'HIMSELF ~UITE EXPLICITLY IN MANY PLACES LIKENS HIS WORKS TO 
THE VARIOUS LEVELS OF ORGANIC CREATION. ON A BOTANICAL LEVEL, HE SAID: 
"ROMANCE AND POETRY, IVY, LICHENS, ANO.WALL FLOWERS, NEED RUIN TO MAKE 
24 
THEM GROW." HUNDREDS O.F EXAMPLES FROM HIS WORKS, FURTHERMORE, ATTEST 
~, I 
TO TH E H UM AN 'l U A L I T ·I ES W I T H W H I C H H E I MB U ES H I S I M A G ES IN D S YM B O LS , , 
·"' -
PART\CULARLY HIS LITERARY ARCHITECTURE. ONE NEED GO NO FURTHER THAN 
SUFFICIENT EXAMPLE OF HOW HA*THORNE IMBUED ONE OF ttlS GREATEST 
ARCHl~ECTURAL SYMBOLS WITH AN ORGANICALLY CONSTRUCTED HUMAN PERSONALITY 1 
OF ITS OWNI "THE ASPECT OF ~HE VENERABLE EDIFICE HAS ALWAYS ~FECTED 
, . -ti ~ 
UE ·LIKE A HUMAN COUNTENANCE. BEARl~G TRACES OF NOT UERE~Y OUTWARD 
,. . .. ~ .... ' . ,, .... ' 
STORM ANO SUNSHINE, BUT, EXPRESSIVE ALSO, THE LONG LAPSE OF MORTAL LIFE 
, · · · . 25 
AND ACCOMPANYING VICISSITUDES THAT HAVE PASSED WITHIN." 
. IT IS INDEED TRUE, T~ENt THAT "THE DOMINATING. SYMBOL OF A Htitjjt 
· WHICH REFLECTS THE N·ATUftE OF ITS l'NHABITANTS, WHO, IN TUllrNt ARE 
r 
.. ' ..... 
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I NFLUENC·EO :9·y THE NATURE OF THE HOUSE" a'I A SYMBOL Wi TH A LI FE ,.OF 
26 ITS OWNe LASTLY, IN OUR CONSIDERATION OF INFLUENCES ON HAWTHORN_E 1_~ ______ _o:_ ___ ~~----','i 
LITERARY ARCHITECTURE, WE CO~E TO A MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENT, THE 
EFFECT BORNE OF HIS READING OF GOTHIC LITERATURE WITH ITS INNUMERABLE 
·, . 
. 27 USES OF· OLD· AND HAUNTED BU I LOI NGS • THERE. IS NO DOUBT THAT HAWTHORNE 
tt HAD R EA O A S,,U FF I C I ENT N UM B E Ft 11 0 F TH ES E ROM AN C ES TO B E TH OR O U G H LY 
FAMILIAR WITH THEM. EVERY ST~OY MADE OF HAWTHORNE'S READING AND 
'6· LITERARY SOURCES INDICATES THAT HE OWED MORE THAN A SMALL DEB,,TO 
' ~•·Sc
0
0TT ANO THE GQTHI C itOMANCES •" J. LUNDBLAD, IN A-N EXCEPT! ON) ,,LY 
"·'' 
FINE SERIES OF STUDIES ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE "EUROPEAN LITERARY ) {) 
TRADITION" AND THE INFLUENCE OF THE "GOTHIC" IN HAWTHORNE, POINTS ~UT 
H I S DEBT T O TH E "G OT H I C TRAD I T I ON OF MON K • " S HE AL S O TAK ES S PE ·c I AL 
NOTE OF THE~INFLUENCES OF THE GOTHIC NOVEL ARCHITECTURE IN HIS 
WRITINGS, AND, IN THE CASE OF IHE MARBLE FAUN SHE STATES: "HAWTHORNE 
HAS INTRODUCED A GREAT NUMBER OF RECOLLECTIONS FROM THE WORLD OF 
28 GotHic ROMANCE INTO THE MARBLE FAUN." .. IT IS .. NOT SURPRISING TO 





PURITAN••••" . .l 
-" .. . . . .,. ---· . ... . . . . .. ----·--cc· - - ,, 
WAL POL E , MRS • · RA.DC L, I F FE , AN D G O OW I N I S T O B E F O UN D I N T H I S 
I • 
,. 
NoR Is IT STARTLING TO Fl ND SOME READERS WHO RECOGNIZE "THE "GoTHI C 
·, ' 
CASTLE".,,AS "MONTE BENI" AND LIKEN ALL "DESCRIPTIONS OF DANK AND ANCIENT 
PLACES" TO THE GOTHIC TRADITION OF WRITING. ONE CRITIC, IN FACT, ~UTS 
1T THts WAY: "THouGH IT L-THE HousE oF THE. SEVEN GABLEsJ ·1s NOT 
EXACTLY A 1 GRAY FEUDAL CASTLE,' IT STIMULATES HIS TALENTS FOR 
DESCRIPTIONS AND ACCOMMODATES ITSE~F TO THE MACHINERY OF GOTHIC 
. 29 
,ROMANCE." ., ,:,•,I' 
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:;. 
OP' INFLUENCE IN HAWTHORNE. • A.L THOUGH THE· G__G.TH IC WRITERS HAYE OFTEN 
I 
-~---- _c_oMEUNDER HARO CRITICISM FOR WRITING UND1~C1P&.1NE[)_, H~~ATJONAL•-~-c:--~ 
' 
' 
~NO " FR A·N T I C t:t L I TE R A TUR E , AND I N DE E O . HAW TH ORN E H I MS ELF WAS ADM ON I S 11 E p . 
.... .... , .. c,,.~.,,. • V -
............... , . , .. ,- ··, ,/ . 
a Y o N E CR , Tl c - F o R w R 1 1·, H G A BAD R OM-AN c E L-T !'I. E Moe LE FA u N
7
7 w I TH 
n ALL I TS WALT ER SC OTT-MYS T ER i ES OF : UDO L PH O U PH O LS TE RY , 11 TH I S WR I f E Pl 
- ~ 
MUST TAKE EXCEPTION TO THIS CRITICISM OF HAWTHORNE. FoR IT IS 
MY BELIEF THAT HAWTHORNE APPLIED HIS PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED CAREFUL 
r - .,,.-., ,; .,., 
..... CRAFTSMAN SH I P TO H I S . US E OF y· H E G OT H I C -. AN D WR OT E W I TH TASTE AN D '-'( "'· ·.-,_ 
'·· 31 
"CONTROL." A RECOGNITION-- OF THIS CONTROL, FURTHERMORE, IS ESSENTIAL 
TO THE UNOERSTANDI NG ANO APPRECIATION ,OF HAWTMORNE 1 S USE OP GOTHIC 
TYPE ARCHITECTURE I_N HIS WRITINGS. AND IT IS NOW, WITH THE BASIC 
BACKGROUND SUPPLIED, THAT WE TURN TO TH·E EXAMPLES OF THIS LITERARY 
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Now THAT WE HAYE SUPPL I ED THE' B __ f __ D__GRA~HJ .. CA~-- A-N-O--e-it-tnna.:-
·-··-··-·· .. ··-·---·-·-· ... -------- -- - - .- ---
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· •. : L 
~A~KGPtOUN'os FOR "OUR STUDY' IT REMA I NS FOR us TO COVER THE LAST TWI 
.. I - ·- ..•. - . . . , 
OF DISCUSSION MENTIONED IN THE PREVIOUS CHAPTER. 
~-.,- -
IN THE -
,;;. FOLLOWING PAGES, THEREFORE, WE SHALL ~EVIEW THE RECURRENT THEMATII 
STYLE OF HA~THORNE 1 S W~tilNGS • ITS MANIFESTATIONS AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR OUR PURPOSE AND THE·CUMULATIVE NATURE OF 
~ 
+..... 
THE MARBLE FAUN. WE s·HALL ALSO ENTE:R INTO AN EXAMINATION .,OF 
HAWTHORNE 1 S WO~KS, BEFORE HIS LAST COMPLETED NOVEL, IN AN EFFORT TO 
AS C ER TA I N THE K I N OS , AM OUN TS , AN D US ES OF A RC H I T EC_ TU RA L 4 ET T I N GS , 
r 
SYMBOLS, AND PATTERNS. 
ANT ATTENTIVE READER OF HAWTHORNE WOULD AGREE WITH LEVJN~THAT 
C\ :· 
"To CONSIDER ~IS J:HAWTHOFI.NE 1sJ WORKS AS A WHOLE IS TO WATCH THE 
RECURRENCE OF CERTAIN THEMATIC PATTERNS••••" THER~ IS NO DOUBT 
THAT TMEMES, MOTIFS, ANO IMAGES CONSTANTLY "occu• Aho RECUR," AND 
H ENC E , W H EN A RE ADER A P PR O A C H ES A H I THE RT O UN RE AD P I EC E H E ,0 0 ES N OT ,,-
.... 
ANT I C I P. ATE F I ND I NG A ST ART L I N G LY N E'W I DE A , STYLE t OR THEME • "THE . 
.•. in,. .... -~·-- ~ .... 
,~ .. 
----~-----
-- - . ·----- -·-- -~-----.- ·_ :--:-:- -r------;_-_----:-:'l":'""--
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CHANGEO •••• n
2 
THIS CHARACTERISTIC OF HAWTHORNE 1 S WORKS BRINGS WlTH IT 
M AN Y C R I T I C AL I M PL I C A T I ON S ~N O , T H ER E F O R E , I N T H E S T IJ DY O F A S I N G L E 
.... 
WORK IT IS IMPOSSIBLE, IN ANT FAIR APPRAISAL, yo ISOLATE THE 
NARRATIVE IN ~UESTION FROM ITS FELLOWS. INSTEAD, ONE MUST BRING IT 
' INTO AN ORGANIC RELATIONSHIP WITH THE WHOLE OF THE AUTHOR 1 S *ORKS. 
---· 
.... IN A STtJOY OF THE MARBLE FAUN, FURTHERMORE, TH(I IS PA.~TICULAR1;T-~~:-··--. 
..... , ~ -· 
....... 
'L 
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·- •. I 
. ~ 
.. 
. ?-IT WOULD BE AT LEAST ~AltTLY TPIUE To SAY THAT THE· Scu1zq LETTER 01t 
. _,,_ . 
' 3 
/ THE MARBLE FAUN Is ONLY "YQUN G GOODMAN BRQWN" GROWN OLDER AND BIGGER·"· 
;r:-. - "'r'· • -------'-- ·--- - -- ...L.~; • 
THIS THOUGHT BRING~ U~ TO THE CUMULATIV~NATURE OF THE MA~BLE FAUN. 
THERE- ~S LITTLE DOUBT AMONG HAWTHORNE CRITICS THAT, FOR BETTER OR FOR 
) 
WORSE, THE MARBLE FAUN IS THE CUMULATIVE CLIMAX OF A LONG LIFE OF 
·-
WRIT I~ G A~D TH.AT T~E IDEAS, PATTERNS, AND THE~S IN TH.IS LAST WORIC 
BEAR A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP TO THE AUTHOR'S PREVlOUS WORKS. Two 
CRITICAL COMMENT$, E~CH FR9M A DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW, SEEM TO BEAft 
THIS FACT OUT. A. COWIE &ATS, mtN A SENSE THE MARBLE FAUN EPITOMIZES 
~AWTHORNE 1 S ART, FOR, EXCEPTING THE NE~~ENGLAND SCENE, IT.TREATS AT . 
LE AST B R I EFL Y EV ER Y MAJOR. ELEM EN T 1T HA T HE HA D EM PL O YE D I N H I S EAR L I ER -
' 4 
FICTION.". ANO J. BRICKNELL COMMENTS, "YET, EVEN IF WE GIVE 
UN~UALIFIED ACCEPTANCE TO THE C~~~LAINT AGAINST HAWTHORNE 1 S USE OF 
SETTING, WE HAVE ONLY GRANTED ,WHAT IS CHARACTERISTIC OF_HIS OTHER'NOYELS. 
J T IS NOT A FAULT .PECULIAR TO THE MARBLE FAUN; IT IS ONLY UORE 
5 NOTICEABLE." 





-2- ,, ,C t1 R'O N O L O G Y O F HAW TH O RN E t S W O ~ K S AN D TH E LA PS E O F S I L EN C E B ET W E EN T .HE 
' 
MAIN BODY OF HIS WRITfNG AND HIS LAST COMPLETED NOVEL, I THINK IT WO~LD 
BE FAIR TO ASSUME, IN LIGHT OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED FACTS, THAT "HAWTHORNE 




SET DOWN HIS THOUGHTS IN THIS ·LAST COMPLETED WORK." J ivfr -
.. IN OUR EXAMl~ATION OF THE WORKS WRITTEN PREVIOUS TO THE MARBLE 
I 
f.AuN·,~ I HQ.PE ..... TO. BE ASL,£.,_ JD. D_EMJ)ttSrfJtA1-E-~,TMAT· FOR OUR PURPOSES II A GREAT 
' DEAL OF WHAT HE HAD.WRITTEN IN MORE THAN A THIRD· OF A CENTURY-HAD.BEEN 
',.. 
' ill 
~·· . •.: 
;l .. ·-
,,.,, .. 
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' ., 
I N PRE PA .ft AT I ON FOR TH I S ROM AN CE • n_ 8 E FOR E TUR,-, I N G' ·,TO cA S U It YE Y OF 
HAWTHORN£ 1 S ~OR~i, HOWEVER, A WORD OF EXPLAN~JION ABOUT WHAT IS 
.l(b 
. . "\. 0. 





'F11tST, A WORD ABOUT THE S~IOfi70F THE WORKS MENT!,J~!!_ IN THE 
_er ,::f/ / .... ~ 
-~-' --
S U R-y E Y • I T WOULD BE I M POSS 1 BL E, TO EX AM I N E T f1 0 R OU G H LY -HAW TH O RN E I S U IE ., 
OF THE ARCHITECTURAL SETTING IN ALL HIS NARRATIVES; FOR THERE l S AN 
UNBELIEVAB~E ABUNDANCE OF THIS LITERARY TECHNI ,uE IN HIS WRITINGS 
NOT A SURPRISING FACT IN AN AUTHOR 0~ THE "PICTORIAL" SCKOOL OF 
WRITING IN WHICH DESCRIPTION .OF ALL SORTS PREDOMINATES. THE WORKS 
~ 4 
INSPECTED RANGE FROM HIS FIRST NOVEL IN 1828 TO A LAST PUBLISHED WORK 
. ~ . . 
B E F OR E THE MAR e LE FA u N ' I N 18 52 • THE p u R .,·o s E OF i' H I s EXAM I N AT I ON I s 
-- ----- ---
t 
TO OBTAIN AS COMPREHENSIVE AND CLEAR A PICTURE AS POSSIBLE~ 
d . . 
NATURALLY, WE SHALL PAUSE LONGER WITH CERTAI~ WORKS THAN WITH OTHERS, 
OUR PURPOSE BEING TO ACCUMULATE AS MANY DIFFERENT KINDS OF EXAMPLES 
.~ .. 
-~ ~ 
AS POSSIBLE, WHILE AT THE SAME TIME DEMONSTRATING THE REPETITION OF 
•., 
C E RT A I N PA TT ER NS W I T H I N .T H E T EC H N I Cl U E I N fl U EST I ON • I N. S OM E O F T H E 
NARRATIVES, WE SHALL FIND MASSIVE USE OF ARCHITECTURE AND, IN OTHERS, 
ONLY MINOR BUT IMPORTANT EXAMPLES• 
Al!ID NOW A WORD OF WHAT IS TO BE LOOKED FOR· IN OUR SURVEY• IN A 
GENERAL SENSE, ONE CAN PERCEIVE A STEADY GROWTH OF THE USE OF 
ARCHITECTURE IN HAWTHORNE 1 S WORKS. THERE ARE Tl~ES, HOWEVER, DURING ~ le 
THE PROCESS OF GROWTH WHEN THE USE OF THIS TECHN I (lUE WANe:·s ANO THEN 
COME$ AGA i N i N Fu Li. Bi.uOu. Ht.NCI::' IN AN EFFORT NOT TO FORCE 'HAWTHORNE' s 
<.. 
•oRKS INTO A PRECONCEIVED PATTERN,, I HAVE CHOSEN TO EXAMINE THEM AS 
THEY CAME FROM THE AVTHOR, IN CHRONOLOGICAL O~OER • 


























(NAN. ATTEMPT TO NOTICE TYPES, USESt ANO AMOUNTS. OF ARCHITE~~URE 
I • \, ' 
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IN HAWTHORNE, I FIND TH~T THERE ARE TWO MAJOR EtEMENTS TO BE 
'.. 
CONSIDERED• FIRST, WE SHOULD NOTE THE ACCENTUATIDN AND ENHANCEMENT 
OF HI s THEMES BY THI s TECHNI q,uE~;,,,,, THE M-~~OR THEME OF I SOLAThON ta 
OFTEN ACCENTED BY THE USE OF ARCHITECTURE~ .THE .ALLS OF BUILDINGS 
I 
AND ROOMS OFTEN SEAYE AS CORRESPO~PING IMAGES OF THE WALLS WHICH 
,. 
8 0 U E MEN CREATE I tt T H E I R H EA RT S . AN D M I N DS AN O WH l~ H 1 P'E N THEM I N Oft 
OUT OF THE MAINSTREAM ·oF HUMANITY• IT WILL BE OFTEN NOTICEABLE " 
THAT HAWTHORNE CHARACTERIZES MANY OF HIS ISOLATOS BY DESCRIPTIONS 
rl \ 
:'ll! ,1 
OF THEIR LIVING~~UARTERS• ANOTHEW MAJOR THEME ENHANCED ~y HAWTHORNE 1 $ 
. LITERARY ARCHITECTURE IS THE EPOCHA~ UNFOLDING AND CONFLICTING 
C_ONFRONTATI_ON OF AGES~ IN MANY INSTANCES IT .WILL B·E NOTED THAT THE 
. ..; 
A UT H,t R P L AC ES B U I L D I N GS O F D I F F ER ENT E ft AS I N C L o·s .E PR OX I M I TY I N 
~ 
. 
.. ORDER TO· CONTRAST THEIR 01 FFERENCES OR EMPHASIZE THEIR SIMILARITIES: 
AND ON NUMEROUS OCCASIONS HAWTHORNE WI LL UNFOLD HISTORY AND TIME 
B E F OR E OU R· E Y ES BY· T .H E US E OF · ,A ·· B U I LO I N G AS " A VER I f Art.'} E t W OM B O F 
"I> 
.TIME• t" 
. ~,I"!" ., 
HAWTHORNE'S INTEREST IN "THE INTERACTION BETWEEN PAST AND· 
PRESENT" WILL BE AMPLY DEMONSTRATED BY SOME ~F HIS ARCHITECTURE. 
HOWEVER, T~E PASSAGE OF HISTORY OR THE "PR~CESSIONAL PANORAMA"· OF 
TIME, AS ONE CRITIC PUTS IT, 18 NOT- ALL TtiAT OUR AUTHOR WISHES Tl 
.. 
8 EXPRESS IN HIS ARCHITECTURE• WHAT IS BROUGHT TO LIGHT .. BY HAWTHORNE 1 S 
"n 
E POCH AL UN FOL O I NG TH R OU G H ARC H i T EC TUR E " I S N OT ON LY THE MOR E O It· LESS 
0 
···VAST FIELD OF LIVED EXISTENCE; IT IS ALSO THE MOl'rAL· SIGNfFICANOE OF 
• I> 
THA~ EXISTENCE, WHICH ENABLES THE MIND TO UNDERSTAND AND JUDGE 
. 9 
ITSE~F AS IT REALLY IS•" 
·ANOTHER MASTER THEME, THAT OF ~MBIGUITY, IS OFTEN .ENHANCED AND 
· .. 21-
~-----~·--- .. .., 
. '.'". :. \• ·· . .:. .. ., ... ,., -~-· .. r~ -. 
' 
~' , .. ) 
• . fi\i,, 
.Al DED BY_ T.1:1E USE OF THE ARCHI TECtURAL SETTING t 
.. , .... .,. -- ·rr-·······-· .,r·._-1.' 
• •; ,• t' -~--- ._. • •• ·1-,•• V "J"" • 
7"., :-:-:- ·.- .. · 
.. 
·~ 
......... THE TWt tt1 GHT AN.D -....... ----·· ... ------· ·----~---
...... ,. -·· ...... ..... - "'"-:: . --· . -· ... . - -- -
.. 
.. :'~ .. 
I ',, "l,;11,• 
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NEBULOUS ATMOSPHERE WHICH ARCHITECTU~A~ ENVIRONS OFTEN AFFORD OUft 
AUTHOR, II USED.TIME AND AGAIN TO CREATE A FEELING OF DOUBT, MYSTERY, 
' 
AND ENCHANTMENT. 
. ' ' ~ 




ARCHITECTURE. HJWTHORNE"S· FAMOUS LITERARY EXPRESSION OF THE CONFLICT 
BETWEEN.HEAD AND HEART 18 REINFORCED BY THE USE OF THE ARCHITECTURAL 
10 TECHNI tUE• MANY TIMES A DOOR TO A HOUSE OR ROOM WILL BE LIKENED TO 
.. 
THE HUMAN HEART. ANOTHER PATTERN TO BE NOTIGED IS THE VIEWPOINT 
AFFORDED BY ARCHITECTURE. SOMETIMES ITS·~EIGHT WILL GIVE A CHARACTE" 
AN ADDED INSIGHT INTO THE ACTIVITY OF TKE WORLD ABOUT HIM; AND VERY 
OFTEN WE WILL FIND HAWTH~RNE USING WINDOWS AS EYES·, THROUGH WHICH A 
CHARACTER 1 MAY LOOK INTO OR OUT OF A BUILDING, AND ~HILE DOING SO, 
.. 
LOQK INTO THE HEART OR TRUTH OF A HUMAN SITUATION. HeruucH PLOT 
. \ 
"\ 
ACTION IN HAWTHORNE IS INSTIGATED BY A CHARACTER, WHOM WE MIGHT 
" CHARACTERIZE AS A PEf Pl NG TOM, WHO IS CONSTANTLY PEER LNG THROUGH AN-· 
APERTURE IN A WALL OF SOME SORT? ONE NEED ONLY BRING GtDV~NNI ·1N 
FOUND IN THE ARCHITECTURE IS WHAT I CHOOSE TO CALL THE "RECLAMATION 
OF NATURE." OFTEN, AN ANCIENTrEDIFICE, IN SPITE OF ITS AGE AND 
/- . 
EN~URANCE, WILL BE SEEN BEING RECLAIMED BY NAT~RE, USUALLY IN THE 
·FORM OF SOME ORGANIC GROWTH LIKE MOSS OR A FOREST, SO AS TO ACCENT 




"THE PAGEANT OF MAN 1 S ~~IEF PROGRESS'' IN THE VAST EXPANSE OF ETERNITY• 
. \· .. 
IT IS ALSO t~ BE NOTED THAT HAWTHORNE REPEATS THE USE OF CE~TAIN 
TYPES OF ARCHITECTURE, NOT ALWAYS FOR THE SAME PURPOSE, AND NOT FORMIN$ 
V 
A CONSISTENT PATTERN THROUGHOUT HIS WORKS, 
1
ANO YET STILL WORTHY OF MENTION•~ 
.. ··- ...... ··-·· . , .... •· .... . 
. ··-···-···· .. -- ····------ -- ..... ··----------···-··-··----·----..-------.. --~----- - . -·~· ., ...•.. , ... ___ ..._,, 
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ROOMS OF CERTAIN KINDS COULD BE CALLED TO MIND. ANOTHER ELEMENT 
TO- BEIENTIONED IN OUR LIST OF SIGNIFICANT MANIF~STATIONS IN 
HAW T HORN E I S L I T E R·A RY ARC H I T E CT URE I S H I S US E OF I NT ER I OR DEC OR AT I ON • ... 
VERY OFTEN, OBJECTS FOUND IN ROOMS WILL BEAR IMPORTANT CLUES AS TO 
. 'WHAT HAWTHORNE WISHES TO DENOTE ABOUT A CHARACTER.OR SITUATION, OR 
THEY WILL SERVE AS PROPHETIC SIGNS OF WHAT IS TO BEFALL A CERTALN 
CHARACTER• 
··ONE LAST /IRCHI TECTURAL DEVI CE REMAINS TO BE MENT-1 ONED • I. CHOOSE 
TO CALL THIS DEVICE THE "A.GGREGATE ARCHITECTURAL SYMBOL." THE 
DESCRIPTIONS OF TOWNS OR CITIES WHICH ONE FINDS SO OFTEN IN HAWTHORNE,. 
AND PRIMARILY USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ONE OF THE DOMl~ANT THEMES 
PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED, THAT OF THE EPOCHAL UNFOLDING AND CONFLICT OF 
AGES, CREATE MASSIVE ARCHITECTURAL SYMBOLS WHICH RECUR THROUGHOUT 
HAWTHORNE 1 S WORKS BEFGRE THE MARBLE FAUN, BUT ONLY IN A LIMITED SENSE. ' 
FOR.NEW ENGLAND, BEING RELATIVELY YOUNG WHEN COMPARED WITH EUROPE, 
AFFORDED HIM A LESSER CHANCE TO EXPAND THIS IMAGE THAN DID HIS LAST 
N O V EL , I N W H I C H H ,E MA DE H I S F UL LEST AN D GR EAT EST US E OF T H I S TY PE OF· 
,· ,/(>' 
SYMBOL• 
BEARING ALL THIS , .. 1.N_,,MIND, WE. NOW ,TURN TO THE WORKS THEMSELVES, 
'><·--------.--
. ' . 
BEGINNING WITH FANSHAWE', PUBLISHED IN 1828. IN THIS SHOftT NOVEL,. ON~Y 
HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS OF WHAT PS TO COME ARE TO. JE FOUND. AND YET 
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VERY ~OPULOUS SETTLkME~T,_.IN A RETIRED CORNER OF ONE OF THE 
. 
):~ " . 
~ N ~LAN I? ST ATES , AR J $ E TH E . W i LL S . O.F . A S ~ M I NA.RY. 0 F LE ARN I N G , 
~,? ,· 
W H I C H t • F O .R TH ·E 'C ON \' EN I ENC E OF A NA \a E t SH ALL B E ENT I TL ED . 1 HARLEY 
... 
Cs()OLLEGE/1 THIS, INSTITUTION, THOUG·H THE NUMBER OF ITS YEARS .IS-~.~, 
INCONSIDERABLE COMPARED WITH THE HOAR ANTI\UITY OF ITS EuRoPiAN 
SISTERS, IS NOT WITHOUT SOME CLAIMS TO REVERENCE ON THE SCORE.OF i,.. 
'' 
13 
AGE • . .. 
. ' ... 
THE WAL~S OF THE OPENING SENTEN~E SUGGEST EITHER A DEFENSE 
OR WI THORAWAL FROM "LiME REST OF THE WORLD, AND HAWTHORNE CONFIRMS 
•. 
·r • . 
OUR SUSPIC)ONS OF THE CONNOTATION OF THESE WALLS IN,THE FOLLOWING 
PARAGRAPHS BY REFERRING TO THE "SITUATION OF THE COLLEGE" AS 
. . 14 
"SECLUDED FROM THE SIGHT AND SOUND OF T~E BUSY WORLD." HE~E WE 
HAVE THE F·I RST OF HAW.THORNE t S WALLS WHICH CREATE A' DI c·HOTOMY OF 
THE WORLD, ISOLATING OR SEPARATING THOSE ON THE I NS I DE FROM THOSE 
·, 
WITHOUT. THIS ARCHITECTURAL MOTIF WILL BE USED IN A SIMILAR FASHION 
THROUGHOUT THE AUTHOR'S WORKS TO ENHANCE THE THEME OF ISOLATION. 
'/,. 
THE SECOND HINT IN THE OPENING PARAGRAPH IS WHAT HAWTHORNE CALLS.( 
.... < • • •• ~ 
. 
;,, 
et R .. E.V ER EN C E n F OR A N T I Cl U I TY • IT IS INDEED NOTEWORTHY THAT ON HIS FIRST 
PUBLISHED PAGE WE FIND MENTION OF THE SAME ELEM~NT THlT WILL BOTHER 
~ 
··-·-.. ~- ____ JilM TltROUGJi.OUI_ tiLS __ CA.ftE~EB _AlLO_ ___ .W_LLL CAUSE HIM TO C OMME,~T I N. THE 
': . t. \"'!' ' 
. '\ \ ... 
"PREFACE" TO HIS LAST NOVEL: "No AUTHOR, WITHOUT A TRIAL, CAN 
. ' I 
CONCEIVE OF THE DIFFICULTY OF WRITING A ffOMANCE ~BOUT A COUNT"Y WHERE 
.,J 
THERE IS NO SHADOW, NO ANTI ~UI TY••• .AS IS H~PPILY THE. CASE WITH MY 
,.15 
· ., .. '<'f) EA R N AT t V E L AN O • • • • 
·" , _ .. 
q 
' -· ...... !rl!'_-•"'\-•-·••oS•· •• '.r.. ,- • ----~· ...• ,. •• THE NEXT SUGGESTION OF AN OFTEN REPEATED AltCHITECTUR~L MOTlF 
-·~. .. .,._ .•• '., .... ~. • "'·. -. ·-· ~-. -
. 
... • I. _...._., 
: ,. -~ ... -.---- . . ......... _ .. -_ ··:·'.·:.·-·,--,·•:; __ :.' .. --:·--·····----- .·--:---·· . ., ·.··-7.· ... ...-.. :_-
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ICCVRS LATER WITH THE AUTHoR•s BRIEF DE'.SCRIPTIONOF A GERTA.IN CoTTAGe:: 
', 
"T.H-E .. APAlt.TMENT WHICH WAS THUS OPENED TO THEIR ._:ti EW WAS ClUI TE AS 
' · · . .·. 16 -
WR ETC HE D AS I TS EXT E'R I O 'R HA D G t VEN T H EM RE AS ON TO ANT I C I PA TE •" · TH 1· S 
WRETC~ED COTTAGE CONTAINED WRETCHED PEOPLE, TWO SISTERS WHO WERE AS 
DEC AYE D t ·· POV ER T Y-S TR I C KEN , A ·ND --F OR L ORN - AS /TH E 1 R DOU I C I LE j HERE WE 
~ 
HAVE A HI NT OF A DEVI CE TO BE CARRI ED THROUGH THE ,,_,AUTHOR'S WORKS_, 
.. - . -----. ... \' 
J 
THE E~UATION ~FA BUILDING WITH ITS INHABITANTS. 
. r1 .< • 
At .. iBOUT THE MIDDLE OF THE BO'OK, HAYJTHORNE DESCRIBES "A LITTLE 
~ .. r·~----· 
I N N • 11 J N T H I S D ES CR I PT I ON TH.ER E · A R E . T W O . E L EM EN TS . W ORT HY O F N OT E , v . 
. 
ONE IMPORTANT AND THE OTHE~ MINOR. THE MINOR ELEMENT IS THE 
MANIFiSTATION ~F~HAWTHORNE 1 $ PREOCCUPATION WITH THE NUMBER. ~SEVEN" 
IN HIS ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTIONS. \/{E NOi'E THAT THE EAVES OF THE INN 
• -~ ~ I...-. 
·~· q, 
ARE "SEVEN- FEETtt FROM THE GROUND. THIS TYPE OF USE OF THE MYSTICAL 
NUMBER "SEVEN" CAN BE NOTICED THROUGHOUT HAWTHORNE'S WORKS FROM 
{ M··O·S T N OT A B LY ) TH E HO US E OF TH E S EVEN GABLES TO TH E ARCH I T E CT UR A LL T 
17 
~-
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IS THE JUXTAPOSITION. OF THE "NEW INN" WITH. THE OL-0 ONE, THE "NEW fNN" 
RESTING ON THE SITE OF THE OLDJ AND THE bESCRIPTION WHICH FOLLOWS IN 
~WHl°CH THEY AR;-
0




S I M I L A R C OM P A R I S O N S I N W'H I C H AN C I E N T A N D u· 0 0 E R N 8 U I L D I N GS A R E PL A C E D 
~·--·· 
-·~ IN CLOSE PROXIMITY, GIVING T~E AUTHO~ A CHANCE TO SUPPORT AND ACCENTUATE 
·HJS THEME OF THE EPOCHAL UNFOLDING AND CONFLICTING CONFRONTATION aF 
AGES• CoNStDER THE CONTRASTING ADJECTIVES USED TO DESCRIBE THE OLD 
AND NEW I NN S • TH E "N E W I N N ,_, I S " D I N G Y" ·. ~ N D " DR E AR¥" W H I L E TH E OLD 
" 
WAS ltCOMFORTA·B-LE" ·.ANO "PLEAS.ANT·" 18 TH·ts IS ONE.OF THE CLASHES 
• ""I" 
.. , ,:-, 
r.~:__._. ·-·· 
,. ...... , ........ _. ..:: 
. -~ ~ ~ ·_;. -:~' .. . .... _. i· ·-·· 
BETWEEN -TWO AGES AS. REFLECTED ·1N ARCHITECTURE. 
t' 
'/ - .. - .; 
. ·, 
·-. iSi,,. . '. •·· .. --:· 
-26-
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,. . .~ 
--·-- - -------------·-·--------·- ---
---1HE--~LA-s·,---'·tt~EM.EilT ____ O F----,.-.. ,s·· N--A TUR E··-- T-0--8 E---N-OT_E_D_ --.--N---F-A~N;;;.u--.. THE 
' CHARACT,RIZATION OF THE HERO BY THE INTERIOR OF HIS ROOM (AGAIN ONLY 
A HI NT) AND TH·E·, PROPHET-1:c · NATU~RE OF THIS ROOM•--· VER'f?' OFTEN ONE G--A-N 
i 
~O~ETELL THE FATE OF A PERSON, FAMILY OR GROUP OF CHARACTERS BY AN 
~ EXAMINATION OF THEIR ARCHITECTnRAL- ENVIRONMENT• IN FANSHAWE 1 S CASE, 
WITNESS 'THIS ACCOUN"T o·"F HIS GLOOMY nCHAMBER" AT THE BEGINN·ING OF THE 
11 -
NOVEL: "FANSHAWE RETURNED TO HIS CHAMBER THAT~NIGHTt A~~ LIGHTED ' 
·; 
H_J·s LAMP AS HE HAD BEEN WONT TO DO. THE·B~KS WERE AROUND HIM WHIGH 
~ 
H.A D H I· TH ER TO B E EN L I K E T-H OS E FA B LE D V O L UM ES OF MA G I C , FROM W H I C H THE 
. . 
"I. 
RE~DER WOULD NOT TURN HIS EYE UNTIL DE~TH WERE THE CONSE~UENCe OF 
# 
HIS STUDIES ••• HE CALLED UP IN REVIEW THE YEARS, THAT, EVEN. AT HIS 
E ARLY A GE , H E HAD S P EN T I N S O L I TAR Y S TU O Y , .. 1. N C ON V ~!l§ A "C I ON W I T H TH E 
,, ~ 
"19 DEAD, WHILE HE HAD SCORNED TO MINGLE WITH THE LIVING WORLD,••• 
.. 
THERE ARE A NUMBER OF ELEMENTS WORTAY OF COMMENT IN THIS PASSAGE• 
,,- I. 
FIRST, THE "SOLITARY STUDY" OF fAN~~AWE IS THE STUDY OF AN ISOLATO, 
. . :t;.·(_-~~;. ·- . . ~ . ~h.~ 
WHICH FANSHAWE IS, AND THE LIGHT IN THE STUDY IS AN ARTIFICIAL Ll°Gi1T, 
NOT THE LIGHT OF DAY• THIS 1s· A FAVORITE ARCHITECTURAL MOTIF IN 
HAWTHORNE. · THAT IS, THE GLOOM OF MOST BUILDINGS IS SELDOM INVADED 
~ ' BY DIRECT SUNLIGHT. THE SECOND ELEMENT TO NOTE IS fHE PROPHETIC 
NATURE OF THIS ROOM• FOR EVEN WHEN THE HERO EMERGES INTO THE OUTSIDE 
WORLD HIS DEALINGS ARE WITH THE DEAD OR THE ALMOST DEAD• FOR THE TWO 
. 
- .. . 
0 L D AND HAL F. DE A D S I ST ER S , A N D E LL EN I S PERS EC UT OR , W H O D I ES A V I O L EN_ T 
DEATH AT THE END OF THE TALE, ARE THOSE CHARACTERS WITH WHOM FANSH~WE 
. ' 
. . i"i!.;, • . 
HAS CONTACT. AND, IN THE END, WHEN FANSHAWE HAS PLAYED HIS PART IN 
~HE .UNFOLDING OF EVENTS, HE WITHDRAWS ~IS CONTACT WITH THE YOUTHFUL 






f_ ELLEN AND RETIRES ONCE MO~E FROM THE LAND OF THE LIYIN~ TO HIS LAMP-LIT. 
\ 
•' ····-... -··· ~~.' 
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- -- ··--·- .-~.-· . -·-·--
' 
~ •LOOMY SECLUSION TO D1£1 "AFTER ELLEN-1 S QEPARTURE, tANSHAWE 
RETURNED TO HIS STUDIES WITH THE SAME A8SORBtNG ARDOR THAT HAD 
~ 
FORMERLY CHARACTERIZED HIM. Ht S FACE WAS SELDOM SEEN AMONG THE -
YOUNG AND GAYJ AND HIS LAMP BURNED CONSTANTLY FROM THE FIRST 
·'it 
SHADE OF EVENING TILL THE GRAY MORNING LIGHT BEGAN TO DIM ITS 
- 20 
-, 




• ' • -., - ,# • •• .• • -- - • -- -- • 
THE PROPHECY INHERENT IN THE DESCRIPTION OF FANSHAWE 1 S CON&TANT 
- ---.- ""'\ -~------· "--------·· 
~ABITATION OF HIS STUDY COMES TRUE: AT THE END OF THE NOVEL, UNABLE 
TO.LIFT HIS HEAD FROM HIS BOOKS UNTIL DEATH, HE DIES. WE CAN READILY 
SEE, THEN, THAT EVEN UOAE THAN JUST HINTS OF A GREAT LITERARY 
_____ J_f_C_HN.1 'l,U.E ARE · PR:EAENT J N .. TH IS Fl.RS T NOV EL• 
-
, THE NEXT SUBJECT FOR :o~R EXAMINATION IS A SKETCH WRITTEN THREE 
11 
YEARS AFTER FANSHAWE, ENTITLED "S.IGHTS FRtlM A STEEPLE.tt THE FIRST 
ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENT TO STRIKE us AeouT- THIS PIECE (ASIDE FROM ITS 
~!:-{ 
TITLE) IS THE VANTAGE POINT OR WATCH-TOWER AFFORDED OUR ~AUTHOR BY A 
BUILDING. PLACING A CHARACTER OR HIMSELF AT A POINT HIGHER THAN HIS 
-~ /. 
IMMEDIATE SURROUNDINGS IS A FAVORITE TECHNl~UE OF HAWTHORNE. FROM 
THESE VANTAGE POINTS (NOT ALWAYS ARCHITECTURAL) THE AUTHd~_OR A 
CHARACTER OFTEN SURVEYS Ai'NO INTERPRETS WHAT HE SEES. tN THIS SKETCH, 
HAWTHORN£ IS INTERPRETING OR T·RYING TO AN AGGREGATE 
'•1; 
ARCHITECTURAL SYMBOL, A WHOLE TOWN. THE THINGS THE AUTHOR SEES 
THE MANSIONS .OF THE RICH, THE STORES OF THE MERCHANTS, AND THE HOUSES 
OF THE POOR REVEAL TO HIM CERTAIN THINGS ABOUT HISTORY AND HUMAN 
NATURE. iT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT, FOR ALL OF HAWTHORNE 1 S 
PERCEPT I VENE-SS, HE DESI RES MORE• HE STATES HIS ANNOYANCE- ·Wt TH ·t'HE 
~~" 
PARTITIONS OF PRIVACY WHICH THE ARCHITECTURE HE BEHOLDS PROVIDESI 
,.,,, 
. ·- -· ._11.,__ -·--'· ,.__.,' .. 
. , ' 
., 
p 
._..•/•'c ,~., ••1.,.,._,- f,,..,~,""1,C..;,,.•f, ,v',';,,wl,,,·,;1,1,', ;'J. 
·~ 









. . . 
AND , L 1-t( ~-~ I N G "TH E I NT ER I OR OF B R I C K W A·L LS II TO TH E "MYSTERY OF 
. ,'~ 
HUMAN BOSOMS," HE COMPLAINS: 11 0 THAT THE MULTITUDE OF CHIMNEYS 
1 
e • 
.. , . ·COULD SPEAK, LI KE THOSE OF MACRI D, AND BETRAY, IN SMOKY WHISPERS, 
- ., 
..,,-no:.·:::-J_~ 
~ THE SECR£TS OF ALL WHO, SINCE- THEIR FIRST FOUNDATION, HAVE 
ASSEMBLED AT THE HEARTHS WITHINt ••• How VARIOUS ARE THE SITUATIONS 
OF THE PEOPLE COVERED BY THE ROOFS BENEATH ME, AND HOW DI VEl,'S I Fl ED 
.. 
. 21 
THE EVe'.NTS AT T_HIS MOMENT BE:FALLING THEM•" 
\.... 
THE ELEMENT OF SPECIAL NOTE HERE IS THAT THE AUTHOR NOTICEABLY 
EXFfRESSES TH~ WISH THAT THE BUI LOI NGS WERE HUMAN ANO COULD TELL 
HIM OF THE HISTORY WHICH THEY HAVE SEEN. 
NEXT WE TURN TO A TALE WRITTEN IN THE SAME YE~R,' 1831, WHICH 
CONTAINS VARIOUS EXAMPLES OF INTEREST TO US• .... THE LI FE OF ONE MAN, 
· CAUGHT IN THE FLOW OF HISTORY, IS CHARACT_ERI ZED 81! THE AGGREGATE 
;..,··Ir 
/' ARCHITECTURAL SYMBOL OF A TOfN, AND THE CENTRAL INCIDENT IN THIS 
M ~ N t S L, I F E I S E V AL U AT E-0 .8 Y T H E D £ S._C R I PT I ON O F A B U I L O 1 N G , T H E PR I S O N 
~ .. 
IN WHICH DR. BuLLliANT HAS BEEN CONFINED FOR NONCONFORM)TY·To 
«l • ' 
TYRANNICAL LAW. LET US FIRST CONSIDER THE ~ESCRIPtlON OF THE PRISON 
IN "DR. BULLIVANT": 
'<"'"'"~ ·.'·.·:•·-,·· •• ·!,,.•'•--..; 
'- --r~ THE SCENE NOW REPRESENTS ~ ROOM OF TEN 
FEET S(lUARE, • • eTHE WALLS ARE COVERED 
-SY A DIRTY ANO CRUMBLING PLASTER, ON 
WHICH APPEAR A CROWD OF I LL FAVORED 
:, 
AND LUGUBRO OUS FACES DONE UN CHARCOAL, 
AND !HE AUiOG~APHS AND POETUCAL 
ATTEMPTS OF A LONG SUCCESSION OF 
DE B T OR s A N fO p E y ii' V e R n l\.1 ! N A Ls O OT H E R i, .. 
FEA1'°uRES OF YHE~ ARE L1wEi E PRI s.oNs 7 
-
• • • A DOOR OF HA~ 0-=M EAR ii ED O AC( 9 AN D A . 
N A R R O V'J \f'J D N D OW M 8 G H ON 1 H E W A b. lb o o e 
THROUGH VHIS OPE~ING CAME YHE SOUND 
OF PASSING FOOTSTEPS UN THE PUBLIC 
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THE ROOM ITSELF SERVES AS k TESTAMENT ANO RECOWO OF PAST' 
HISTORY, COMPLETE WITH PICTURES, ART ANO SIGNATURES. AND THIS 
.. ' .. ' ...... --·. -... -. _ .......... _,-·,-----·-·--···
-----·•·»•• ,,.,,.. 
-~ -- . ··- ··- -· 
i, 





ANCIENT PRISON CELL SERVES ALSO TO ISOLATE AN.EXC.EPTIONAL.MAN 
FROM HI-S FELLOWS• ~J T I.S I RONI CAL, OF COURSE,_ THAT A. MAN t )POLI TJCALLY: 
,. 
AHEAD OF HIS TIME, SHOULD BE CONFINED BY WALLS CREATED BY THE CRUMB-
LING ONES OF PAST HISTORY. THE "HARD-HEARTED" OAK DOORt (A FAVORITE 
FIGURE WITH HAWTHORNE) AND THE APERTURE THROUGH WHICH OR. BULLIVANT 
--
....,~ ·~ 
H EARS TH E PASS A GE OF PE O PL E ANO T I ME , A D QI TO TH I S P I C TUR E 'o F A ·u AN 
TRAPPED BY THE NARROWNESS (OF T~E LIGHT OF TRUTH) OF HIS OWN 
-GENERATION. 
~ -
THE SECOND ELEMENT OF NOTE IS THE LIFE AND DEATH OF DR. BULLIVANT, 
\ 
AS SYMBOL I CALLY DEMONSTRATED BY THE USE OF ARCHITECTURE IN, THE 
OPENING AND CLOSING LINES OF TH£ TALE~ AT THE BEGINNING OF THE TALE, 
OUR AUT~OR HAS us -suPPOSE THAT WE ARE STANDING AND LOOKING AT THE 
--•-•w------·---- -----------·•-• -- ----------•-•------ --- -------
------




MA I N STREET O -F A TO~~ " AB O UT T H E H O UR W H EN T H E S HUTT tt RS AR E 
' 
UNCLOSED•••" OUR ATTENTION IS THEN DIRECTED TO ONE PARTICULAR 
UNSHUTTERED- AND OPEN-DOORED SHOP·, DR. --BULLI VANT 1 S BUSTLING PLACE OF 
BUSINESS. DR. BULLIVANT IS SEEN TO BE A MAN FULL OF LIFE AND VIGOR, 
WHO READILY ENJOYS CONTACT WI TH HIS FELLOW M'AN • At THE CLOSE OF THE 
TALE, HOWEVER, WHEN DR. BULLIVANT HAS BEEN RELEASED FROM PRISON, A 
'BROKEN MAN, THE READER ENCOUNTERS- -THESE LINES: 
.- .... ,, 
. 
"AT LENGTH, ONE 
PLEASANT. ;DAY, THE oooRs AND SHUTTERS oF HIS LoR.- BuLLIVANT'sJ 
ESTABLISHMENT;KEPT CLOSED FROM S~NRISE TO SUNSET, AND HIS CRONIES 
MARVELLED A· MOMENT, ANO PASSED ON J A "'NEEK AFTE~,, THE RECTOR OF 
' 






















L I K E . 0 R • 8 U LL I YANT I S L I ~FE ;t . W H I C H · 1 N PA !f T ·WAS F.1 RS T CH A Pf ACT ER I ZED BT 
I 
' ... t 
-- · ----· ·· ---f HE OPEN .s HUTT ERS OF Hts· SHOP'_ANO A PRISON C,ELL, SO MIS DEATH IS 
. .,, _ 
--- ~---· . ------------ -·- . . { 
~ 
SYMBOLIZED BY T~E 
- - - --
~·-··-- ---- ___ .... ----~- ~--- - --
. ·- - --
_.,I .• , I ., I • • "• ~, •. . ,-.\ 
···i 
- -- .. --·-· ... -









CLOSED SHUTTERS OF THE SAME BUILDING, WHICH .F.ORMS 
• r 
'. 
HIS Fl~AL PRISON CELL WITK PEOPLE PASSING BY ON THE OUTSIDE. 
T~IS TIME THEi£ IS NOT E~EN A ~~MALL WINDOW ~IGH ON THE WALL," 
\ - . ' 
\fERMITTING JOME l~TERCOURSE WITH HUMANITY. 
. ',\ .. ' ( . 
't .' 
BuT 
l,.. . ,. -·. . . . .. ) . ·:: ·. _'. 
-~--- .. . - . . . . . . -· .. , ·-·· -----·----·- .... - ·---:·--~-~ ·..::, 
. WE N EXT T URN TO TW O S T~ 0 R I ES WR I TT EN I N 1 8 32 • WE W I LL . NOT PA USE 
TO EXAMINE THESE TALES IN DETAIL, BUT WE SHALL MERELY NOTE THAT EACH 
. ... 
·., 
USES ARCHITECTURE TO ACHIEVE A Dl~FERENT LITERARY EFFECT. 
. . 





. - - ·, .,. . 
MAN AND HIS FAMILY WHO BEFRIEND THE BOY IS PARALLELED AND REFLECTED ~ 
.. · 
. ·' . 
I N T HE I R D WE L L I N G • AT T H E O P, E N I N G OF TH E T A L· E ,. T H E " H OM E '! I N ~V ~ST I ON 
"" 
I S A WA RM; S'E C UR E , AN O FR I EN DL Y ON E , AN D TH E MAS T ER . 0 F T H I S H O US E I S 
A RESPECTED ANO WELL-SITUATED CITIZEN. AT THE CLOSE OF THE STORY, 
HOWEVER, WHEN MOST OF THE TRAGIC EVENTS HAVE OC~URRED OR BEEN SET IN 








A WINTER EVENING, A NIGHT OF A STORM, 
~AO DAR~ENED OVER PEARSON 1 S HABITATION, 
ANO THERE WE~E NO CHEERFUL FACES TO 
DRIVE YME GLOOM FROM HIS BROAD HEARTH ••• 
••• THE APARTMENY WAS SADDENED IN ITS . 
ASPECY BV THE AB\ENCE OF MUCH OF THE 
H OM EL V ·W EAL T H W H I C H ONCE AO ORN E O I l j 
FOR THE ElACTUON OF R£PEATED ~~~ES, 
AND HU s owru ~JEGLECT OF TEMPORAL AFFA l'RS, 
"',., 
HAO GREATLY IMPOVERISHED THE OWNER••• 
~ 
-
HE WHO LISTENED, WH;LE THE OTHE~ READ, 
WAS THE MASTER OF YME HOUSE9 NOW 
EMACIATED IN FORM, ~NO ALTERED AS TO 
THE EXPRESSION ANO HEALTHINESS OF HIS 
COUNT~NANCE; ••• 24 
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CLEAR BY OUR AUTHOR. 
SECOND, WE S-HALL PAUSE TO MENTION ONLY ONE ASPECT OF A ·COMPLEX 
AND UYSTERI OUS STORY, TH·E MOOD· A~D ATMOSPHERE CREATED BY A 'BAC"K-DROft 
ce ... 
0 F ARCH I T EC TUR E • I .fi "_MT K I NS MAN_ , MAJ O R MOL I N EU X , " R o B I N- , A B O Y. I N 
~· 
SEAffcH OF A 11 DWELLING,tt WANDER.S IN AND THROUGH THE 
A MYSTERIOUS TOWN. AND, AS HE WANDERS, OBSERVING THE HOUSES AND 
STRUCTUR~S, THIS SCENE IS UNFOLDED BY OUR AUTHOR: "AT FIRST HE THREW 
HIS EYES ALONG THE STREET •••• THE· MOON, CREATING, LIKE THE IMAGINATIVE 
POWER, A BEAUTIFUL STRANGENESS IN FAMILIAR OBJECTS, GAVE SOMETHING OF 
\~ 
ROMANCE TO A SCENE THAT MIGHT NOT HAYE POSSESSED IT IN THE LIGHT OF 
'· 
DAY• THE IRREGULAR ANO OFTEN ~UAINT ARCHITECTURE OF THE HOUSEl••• 
R 1 "25 EN'"GAGED OBIN S ATTENTION FOR A WHILE,••• 
I 
-\; 




"ROMANCE" IN "THE CUSTOM Hous.E 'n ANO IN MANY OTHERS I· N THE lALE' tHE : ... 
~A;~~ 
AUTHOR 'ENHANCES Hh'S 
0
TH)::~ES- OF UNREAL,ITY, MYSTERY, ANO.AMBIGUITY • 
l .\.f'~, 
ROBIN, A YOUNG STRANGER WHO IS IN THE DARK AS TO WHAT IS GOING ON IN 
A TOWN, IS SURROUNDED BY DARK AND STRANGE ARCHIT~CTU~E; 
"" 
AND THIS 
BOY, WHO IS DENIED' THE ANSW-ER TO HIS ONLY 'lUESTION, (THE PLACE OF HIS ~ 
.. .. 
KINSMAN 1 S DWELLING) IS SYMBOLICALLY rLOCKED OUT OF ALL THE " 
ARCHITECTURE OF THE TOWN, (oooRs<SHUT AT,HIS APPROACH ANO HE.IS 
'"':~; 
UNABLE TO GAIN ADMITTANCE TO THE TOWN CHURCH) WITHIN WHICH LIES THE 
ANSWER TO HIS ~UESTION. 
I N tt WA K E F I E L D , tt WR I T T EN I N .1 8 35 , A M AN , P OS S E: S S E D W I T H A " M ORB I D 
JANI TY" LEAVES HIS HOME UAND B£CouEs AN "OuTCAlt OF THE UNIVERSE," 
-
~ 26 
P.EERING AT HUMANITY FROM A POSITION OF SELF-IMPOSED ISOLATION. 
. ,, l 
ACTUALLY, WKKEFIELD HAS EXCLUOED HIMSELF fROM HIS KOME, AT WHIC~ HE 
' ,,. 
.. 
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. . --. 
'(, .... 
P'RE-\tlENTLY PEEPS, IN AN" EFP'OR··T TO "FATHOM· TH
AT WHICH IS. GOING O.N -
INSIDE. AND THROUGHOUT, WAKEFtELD
1 S ONLY CONTACT WITH 'THE UNIVERSE 
- -•· 
. I// 
( H I S H OM E AN D W I F E ) I S W HA.T H E C A "4 0 8 T A I N FR OM G L A N C ES 
T HR O U G H T H E . , 
/ 
. . ·- ..... _________ _
 
WINDOWS AND BY PERUSAL OF THE EXTERIOR ASPECT OF 
HIS HOME• FINALLYi 
WHEN WAKEFIELD RETURNS HOME, (ALTHOUGH WE ARE NOT P
ERMITTED TO 
/ 
FOLLOW HI ACROSS. THE THRESHOLD) WE ARE L!'.D TO B
El.1 EYE ON~Y. TH~T HE 
,· 
!} HAS D TO HIS TOMB TO DIE. 
WE SHALL PAUSE ONLY MOMENTARILY TO MENTION THE 
USE OF ARCHITECTURE 
I N TWO TA L ES WR I TT EN RES PE CT I V ELY 1 N 1 8 36 AN D 1 8 37
 • "0 L D T I C O N D ERO GA : 
" 
A Pt CTU RE OF TM E PAST," IS A D~ CR I PT I ON OF THE R
U I NS OF A 'F"ORT AND 
THE HIST~RY THAT THESE RUINS DIVULGE; WE SHA
LL ONLY NOTICE THE 
PRESENCE OF A "MOST LUXURIANT CROP OF WEEDS" 
WHICH GROWS IN AND 
~;, 
THROUGHOUT THE RUINS, AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT WE 
EARLIER CALLED THE 
·-27 
n R E C L AM A T I ON O'F N AT UR E •" TH IS DEVICE OF RUINS CREATING 
A FERTl~E 
" 
PLACE FOR NEW qROWTH (BOTH BOTANICAL ANO HUMAN) WILL RE
CUR IN 
HAWTHORNE 1 S WRITINGS, ANO IS NIC-EL·'{ DEMONSTRATED IN THE 
NEXT TALE, 
.- ('' 
.. ~ ··.··, 
"THE MAN OF ADAMANT." 
JN THIS STORY AN ISOLATO HEWS A HOME FOR HIM
S~LF DEEP IN THE 
F,9RESf, AND IN 'TltE ENO THE FO,REdRECL~lMS
 HIS HOME•"'- ONE OTHER 
Q 
f • 
IMPORTANT ELEMENT TO NOTE ABOUT THIS STORY IS
 THE COMP(ETE EtUATION 
' 
28 
AND ULTIMATE FUSION OF THE MAN-AND HIS HABIT
ATION. ALTHOUGH THE 
CAYE IS HARDLY WHAT COULD BE CALLED "A~CHITEC
TU.RE," IT SERVES THE 
SAME PURPOSE; ANO THE FACT THAT THE HARO AND
 STONY MAN LIVES IN A 
CA V E OF ROCK AN D I S E V ENT U A LL Y F US E 0-, W I
 TH H I S H OM E I S A ~ ER FE CT 
.. 
EXAMPLE OF A COMPLETE CHARACTER-ARCHITECTURE 
EtUATION. 
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- . .. \. 
.. . 
··~· IN "SUNDAY AT HOME," WRITTEN IN 1837, WE ·HAVE~ ,AN ··1 N GEN I OUS AN·o' 
F U LL-BL OWN US E OF . ARC H I TE C TUR E • THE C ENT RA L I MA, GE , 1" H E C HUR CH , I S 
.. . 
VIEWED BY OUR AUTHOR FO~~AN ENTIRE DAY.- ,AND FOR OUR PE.EP,ING 
. --- . ------·---·----------- - .. --·· ... ------···-
:~ . 
NARRATOR, THE CHURCH BECOMES A GJ·ANTVHUMAN BEING, POSSESSED WITH"A 
' "IV:'" 
S P I R I T" AN O P£ ~ S ON A L I TY OF I TS OWN , .n A TON GUE tt W I TH W H I C H I T S P E AK S , 
AN a A ·tt B O DY" THAT H A S AN A RM ( T. H E S HA· 8 0 W 8 F- THE -STE E Pb£ ) W H I C H PO '1 NT S 
TO Y~RIOUS PLACES OF INTEREST IN THE TOWN. AT THE E~D OF THE SKETCH, 
\ 




EVEN MORALLY -1--N~TRUCTED~ BY .THIS RELi GI OUS GI ANT WHICH CONTAINS 
RELIGION AND MORALS IN THE "S.ILENT WALLS," AND WHOSE STEEPLE POINTS 
29 TO THE ONLY AND EVERLASTING TRUTH OF HEAVEN. A BETTER EXA~PLE OF 
ORGANIC ARCHITECTURE IS HARDLY TO BE FOUND IN ALL OF HAWTHORNE. 
,;; . 
WE NOW EXAMINE A TALE WRITTEN IN 1837, IN WHICH TME INTERIOR 
DECORATION OF A RQOM REVEALS MUCH ABOUT THE STORY AND, PARTICULARLY, 
''1-#i) 
THE CENTRAL CHAR~CTER. THE INTERIOR OF DR. HEIDEGGER'S STUDY CONTAINS 
MANY SIGNIFICANTLY SYMBOLIC OBJECTS: A BUST OF HIPPOCRATES REPUTED 
TO HAVE SAID AT ONE TIME, "FORBEAR\", A TRUTH-REVEALING MIRROR, 
(A FAVORITE SYMBOL OF HAWTHORNE 1 s), A LARGE BLACK VOLUME OF MAGIC, 
I 
A SKELETON, AND A PICYURE OF DR. HEIDEGGER 1 S LOST AND IRRETRIEVAeLE 
LOVE. ALL OF THESE THINGS FOUND IN DR. HEI DEGGER 1 5 CURIOUS, DIM, 
AND "OLD-FASHIONED CHAMBER, FtSTOONED WITH COBWEBS, AND BESPRlNKLED 
.____ ______________ -- - -------- --------- ~ -.-11-1-J'H- ANT I ~E .CHJS'f, II P0.8S.€S-$ .... !N·I TE. -CLUE l'.i THE .STORY WHICH 
,, . 
: .. . • 
·---~ 
I 
i· I· ., 
. ., _:, .. 
30 UNFOLDS. IT IS FROM HIS VOLUMES OF MAGIC THAT DR. HEIDEGGER 
0 B TA I NS T H E WAT ER FR OM TH E F OUN T A I N OF ; · ·Y Q UT H , W H I CH H E G I Y ES T 0 
•. --~~-· ... , .... 
THREE PEOPLE WHO ARE OLD ·AND ALMOST DEAD• ANO ,-1 T IS HE, SEEi NG .THE 
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TffE WATER AND RESIGNS HIMSELF TO THE IRREVOCABLE PASSAGE OF TIME. 
IN THIS TALE, THEN, WE SEE THE usE OF INTERIOR DECORAT,oN AS uoRE 
THAN JU~T DESCRIPTIVE DETAIL• 
<- ' 
IN A SER I ES ifF · f AL ES WR ITTE'N ·-IN 18-37 AND 1838, HAWTHORNE USES 
AN ~ANCIENT EDl11CE FOR THE BACKGROUND AND STIMULUS 0~ THE STORIES• 
ElCH OF THE FOUR TALES, THE ACJION -~F WHICH TAKE~ PLACE IN fHE 
a. •• -. D I ST ANT PAST t I S B E GUN AN D EN DE D W I TH DES CR 1 PT I ON S AN D I M PR ES S l ON$ ~:.i, ~/j' .- • '.·; • -~ • __ . 
. ' i 
. ! 
.-.. .· l 
-::-- .,.. .. 1," _ "; I 
·-. 
OF THE HOUSE IN THE PRESENT TIME. THUS EACH TALE IS PROVIDED WITH 
A PERTINENT INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUS I_ ON,' ~I YI NG THE READER A SENSE 
OF ~ISJORICAL RETROSPECT. ANO THE PREFACES ANO CONCLUSIONS OF ALL 




FAVORITE AR~HITECTURAL TECHNI q,uc OF HIS, TH-E .REVELATION OF THE 
-~-~\ PAS T T HR O U G H TH E D ES C. R I PT I O N O F AN , E O t F I C E W H I C H H AS M U C H T O R E L AT E ~ 
"' 31 A ABOUT WHAT IT HAS SEEN OF HIST-c>WY. S FOR THE TALES THEMSELVES, 
I ~ . EA C H C AS E TH E tt PR O V I N C E HO US E" PLAYS _AN 1 M P ORT AN·,. R O L E • _ .Mi. 
,,---·----,---,- ... ," ·~···· •.. -··,~ ' . 
"HOWE 1 S MAS\UERADE," THE HOUSE-- PROVIDES THE PROPER MTSTERI OUS 
A TM OS PH ER~) AN D AM B I GU OU S B A CK GR O UN D F OR TH E G H OS TL Y - EV ENT S, W H I C H 
TAKE PLACE. IN "EDWARD RAND0LPH 1 S PORTRAIT," A PICTURE HANGING ON 
o N E o F r H E w ALL s o F TH E H o us' E~,t-~--" R o v , o Es T H E c ENT ·R A ~;. s Tiu u L us F o R 1 H E 
?" 
' J 
TALE, IN "LADY ELEANOR 1 S MANTLE," THE HOUSE REINFORCES THE THEME 
OF ISOLATION WHICH DOMINATES THE TALE. ·FINALLY, IN "0LO ESTHER DuOLEY," 
' 
TH E H O US E I S E 'i U ~ J E D W I T ... :r H E C E N TR A .L CH A ~ A C T,,E R , B OT H B E I N G 
32 ANACHRONISMS. 
"PETER GoLOTHWAITE 1 S TREASURE," WRITTEN IN 1838, IS A PRIME 
EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF A~CHITECT0RE ON ALL LEVELS TO SUPPORT AND 
ENHANCE A ST~RY. P~ACTICALLY ALL OF THE LITERARY-ARCHITECTURAL 
ff 
< "" ,; •. •.•• ,· 0 0 .,• .,.;•,• ' ~ '',•'~•• 0 ,,,-,;], c,> • 
.. ~:· ,, 
-~-·~·· • • •. ·-- ·""" • ! ~- • . . : ' 
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ELEMENTS MENTIONED THUS FAR ARI ·PRESENT IN THIS TALE• PETER 
ti 
GoLOTHWAtTJ, -~o· IS. so DECAYEP WITHIN THAT HE OUTWARDLY DISPLAYS 
SENILITY, DESTROYS THE INTERIOR OF HIS HOUS~ IN SEAR~~ OF ~ICHES 
FROM THE PAST. THE E\UATION OF MAN AND HOUSE, AGAIN BOTH 
AN AC H Rr'-N I SM S , I 8" MA.DE C L EAR BY THE FACT T HAT TH EY AR E B OT H 
·-~ 
~: ~>-
D.E.STROYED -FOR -T.HE SAME REAtSON; THE. \·UEST FVREASURE. WE SHOULD 
TAKE SPECIAL NOTE OF A PASSAGE AT THE BEGINNING QF THE TALE• 
"THIS OLD PATERNAL EDIFICE, NEEDY A~ HE WAS, AND THOUGH, BEING 
CENTRALLY·· LOCATED ON THE PRINCIPAL STREET OF THE-· TOWN, IT WOULD 
HAVE BROUGHT ~MA HANDSOME SUM, THE SAGAClOUS PETER HAd HIS OWN 
~) 
RE AS ON S F O R N EV ER PART f ·N G· W I TH , E I T.H ER B Y 'UC r I ON OR PR I YA TE SALE • 
' ~ ·., 
' ., 
THERE SEEMED, INDEED, TO BE~ FATA~lTY T~AT C0NNECT£D HIM WITH 
· 33 
• oi·· .... _,. • HI S B I RT HP LACE ; • • • tt 
..... 
' N O T C ON .T EN T W f T H H I S US U A L E Cl U A T. I ON O F H O US E AN D ·I N H A B I TA NT t 
.. 
J 
HAW.TH ORN E H AS CHO S EN TO MAK E TH E I R RE L ~T I ON S H I_ P EYE N M OR E FOR C E FU L 
BY THE INGENIOUS USE OF SYNTAX. 8y ALTERNATING PHRASES, ONE 
REFERRING TO THE HOUSE AND THE FOLLOWING REFERRING T~ PETER,· IN THE 
A 8 0 V E PAR A G_f}rA PH , W H 1 C H . C ON C L U O ES W I TH A C AR E F U L A N D DE F I N I T I V E C' -· 
' .... ,\,.,. 
STATEMENT OF THE INSEPARABILITY OF TH~ TWO, HAWTHORNE NAS CREATED. 
A NEARLY ABSOLUTE LITERARY-ARCHITECTURAL E\UATION• WE MIG~T ADD 
THAT THE SCENE IN THIS TALE, WHERE PETER PEERS OUT AT THE LIVELY 
0 PICTURE IN THE STREET BEFORE HIS HOUSE FROM HIS ISOLATED Y1EWPOINT, 
. 
IS TO BE REPEATED (AS ARE MANY ARCHITECTURAL .ELEMENTS OF THIS TALE) 
·, 
IN THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES. 
- -- ---
THOSE INSIDE CERTAIN BUILDINGS AND THOSE WITHOUT IS TO SE ONE OF 
(" 
HAWTHORNE 1 S ·MO·ST USED ARCHITECTURAL SYMBOLS. 
• f.) Ii ... , 
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' IN THE FOLLOW I NG TALES, WRITTEN BE.TWEEN THE YEARS ·1843 AND 
. II ----/ 




"TECHNl~UE IN ~UESTION. JN "THE 81RTHM~RK," HOWEVER, WRI.TTEN IN 
,x 
1843, WE SHOUL.D NOTE THE AP.ARTMENT WHICH AYLMER HAS 
4
BUJ LT FOR HIS 
WI FE: "THE SCENE.• .LOOKED LI KE ENCHANTMENT. AYLMER HAD 
CONVERTE·D THOSE SMOKY, Dl·NGT, SOMSR.E .flOOMS,, WHERE. HE·· HAD SPENT 
,~,• ._;. -
·,; 
HIS BRIGHTEST YEARS ••• 1NTO A SERIES OF BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS NOT () 
UNFlt TO BE THE SECLUDED A~ODE OF A LOVELY WOMAN. THE WALLS WERE 
·-
HUNG WITH GORGEOUS CURTAINS, WHICH ••• AS THEY FELL FROM THE· CEILING 
.TO THE FLOOR, THEIR RICH ANO PONDEROUS FOLDS, CONCEALING ALL 
. ·-
. AN~LES AND STRAIGHT LINES, APPEARED TO SHUT IN THE SCENE FROM 
-.,, 
f· 
. "34 INFINITE SPACE. k . ' 
"'--
JT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT AYLMER, WHO ATTEM .. PTS TO PLAY 
Goo·ey CREATING PERFECTION, CREATES A UNIVERSE OF HIS OWN, 
SEPARATE FROM Goo's INFINITE UNIVERSE. AND THIS PRIVATE WORLDt '\;:, 
. 'I 
MO~EOYER, IS NOT 1LLUMINAT£D BY THE LIGHT OF THE SUN, BUT WITH 
A ··T I F I C I A L L I G HT FR OM L AM PS W H I C H G I V E O FF A S OFT AN D C O L ORF UL ~L OW t 




OF FANTASY," A MYSTERIOUS ALLEQO~Y IN WHICH 
AND APPRAISES MANKIND BY INSPECTING THE ASPECT 
OF THE "HALL," WE MIGH' MERELY NOTICE THAT THIS BUILOfNG ADMITS THE 
.·· • / . ~ .. ••··c;;_"t 35 
"LIGHT OF ~EAVEN' ONLY THROUGH STAINED AND PICTURED GLASS." 
i \ :, 
THIS IS ON~ OF MANY ARtHITECTURAL DEVICES ~R~SENT IN THIS FANTASY 
I. 
WHICH IS FRAUGHT WITH THE TECHN«t'tUE .IN ((UEiTION. THIS TALE IS 
, 
REPRESENTATIVE OF A NUMBER OF STORIES IN WHICH THE AUTHOR MAKES USE 
.. 
. , 
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' \ 







~< ~ ,,. ' ~ ... t-,1 
.I 
·.-;· 
IF FANTASTICAL ARCHITECTURE. "A VtRTuoeo·•· CoLL'ECTION," 
"A SELECT PARTY," "THE NEW ADAM AND EVE,'' AND "THE CELEST,I AL 
RAI LROADm6"~'RE ONLY A '@FEW THAT COULD BE .. MENTI ONED• St Ml LARLYt 
TH~RE ARE MANY MORE TALES, SKETCHES, AND STORIES CONTAINING 
,, ""'-a r 
EXAMPLES OF THE LITERARY USE OF ARCHITECTURE. "P 1 S CORRESPONDENCE," 
. 
ENGLAND VtLLAGE, 11 ARE JUST A SMALL NUMBER OF. PIECES WHICH DESERVE 
... 
DEMONSTRATION AND ANALYS,1Se TtME AND SPACE, UNFORTUNATELr, DO NOT 
PERMIT THE EXTENSION OF OUR SURVEY. 




WRITTEN IN TWO YEARS, 1850 - 1852. AGAIN, TIME AND SPACE ~REVE~T 
TH E PR OT R ACTED AN ALY 5 I S TH A T T H"E S E W OR K. S DES ER YE I N THE L I G HT OF 
·~ . 
•. 
THE TECHN I ClUE IN (lUE"~"TI ON• HENCE, CONSIDERING THE FACT THA-·T WE 
HAVE ALREADY ESTABLISHED THE EXTENSIVE USE OF ALL KINDS OF 
ARCHITECTURE FOR MYRIAD EFFECTS IN HAWTHORNE 1 S WORKS, THE FOLLOWING 
PAGES WILL CONTAiN· SELECTED EXAMPLES OF TME USE OF THIS TECHNl~UE 
I N T·H E NOVELS • 
·.jli . .,,. . , . <-' 
I N THE F I RS T OF THE. THREE N O V ELS , THE SC AR LET LET T·E R , { W H I CH 
. 
IS PRECEDED BY A NUMBER OF PAGES DESCRIPTIVE OF HAWTHORNE 1 S LIFE 
IN "THE Cusrou HousE" FILLED WITH USES OF ARCHITECTURE) WE SHALL 
- 36 
EXAMINE FOU.R IMPORTANT USES OF.ARCHITECTURE• 
. 
FtRST, WE SHOULD NOTE THE PARAL~EL OPENING AND CLOSING OF THE 
,. ...... \ . I°' ....... ,. 
.:;-
STORY WITH THE iXIT ANDtENTRANCE OF THE CENTRAL CHARACTER FROM-AND 
.INTO BUILDINGS. A~ THE OPENING OF THE NOVEL, WE FINO HESTER BEING 
• tu:~trfll ~\ 
RELEASED FROM THE STURDY ANO "UGLY" PRISON OF SOCIETY. THIS BUILDING, 
WITH BEAUTIFUL R~SE-BUSH GROWING AMIDST ·THE "uNSIGHtLY VEGETATION" 
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... . ,._.-,, 
!~:-t -;,_ :.· --- :-· :·'·!.~· .,.;.4';, 
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ABOUT.HER AS SHE E~ERGES FROU,~THE BLACK FLOWER OF CIVILIZED 
-J, -, ~---+--" •-··-." -•··~·,.mw•,., ~· 
.,, 
37 
S O C I ET Y , A PR I S ON • 11 . AN D , AT TN E GLOS E · 0 F TH E\,, .. T. A L ~ t W E · F I N D 
,. 
HEJT~R E~TERING THE PRLSON OF HER OWN HE~RT THE WOOD AND 1-'0N 
OF THE DOOR OF THE CABIN UNLIKE THE nOAKEN" DOOR Of THE PRISON 
.. 
',, ; -
PRESENTING NO DIFFICULTY 1,.APASSAGE OVER Ttft THRESHOLD. 
SECOND, WE SHALL EXAMINE SOME LINES OF DESCRIPTION IN THE 





WITHOUT FURTHER ADVENTURE, TH£Y 
REAfHED THE DWELLING OF GOVERNOR 
BELLBNGHAMo THUS WA~ A LARGE. 
WOODEN HOUSE9 BUILT IN A FASHION 
OF WHICH THERE ARE SPECIMENS STILL 
EXTANT IN THE STREETS OF OUR OLDER 
TOWNS; NOW MOSS~GROWN9 CRUMBLING 
TO DECAV9 AND MELANCHOLY AT HEART 
·WITH THE MANY SORROWFUL OR JOYFUL 
OCCURRENCES, REMEMBERED OR 
FORGOT'fEM9 AND THAY HAVE HAPPENED, 
l' 
AND PASSED AWAY 9 WITHJN THEIR 
DUSKY @HAMBERSo THERE, HOWEVER, 
WAS THE FRESHNESS OF THE PASSING 
YEAR ON iTS EKTERl~R~ AND 
CHEERFULNESS, GLEAMING FORTH FROM 
THE SUNNV WINOOWS9oo0IT HAD INDEED, 
A VERY CHEERY ASPECT; THE WALLS 
BEi N.G OVERSPREAD t'VIYf-f'STUCC09 IN 
WHICH FRAGMENTS OF BROKEN GLASS 
WERE PLENTIFULLY INTERMIXEDloe• 
THE BRILLIANCY MIGHT HAVE BEFBTTED 
ALADDIN 1 S PALACE, RATHER THAN THE 3a 
MANSION OF A GRAVE OLD PURITAN RULER-• · 
IN THIS, PASSAGE THERE ARE MANY REPETITIONS OF HAWTHORNE'S 
. .. ! 
PAST ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIP~IONS; TM£ IU~ORTANCE OF THIS PASSAa£, 
fl 
~· 
H OWE V ER , I S R EV EA L ED B Y L I T TL E p EA R L I S R EA CT 1- 0 N T O TH E H O US E • PE AR L , 
THE TOUCH-STONE OF TRUTH FOR THE STORY, WISHES THAT "THE WHOLE BREADTH 
.,ol,, O F S UN S H I N E II C O U L D B E S TR I P P ED A VI A Y AN D G I V EH T, 0 H ER • TH US , 
--.· 
. 
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HAW TH ORN E DE P I CT S PE AR L 1 S REC O G N I T I ON OF THE . "V ENE ER OF HT.PO CR I SY 
WHICH PLAYS SUCH AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN THE REVELATION OF 
39 




"" ('{··.-~ . . ... . 
IN.THE DESCRIPTIONS OF 8tMUE$DAL~ 1 S AND CHtLilNGWORTH 1 S 
-·- .. - -




'· .. ' J ' 
~· APARTMENTS t. H~WTHORNE MAKES E.XC\UI SI TE AND DETAILED USE OF T_H .. ~- ··----·-···-··-·- ·------
ARC H I T EC T U R A L T ,EC H N I (l U E • . 8 0 TH CH A R ACT E RS L I V .E I N T H E S AM E H O U ~ E .t 
. A " V ENE R AB L E ST R UC T UR E t tt ST AND t N G 8 ES I DE A GA A -V-E YA R D , . "S O W ELL 
t,· 
ADAPTED TO CALL UP SERIOUS REFLECTIONS, SUITED TO THEIR RESPECTIVE 
EMPLOYMENTS, IN BOTH MINISTER AND MAN OF PHYSIC." 
Q 
... .. 
INSEPARABILITY OF THE TWO ~~N IS ACCENTED BY THE FACILITY WITH 
WHICH ONE CAN ENTER THE OTHER 1 S ROOMS. ANO 0tMMESDALE 1 S APARTMENT, 
'" 
LIKE THE APARTMENTS OF OTHER HAWTHORNE 1SOLATOS, SUITS ITS 
I N H A B I TA N T , F OR T H E M 1 N I, ST E R I S R O OM S A R E P ,R O V I OE D · W 1 T H H E A VY C U RT A I NS 
WHICH EXCLUDE THE SUNe HAWTHORNE SUBTLY CHARACTERIZES DIMMESDALE AND 
HIS FATE BY 'THE CLEVER USE OF INTERIOR DECORATION. THE ,MINISTER, 
THE FATHER OF A CHILD BY ANOTHER MAN 1 S WIFE, INHABITS A ROOM WHOSE 
WALLS ARE "HUNG ·ROUND WITH TAPESTRY, SAID TO BE FROM THE GoBELIN· 
LOOMS, AND AT ·ALL EVENTS, R E PRES ENT I N G. -TH E SCRIPTURAL STORY OF DAVID 
·. 
-~\ j ., 
AN~HSHEBA, 
"40 A.Nb NATHAN THE PROPHET,••• .., 
FINALLY, WE SHOULD NOTICE HAWTHORNE 1 S IMPORTANT USE or: ONE OTHER 
PIECE OF ARCHITECTURE: THE SCAFFOLD OR TOWN PILLORY. IN A SENSE, 
l 
THE PLOT OF THE SCARLET LETTER REV'OLYES AROUND THIS PLATFORM. IT IS 
·-·-· .. , ... 




DIMMESOALE STEEPS HIMSELF IN THE REAL SIN OF THE STORT ST NOT ADM\TTING 
HIS GUI LT• AND' IT IS TO TH IS PLATFORM THAT 01 MMES DALE STEALS IN THE 
NIGHT TO MAKE A· VAIN ATTEMPT AT EXPIATION• 
~ . I 
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~ T TH E END OF T H E 8 0 0 K , TH AT TH E C L I Ill ACT I C S CE N E OF A D
M I S S I ON -0 F 
, .. 
GUILT-AND THE DEFEAT OF THE DEV~L TAKES PLACE •. 
:- ? 
. j ~~, •. . ,: • 
ONE NEED READ N-0 FURTHER THAN THE FIRST PKGE O
F HAWTHORNE 1 S . 
• '< 
. 
' , ' 
.. 
THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES TO REAilZE THAT THIS NOVEL




B E T H E C UM U L A T I V E C L I MAX , TO T H I S PO ,t NT I N H I S 





• . ./..... . . . 
THOR 1 S USE OF. LITERARY ARCHITECTURE. PR.~CTI 
CAL~Y. ALL_ T_HE ELEMENTS, 
... 
ALL ANO LARGE, ALREADY MENTIONED AS COMPONENTS 
·oF THIS TECHNI ClUE, 
ARE USED BY HAWTHORNE IN THIS NOVEL. THE HOUSE IN TH
~S NOVEL 
, ~ 
EMB001 ES WI THO UT A DOUBT, THE "uoST· .. J,_NGEN I OUS, LARG
EST, AND~ tioST. · 
8 '! A UT I F U L U S .f ··" 0 F TH I S T EC H N I q_u E T H US FA R I N H 1 ·s W O R K S • " HA L F -w A
 Y 
l) 
DOWN ·A BY-STRE·ET OF ONE OF 'OUR Ne:w ENGLAN.O TOWNS, ST AN'0S ·. A RU
STY 
WOODEN HOUSE, WI TH .SEVEN ACUTELY PEAKED GABLE
S, FACING TOWARDS 
I 
' ,. 
VAR I OUS P~~N THE. COM'PASS, AND A 
_/ . \ 
Ml OST •••• THE ASPECT OF THE VENERABLE 
HUGE CLUSTERED CHIMNEY IN THE 
EDIFICE HAS ALWAYS AFFECTED ME 
LI KE A HUMAN COUNTENANCE, BEARING T·HE 'TRACES NOT MEREL
Y OF OUTWARD 
\ 
( --- --· 




MORTAL LIFE, AND ACCOMPANYING VlCISSITUDES THAT HAVE 
PASSED WITHIN." 
> 
THE HOUSE ITSELF, BUILT ON THE LAND ONCE OCCU
PIED BY fii1AULE 1 S 
.. 
COTTAGE, SYMBOLIZES THE PYN,CHEON FAMILY WHOS
E FORTUNE WAS BUI LT BY 
"-




FALL OF THIS MANSION PARALLEL THE HISTORY OF T
HE OPPRESS I VE PYNCHEON 
OYN-A·STY • TttE HUMAN FACE OF THE HOUSE, WORN 
BY THE PASSAGE OF TIM'Et 
I S S Y MB O L I C OF , THE L AST G EN E RAT ·1 0 N OP TH E Py NCH E ON S AS S EE 
N I N 
HEPZI BAH AND CLIFFORD• A~Q THE SHOP WH.1 CH 1 S OPENED IN THE O
LD ,HOUSE 
IS THE BEGINNING FISSURE IN A SERIES OF CRACKS WHICH
 ARE ULTIMATELY 
TO PERVADE THE HOUSE WI TH LIGHT AND -THUS DESTROY
 IT AND THE 
.... 
... ··i.... fl . \. 
4 
--.;~ 
- .. ,· .C----, 
• -... ·1 . •• ,,,.. 
l' 
• C,, 
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CHARACTERS TO' S'EE\ TH.E ERROR OF THEIR WAYS• ' . . THE DESCRIPTION OF THE 
''YEGETATI YE". A'ND "CONSERVATIVE" CLIFFORD, PEERl·NG THROUGH THE 
' 
LARGE "ARCHED WINDOW" INTO THE DYNAltl C AND PROGRESS t'YE STREET, 
"YEARNING TO RENEW THE e'ROKEN LiNKS OF BROTHERHOOD WITH HIS KIND," 
IS ONE . OF. HAWTHORNE' s BEST USES OF IS o·LA TING -, 42 ARCH 1 T EC TUR E • · AND 
PYNCHEONS THE SYMBOLIC FLIGHT OF THE TWO OLD FROM THEIR HOME, ~ 
'B E G I N N Lf'I G A 8 R£ AK, B E TW E;J; N f AM I LY AN Q,.. H O 1J S E , C OM E $.,i,,! 0 A C L I MAX 
, t· . . ··-... ,,. ,....., . . ' . ~ 
. . . "' .. . ,, . . . . I 
...... '. /, . ./ .. ,. . . . " ' .,.. 
WHEN' AT THE ENO OF THE NOVEL' THE' II I NV I GORATED 11 OLD GENER AT I ON 
OF' P_Y,NCHEONS, :: TH THE NEW GENERATION OF ,MA~L~s", -~Es THE OLD 
HOUSE FOREYEFt. 
~ ... 
FI '4A LL Y , f N OUR S UR Y E Y , I W I S H TO I N O I CAT E TH E US E OF T HE 
. ' 
ARCHITECTURAL TECHNI '=1.UE IN THE LAS.T WORK PUBLISHED BEFORE THE MJBLE, 
FAuN,_THE BLITHEDALi ROMANCE. ALTHO~GH, WHEN COMPARED WIT~ 
r 
THE SCARLET LETTER ANO THE HOUSE .2!, TH~ '8§.VEN G.ABLES,. W~ Fl ND A -
·-------........:...... 
RELATIVELY SMALLER US,~ OF THE ARCHITECTURAL TECHN I Q.UE IN/ THIS 
N O V EL , I T I S , N E Y ER T H E L ES S , PR ES. EN T • 
' . ' .. 
Mt LES COVERDALE, THE INSULATED NARRATOR OF OUR STORY, IS 
CONSTANTLY PICTURED AS A MAN OBSERVING LIFE FROM THE OUTSIDE ANO 
"<-, 
N E Y E R R E A L L Y P A RT I C I P"A T I N G I N I TS A C T t ON H I MS E L F • AT T H E .0 PE N I N G 
._ ........ 
0 F TH E N O V'E L , WE F I N D C O V ER DAL E A ET URN I N G FROM TH E T H EATER A.N D t 
THROUGHOUT THE STORY, WE FINO HIM A SPECTATOR TYPt OF CHARACTER. 
HE IS, I NOE.ED, AN. ISOLATO_ AS IS, EVIDENCED BY 'HIS PREFERENCE FOR -
SUCH PLACe:s AS HIS BACHELOR q,UARTERS OR HIS "HERMITAGE." .TURNING 
l·,,•.t,.· 
TO THE MIDDLE OF THE NOVEL, THtN, WE FIND COVERDALE PEERING THROUGH 
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THI WINDOW OYHIS BACHELOR APARTMENT AT ·A SCENE WHICH HE NIMSELI' 
LIKENS TO THE THE~TER. FoR, AFTER WITNESSl~.NG FROM HIS WINDOW, A. 
• 
SERIES OF SCENES IN THE BOARDING HOUSE ACROSS THE STREET, 
COVEROALE MA.KES THIS COMMENT: "THERE NOW ·NEEDED _QN_LY HOLLI NGSWO.RTH 
. . 
AN o o LD Mo oo, E r o co1111SLETE, J" E KNOT oF :CH AR A"' £Rs,, YIH ou A REAL. 
' / 4 ~ ~ •. I ":,... • , • \ ' ,f 1f· . • • 
'· I 
,}c . .., . 
I NT R I C ACY OF ,E"'i~E NT S , ' GR E AT LY ~ S S I ST E 8 BY MY -M e:T H OD OF I NS iJ L A f I N G 
T, H EM F"'11 0 M OTHER REL AT I ON S , H A D K E PT S O LON G UPON MY M E NT A L ST A GE , 
.AS ACTORS IN A DRAMA." 
} . . 











\__ .-- . 
(' ,,-----" .. ~ . 
. .· I 
.. r 
/ 
' ~- ~- . _,. ~ ... ~ 'k -- . 
S ET T I N G - AC R (tS s· TH E -ST R EE T • THE G L< I TT ER 1 N G ST A GE OF TH E _ 0 P J?.O SJ T £_: _______ ·: ________ r,~--,-----·-"-----_:_ ______________ c-··-----
i> 
APAR~MENT IN WHICH THE DRAMA HAS BEEN TAKING PLACE IS SOON 
ENVELOPED IN DARKNESS AND A CURTAIN IS DRAWN ACROSS THE PROSCENIUM,-· 
,-
44 
ZENOSIA 1 S WINDOW. 
. -~ 
_ .- 1-uw 
. -- THttS,~ HAVl~.G ESTABLI SH-tD THE EXT EN St VE AN·o CONS1 STENT USE Ofl" 
THE ARCH~TECTURAL TECHNl~UE AND, THOUGH SOMEWKAT SKETCHILY, 
.,•/ "' 
DEMONSTRATED ITS VARIOUS FORMS AND PURPOSES, WE NOW TURN TO THE ~-
-
~ . 
CENTRAL SUBJECT OF THIS STUDY: THE MOD1rtcATION OF THE cR,TICISM 
OF THE MARBLE FAUN BY THE EXAUI NATI ON OF TH IS NOV~~~ 
1 
IN - THE LIGHT OF 
'I, 
-~ 
THE TECHNI (lUE IN \UESTI ON•~ 
- r 
-~ ,: . 
. ·--- .... 
···,,.·; 
.. ,.._ .. ~_..,. 









.. ,: -i 
.,. 
" CHAPTER IY . ~ 
. . , 
) . 
' THE.MARBLE FAUN IS NOT ONLY A ROMANCE OF CONSIDERABLE LENGTH 
... 




HAWTHORNE 1 S I.NT ENT I ON SEEM-S · TO BE TO PRESENT EVERY MAJOR THEME AND., 
,. ·;;,· 
TO C ON FRONT E Y ER Y I M P ORT ANT PR 013 L £ M W I TM W H 1 C H · HE H A D OE ALT -t N Ht S 
EARLIER WORKS. I T S~E E~is ·fo ---HAVE. BEEN H I S. PURPOSE , ALSO , TO MAKE 
, 
HIS PRESENTATION ON A LARGER AND .. MORE MAGNIFICENT SCALE THAN~~ 
. HAD ATTEMPi~o BEFORE .• As ONE CRjTJC 'OF THE MARBLE FAUN STATES: ......... ,.: 
~--:-~- • \ • • It 




. REREADING, SINCE ITS ~OMPLEX · FRAMEWORK EMBRACES HAWTHORNE 1 S FULLEST 
' 
.......... -·-- ... _ ------------~---. . {.. . ------~-··-···-----:. ---- -- ,. ... " . ... . .. .. -
. , .. '!.' ·· Ex PL o RAT I o N s OF- U O iii-AL i TY ANO_,._ A RT ;- --t:tflH'. £Of TTS · s HURTC ou1 r.·Gs---R-E-S-01.:T- -··---------··-·--
..J 
.. 
-~ . ' 
; ( 





MAINLY FROM THE GRANDEUR OF HIS AIM. NEYER BEFORE HAD HE TRIED TO 
ACHIEVE SO MUCH IN- HIS MEOi Ulf; .• •.IN THE HOUSE OF THE St:V·fN GAt:lLfS · 
' e==a, --- ----- am-=----
(' 





FAuNJ FAMILIAL ANCESTRY; HERE· L ,- N THE MARBLE HE PLUNGES THE .. · 
' -., . - I N N O C E NT I N T O AL L T I M ES , C ON FR ON TS H I M W I T H TH E T O TA L I TY O F T H E 
' 1 
PAST AND WITH THE VERY 1 MG~EL, 1 THE PROTOTYPE OF EVIL." fT tS .. 
EVIDENT THEN, THAT ANY APPROACH TO A ·ROMANCE WITH THE SCOPE AND 
.... 
MAGNITUDE OF THE MARBLE FAUN SHOULD BE ONE 0~ CAUTION ANO PRUDENCE • 
....... ~~ 
THE ANALYTICAL UNRAVELING OF THE INTRICATELY WOV!N THREADS ~pF 
A WORK _BY HAWTHORNE, AS WE HAVE MENTIONED, IS AT Bt"ST DIFFICULT, IF 
NOT AT TIMES IMPOSSIBLE, ANO IN THE CASE OF HIS LAST COMPLETED 
C • 
NOVEL, THE DJfFICULTIES OF INTERPRETATION, DISCERNMENT OF ST~UCTURE, 
-" ANO OELINEATJON OF PHILOSOPHY ARE PARTICULARLY EVIDE-NTe·· As ONE 
\, 
. . .. . 
..,,.,,,., __ . .,....,. .-'ol-.-, .. ,.c.,.-; ···.~-···., .. -.,-._- .. .,...,,......,,.,,.....,,-,..----f'.,~ .. • ...... ,-...,.....,, .• _,----... -c-,-.--,..,..,,.-,,--.--·,,--.-.• :,.... ..•. ,--""'"'::·-~.:.,r'T''.~"".''~:..---,.,-..... ..,..,.,,, .•. , . 
... 
CRITIC WHO MADE AN ATTEMPT AT DISCERNINC THE STRUCTURE OF 
..... 
~- __ ,.;.o.,.._ -~'· 
. ,t• 
- ··~·- -·· ......... -- -- -·~! ·-- ...___ • -
- - - _, - - --- -- ,:--·t" .• •---· --- --- .. - .,,- ,- - .. - . -·- -
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. -~ '. '• . , ·..- ... ,. 
THE MARBLE FAUN ATTEST&: "THE DESIGN OF-THE MARBLE FAUN IS NOT 
, 
.. 
OBVIOUS, TO BE SURE, FOR THE NOVEL IS A COMPLETED EDIFICE,NOT 
·r, ,. ;2 
,iERELY THE BLUEPRINT OF ONE." 
- ,...__ • ... t.. F.OR MANY YEARS, READERS OF THE MARBL~ __ F_~UN . ~~-!-~----~-'!.!!~~--!--~l?,..! .. <!.-~Aa.5 .. 1-~---------~--- ~---=-=~' :t 
IT A STRUCTURE WITH--LITTLE OR NO SUCCESS. -A SHORT.LREYI EW OF SOME 
' .,. ... ,,, ....... , .. _ .. , ............... ,,.,., _'."\: __ _ 9F-·Tff£.MORE IMPORTANT RECENT EFFORTS OF THIS -ATURE MAY BRING THE 
p R O a L EM I NT O e ET T E R F O C us • I N 1 9 41 ' D • ',,WA p L Es ' I N AN A RT I CL E I N 
L 
' / AMERICAN ITERATURE, ATTEMPTED TO SEE THE NOVEL IN A PSYCHOLOGIC'AL. ,,_, 
FR AME OF R E F ER ENC E • 8 H .E t LA I ME D TH NT it F. I V E I D E AS W Jot t C H t NT ~ R ES T E 0 ' •.•.l 
r 
-"'\ . .. " 
FR E U D" ARE . TO B E F OUN D I N THE MAR BL E FA UN AN D COM P OS E TH E F I Y .E 
LEVE.LS OF STRUCTURE I NH ER ENT 1 N THE NOVEL e 
I IN f944, L. SCHUBERT 
·' 
0 R G A N I Z,E D N O V E L • I T I S 8 AL AN C E D ON LY .(RB I T R AR I LY ~ • • ~TH E W H O L E 
~ 
-'~,, STORY CAN BE THOUGHT OF AS HAVING THRiE PARTS~ H9WEYER VNE,UAL lN ,., 
" -
. ... 
LE N GT H • " . MR • SC H U B .ER T I S:_ :-A A'S I S F O R D I Y I S I ON I S TH E AM OUN T OF AT T EN T I ON 
PAID TO CERTAIN CHARACTERS fN THE VARIOUS SECTIONS~~ THi BOOK.· IN 
s~ 
a! 
1955, R. VON ABELE SAW THE MARBLE FAUN AS "TWO NOVELS IMPE-RFECTLY 
' \'') ' 
. 
I NT E R ~·US ED • " MR , V ON AB E L E I S B AS I S F O R H I S V I EW O F TH E N O V EL . I S 
" WHAT HE CALLS "ANNOUNCED AND IMPLICIT THEMES." IN 1956, M. BROWN 
ARRI YEO AT A RATHER CONFUSING DISCERNMENT OF STRUCTURE. SHE CLAIM~D 
THAT THE NOVEL BREAKS INTO FOUR PARA~LEL PARTS, EACH CONTAINING THE 
-
TRANSFORMATION OF A CHARACTER, WITH A CONCLUDING SEJTION OF 
RESOLUTION, ALL BREAKING INTO EIGHT DISTINCT STATES. FfNALLY, 
,, ·-~~-
R. MALE, IN HIS STUDY, 'HAWTHORNE'·s TRAGI c' V111 ON, WRITTEN IN 1957, 
STATES THAT THE NOVEL IS ST~UtTURED IN PARTS OF·SEYEN CHAPTERS EACH. 
-- ---~-·--,.-.-···· .. ,.-., ... , .. -----
__ , __ ·.......,.,..~, -~--,-'·-~- ··~ - .,, 
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'Iii.',' -,-... ~.. ... -~ ------·-- \..' .... -; ,:::--. ·' 
. . , 
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' . . . -- - ... - -- - . ·-· - . ·-· ·•··-·. ,.r· •• "•,. - -·· ·••• •••·· --- • •• ·•-•-•-•••·••••• ••••· .• , ...... ••-•••••-•••-·••••••·•• ·- T. - ••• •·• · 
~- ··t.,,') 
.... ,. 
. : -- .•. _.__ -, - .. - ·- - -- -· . --
-45- . --.:,; . ------ . 
,\It 
-HIS EVIDENCE FOR THESE DIVISIONS IS "THE MYSTIC NUMBER ·SEVEN WHICH ,;·, 
'~I 
l~' i 
RECE~VES MUCH.ATTENTION IN THE BOOK.u WE CAN S£E, ·T·HEN, THAT.TH·£ 
STRUCTURE OF THIS NOVEL IS AN ENIGM~• A~ti CONSIDERING THE FACT .()I • ., • \· 
~ •." ·• 
1 H A T , H E " c H , E F , ;. TE R E s T ···o·F , r H E MAR a i: E FA u N F o R r H ~ ·"' M o o E FiN ·R,,E " o ER - -·-·-· -~----.-•··· . -- ..... - ----
•·· .. 
-·-~ •' ~ ' - I 
..... ; •·•C.'• 
. ~ -PROBABLY DERIVES FROM ITS INTRICATE TISSUE OF SYMBOLISM,•••" WE 
MUST, IN OUR EXAMINATION, KEEP THE ABOVE MENTIONED DIFF'ICULTY. IN 
MIND• 
3 




. - ~..,_..., 
I N L' 1 0 H .T O F TH E FA C T TH AT THE . MAR B L E FA UN , W I TH I TS AM B LT I O US 
E ltB O O I M ENT .. AND ··a EA u·T I F U L PER C E PT I ON O F f H E C H AR ACT ER OF ROM E , AB O UN DS 
,• ' 
I N EX AM P L,E S OF T H E TE C H N I Cl U E · I N flu.ES T I ON t I H O PE T O A P PR O AC H OU R 
)J 
: 
~ EXAMINATION WITH AS MUCH CLARITY AND WITH AS LITTLE DISTORTION AS IS 
.. ,; . . . ' '~ . -· . . . 
. _, P OS S I B L E • TH I S H O PE , H OW E Y ER , P OS ES A P R O B L EM , 0 NE W H I C H ," · O·F . C O U RS E t 
• t'l 
I S C A US ED B Y THE A B UN O AN C ~ 0 F A RC H I T. EC TUR A L DES C .R I _PT I ON • 0 NL Y 
(u 
TWELVE OUT OF ·r',rfrTY OF THE CHAPTERS '···i~N THIS ROMANCE TAKE PLACE, 
. OUTSIDE THE ARCHITECTURAL ENVIRONS OF ROME, AND EVEN SOME OF THESE 
TWELVE CHAPTERS CONTAIN CONSIDERABLE' ARCHITECTURAL·'DESCRIPTION. TH·E 
-TASK, THEREFORE, OF OEMONSTRAT1NG THE CLOSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 
ARCHITECTURAL IETTI NG- OF THE NOVEL ANO THE PLOT,' THEME&, M'OTI FA, AN • 
C H A R A C T E RS O F T H I S W OR K . I S , I F N O °T H I .N G E LS E , ..... 0 N E ·· 0 F O R G,A N I ·z I N G A V AST 
' 
AMOUNT OF MATtRIAL INTO A FORM T'"iAT IS E.ASY TO PERCEIVE. SucH 
ORGANtZATI ONAL ATTEMPT, HOWEVER, AT A STATIC AND PERCEPTIBLE 
. / 
ARRANGEMENT OF .AN ORGANIC AND o·YNAM_ IC WORK_ RUN~. !.HE'"~ St< OF LITERARY 
' "·'-,, .... , 
. ,- ''-'\_/'I., 
~-
DI ~MEMB ERJENT AND A RESULTANT ·oESTRUCTION OF ALL ARTISTIC EFFECT. . - ( . , . To 
. ; 
FREEZE THE CONSTANTLY MOVING ANO INTERMINGL~O ELEMENTS ~F THE MARBLE 
.,· 1: 4-"'' 
·, 
···>. f 
... ______ . ....,, 
•' ·~ 
I ' 
FAUN WOULD et TO DESTROY THE ARTISTIC FUSION OF TijE$E ELEMENTS. HENCE, 
.-.--- - - -- -~-
I 
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• J " . 
.... ' . 
... 
. - ,., 
, 
,. 
OF THE ARCHITECTURAL ASPECT OF -.-l'HE MARBLE FAUN' -ouR 'PROCEDURE WI LL 
'( . 
BE THIS: FIRST WE WILL CONSIDER TijE GENERAL ROLE THAT THE .j 
' ) ' ' 
(I 
'' ,,,., ' ' .... \ ·' -~ -·-·-- .. -
. ' 
Ii 'N D..I Y I DU A L US E S O F A RC H I TE C TU R E · • MO R .E S PE C I F I C A LL Y , W E W I LL C O NS I D ER 
' HAWTHORNE 1 S USE OF ROME ANO ITS BUILDINGS IN RELATION TO THE LARGER 
J.NTENTIONS OF T'HE WORK AND- THEN EXAMINE SOME OF THE INDIVIDUAL 
' 
STRUCTURES UTILIZED IN THE NARRATIVE, PAUSING MOMENTARILY.TO NOTLCE 
THE ·REPRISE SCENES WHICij ·DEPICT.THE NATURE -OF ROME IN GENERAL• W1TH 
. . -
THESE TH O·U G HTS 1 N- M I -ND·, WE B E GI N O UR EXAM I NAT I ON OF . THE ARCH I TE CT UR AL 
' ' 
.... . 
WHEN HAW THOR~ E F I RS T .. ARR I YE D ' N_ ROME·'~-~ T rt _E . WE AT HE~ ~AS -~C~8uLa..1D,I__JAruN1.S-WD-··_ -·-·---....,....-~~----11 
,._ ·--- •··-····-~~--¥•••·---4- -- ·------ ·,. ''--~- -,~r .. ~---A" . ----- ----- ·-----------·---·- ... --.. ---·-"· 
.. 
DAMP. SUFFER I NG GREATLY FROM THE COLO, HE "FOUND LITTLE CHARM- IN ~~ 
THE C~IMATE ANO DURING THE WEEKf OF WINiER THAT FOLLOWED ;,s AR~IYAL 
IN ROME HE SAT SHIVERING BY .Jns FIRE, ANO WONDERING WHY HE HAD COME 
. 
TO S UC H A LANO O F M I S ER Y •" C ON S E ~ U ENT LY. , N OT_ B· E I N G O N TM E W H 8 L E . "·1 N 
(l" - • .. 
THE BEST MOOD FOR ~NJOYING THt PL~CE AND ITS RESOURCES," HAWTHOR~E 
SAW LI TTL E I.N THE C 1 TY . TO RECOMMEND I T • AT ONE PO I NT , I N FACT , THE 




PROMPTED HIM TQ,. WRITE HIS PUBLISHER: "I BITTERLY DETEST ROME, .. AfttD. ··c.-.~c .. ·,c"······,~~,--·~--
SHALL REJOICE TO BID IT FAREWELL FOREVER; :~~N-0 f FULL.Y AC.<l~I ESCE IN 
ALL THE MISCHIEF ANO RUIN THAT HAS HAPP~N .. EO To ·1T, FROU NERo's 
CONFLAGRATION DOWNWARD. ~ FACT, ~ 
OBLITERATED BEFORE f EVER SAW IT." 
WISH THE VERY SITE HAD BEEN 
' . • !>'" 
• ; '. ,! ., !l.!1. Q 
.. 
'" AS T H E W E A T H E R I· M PR O V ED , H OW E Y E R , AN O H I S S P I R I TS e·E GA N .· T O R I S E , 
HAW T' H O R·N E GR AO U A"L LY S AW ROME I N. A D I FF ERE NT L I G HT • TH A T . H E D I D , I N 
,. 
·.--.,---.--~·~··.c".:"·c::. :-=~1~ .. cT. 8E·GJN,·:TO-·ENJ.OY H·rs··suR~ou·Nol-•iGS ·,s PR.OYED IN LAR.GE PART BY 
--- -- ---- - - ---· - ---- -·-- - --- \'." 
' .~ 
.~··· .-~~..,.~:::,-.;.. __ ...:,__...,..,...,\::.::::..:..:. -=---·-~:- ·-· -~ -~-·-·-··-~---. : ,-
,;. ' 
... ,,, ··-t··---r:,..,,.,.~ . ' 
. ~ 
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THE MA RS L E FA' UN I TS E L F ~-- F OR H E" C OU L D . ., N EVER HA V E WR I TT EN TH I S. R ·o·M AN CE 
. ' 
. . 
WITHOUT HAVING SPENT "MANY HOURS OF EX,UISITE APPRECJATION" OF THE 
J _J.. . 
;,- . ·). 
W H I CH AR E MA I N t.~Y COMPOS ED OF P I CT O R I A L DES CR I PT I ON S ANO C OMMEN TS C N 
1' - - • -··---- ------- •• -
TM E Ft E GU L AR S I G HTS . AN 9 TO UR I ST AT TB ACT I- 0-N S OF TH E .. ,·c I TY • A PER-US AL 
~ . 
OF HAWTHORNE 1 S ROMAN JOURNALS, HOW~VER, WILL REVEAL A NUMBER OF· 
... 
,:-:-:· 
. . 6 
I NTERESTl·NG TH I NGS PERTt NENT TO THE STUDY OF THE MARBLE FAUN• ' 
. " 
F_·1 RST, ALMOST ALL OF THE S,CENE$., ANO _BUJ.LDI NGS tJSl;D IN THIS 
ROMANCE ARE DESCRIJED, TO ONE DEGREE OR ANOTHER, IN ·THESE NOT£BOOKSe 
·MosT Of THE S·.IGHTS DESCRIBED ARE, INDEED, THE REGULAR TOURIST 
AT T R AC T I ON S O F R OM Et A F ACT W H I C H E X P j. A f N S I f-:' ~ L. A R G E P A R,:T T'lfE GR E AT :-
. ,; .. 
--------




L . _ . .-.,,- • ' --·------------ -
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G U I D ~ B O OK T O TH E ET ER N A L C J TY • . A C OM PA R I S ON , H OWE V ER , O··F HAW TH ORNE I S 
,. 
NOTEBOOK DESCRIPTIONS ANO THEIR CORRESPONDING USES IN THE NOVEL WILL 
.,. . 
R!YEAL THAT IN THE TRANSFERENCE FROM JOURNAL TO ROMAN~E THESE 
' 
,, 
. --· - . 
/ . 
'DES C R I p,.T 1. 0 NS UN OE RW EN T C ON S I D ER A 8 LE C H AN G E • . TH E S I T U AT 1 0 NS C H OS E: N 
'/I 
FOR SCENES IN THE.MARBLE· FAU~. WERE NOT MERE TRANSPOSITION FROM NOTEBOOK 
~II __ .'.~ 
·TO NOVEL, FOR MANY CHANQES WERE WROUGHT BY HAWTHORNE IN THE WAY OF 
ADDITIONS, DELETIONS, ANO·ARRANGEMENTS. THE ·sECOND ELEMENT OF INTEREST 
... 
TO BE CULLED FROM A READIN( OF THE ROMAN ~OURNALS IS HAWTHORNE 1 S 
IMPATIENCE WITH THE NUMBER 0~ THINGS TO BE SEEN IN ROME. THE FACT 
THAT THERE WAS SO MUCH TO SEE APPEARED TO IRRITATE AND DEPRESS HIM. 
AN OT H ER t L EM ENT O F I NT ER EST , A M OST I M PORT AN T ON E F OR O UR PU R P OS E.S , 
. . 
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ART-WORK ABOUNDING IN RouE; AND YET .H,J~S -PROFOUND ADMIRATIO
N FOR 
·,,, ' . 
7 




S t(UITE- STRIKING TO THE READER OF 
.'\ 
·- - ..... ~ r--
---- ·-·-· 
-·-· -_ -------------·--
--·----- .. -·-· 
·:,i:· ... 
---~ ~-
HAW TH O r. N E t S R OM AN J OUR N A LS t AN D I T I S T H I S AT T I TU DE ,
 f .. TH I NJ<~ W H I CH 
GIVES US OUR GREATEST CLUE AS TO WHY HAWT~ORNE C
HOSE ROME AS THE 
S,CENE' 1 FOR HIS. LAST ROMANCE. FOR HAWTHORNE 
SAW, WITH HIS OBSERVATIONS 
. ~, 
OF BOTH BEAUTY AND UGL1NE$S, THE OLD AND THE NEW, THAT R
OME WAS 
,. 
IN~EED "THE CONSUMMATE CREATION OF HU~ANITJ AND
 TIME," POSSESSING . 
... - ... 
-
. a 
BOTH ftHORROR AND FASCINATION OF COMPLEXITY•" · HAWTHORN
E SAW ROME 




UNANSWERABLE ~UESTIONS OF HU~AN EXISTENCE W~ICH 
HE HAD SEEN TRYING 
.'!. ~ .•• M .. , ~ ..... , • •' • ... ••• ~ ·- • • < • 0 • -i.-
• • ••• : ,. 
• ,, 
T O ANS W E R I N ALL H I S PR E V I O US --,rA I T lN GS' • ..... 
- . ----- -
--~ --- ···- ·-·-
·-----~~- f T t s- , N ()'I"· ·· S U-RP-R-l.S.-l MG-t·---.. TJi.Elt._,_ ____ ·-··---------··-··--
... ,, 
• 
THAT THE MARBLE FAUN, aET IN SUCH A BACKGROUND, JS
 THE MOST DIFFICULT 
'\ 
" 
. 8 F ALL O F HAW TH ORN E t S W OR KS T O I NT ER PR -'€T AND ·ttN RAV EL • 
ROME, INDEED, 
,,. 




"AT ONCE THE PA_RADISE, THE GRAVE, THE CITY
, ANO THE WILDERNESS." 
I T I S N O AC C I ·o E NT , T H EN , T H ~ T T H E SC EN E I S ROM E , '~MA S S I VE A ND 
DE AD , REP OS I T ORY I N A S EN~ E OF TH E WHOLE WES T
 ER N TR AD I TI ON , " AND YET . 
SIMULTANEOUSLY TH~ SYMBOL OF ALL OF MAN
1 S ASPlRATIONS AND HOPE,.· 
ROME, THE "CITY OF CITIES," THE "CHAOTlC JUNKTA
R~ OF CIVILIZATIONt" 
J 
10 
IS BOT'H "CULTURE AN9 CORRUPTION," DEATH 1AND




-·---·. ; .•. ---..- - ·--'------·
-----·· 
---·-·-·--··-
- . -_ '~- . 
. -. "---,•-·-~-- . -·-·· 
··-
c J TY I S I NOE ED S YM BO l IC OF .THE ES S E·N-Tf Ai.:. ·--PAR A 0-0X· OF·· -M·A Nts
 .EX_JST £:N~_g __ i 
···-······---
--. 
AND ONCE A.GAIN uHAWTHORNE MAKES HIS SETTING WORK
 FOR HIM.tt ROME 1.S 
\ 
"CIVILliATION·RESTING ON THE RUINS OF A CIVILIZA
TION," ANO WHAT 
BETTER PLACE - ALL. THOSE $ TAT~.LY .. SIGHTS. UPON ~\t_H I
 CH, THE S-T<lR'Y OF 
' ' ... 
.. 
1;1,, -- • 
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OIi' YI EW THAT "GUILT AND RI GHTEOU$NE_SS ARE MOST TELLI.NGI.Y .. , IMPUTED TO. 
US THROUGH HISTORY1t"? 
.. .. 




ARC H I~ TE CT UR AL RU I NS C ON N OT I N G MAN t S MO RT AL I TY AND . H I S 8 R I. £ F AND 
"' . 
ClUESTI ONABLE PROGRESS THROUGH THE ENDLESS EXPANSE OF Tl ME •.. As ONE 
' CRITIC ·sTATf,:SZ "HAWTHORNE 1 S DEEP FEELING FOR PLACE WAS CLOSELY 
LI.NKE1J WITH HIS Tl.ME. CONSCIOUSNESS;_.t.eNO .OTl1~R .. "R.ITE~ i-AM~ERIC~~J., 
WAS.SO POSSESSED AS HE ~y THE SENSE OF THE PAST. HALF HIS TALES· 
MIGHT BE SUBTITLED, AS two OF THEM WER~, 'A P1ciuR~ i~OM THE PAST' 
•· 
AND 'AN IMAGINARY RETROSPECT. 1 ••• HE COULD EMBARK UPON A JOURNEY IN 
. 12 
T I M E ·• " AN D HAW TH O R'N E , F O .R W H O,M EX I ST ENCE WAS " FORMED OF . THE 
CONCEPT OF T~MELESSNESS A$ REVEALED ty T~E EPOCHA~ UNFOLDING OF 
~ 
TH E MAN Y A GE S PR ES ENT I N ROM ~ , AS TH E O V £ R-R 1 D ·1 NG TH EM AT I C DEY I CE 
. 13 FOR H lS1 L.AST ROMANCE• 0Nt NEED GO NO FURTHER THAN THE FIRST 
PAGE OF THIS NOVEL TO SEE HAWTHORNE 1 S USE OF ·ROME, AS REPRESENTED· 
,: 
' . 
BY ITS ARCHITECTURE, TO SET THE THEMATIC TONE OF THE MARBLE FAUN • 
,· 
HERE IS T~E MOST MAGNIFICENT OF ALL OF HAWTHORNE 1 S EPOCHAL UNFOLDINGS • 
. i 
THE AUTHOR OBSERVES FROM THE VANTAGE POINT OF TKE CAPlffOL: 
FROM ONE OF THE WINDOWS OF THIS SALOON, WE 
MAY SEE A FLIGHT OF BROA~ STADRS, DESCENDING 
. ALONGSIDE THE ANTltUE ANO MASSiVE FOUNDATION 
-49-
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a EL OW o FARTHER ON9 THE EVE SKIRts ALONG THE 
EDGE OF VHE DESOLATE FORUMoobPASSINO OVER A 
SHAPELESS ~ONFUSION OF MODERN EDrFICES- 9 
P I LEO RUDELY _ M ~ . W i Y H AN C I ENT 8 R I Cf( A ftJ O STONE t, 
AND OVER THE 00fv1ES OF CHRISYll;\N Ct·HJRCHES, 
; ~ . . 
~-sutLT ·ON ·TH-E OLD PA\fEMENirS OF He:ATHEN 
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;· . TH AT ON C_ E U PH ELD TH EM •'.· · A T A D I S T AN C E B E_ Y~O_!!N~D~=----_:~--'-7."~----,-___,,.,...,:::-· ___ --=J 
~---~----:.,--,--,---'---..,.,-:--c-:.~.,,;:"·_--=-~-----::~U--tS--Vl=-A-~L.11,TnTML-E . WA Y , CON S I D £ R I N G H OW M fJ C H 
HI STORY IS HEAPED ff NTO irHE I NT ERV EM I f\J G SPACE -














: •.. ; 
·..;;:--:?-· • 
THE BLUE SKY BRIGHT~NDNG THROUGH ITS UPPER 
. TIER OF ARCHESo · FAF1 OFF9 THE VO EW IS SHUT 
, -. I N B 'I' T H E A I. E! AN MO UN TA it~ S 9 L O O I{ I N G J US T T H E 
SAME, AMID ALL THUS DECAY AND CHANG£~ AS 
--· 
WHE~ ROMULUS GAZED 1HITHERWARP OVER HIS HALF~ 
FINISHED t"JALLo 
WE GLANCE HASTILY AT THESE THINGSi - AT THIS 
8 R I G HY,·' 1S K V 9 A N D T H OS E B L U E ·O I ST A N f M O UN TA I NS , 
--. ·ANO AT if'HE RUINS, ETRUSCAN, RoMAN 9 CHRISTIAN, 
·, VENERABLE WOTH A TH~EEFOLD ANTIQUITY,oo-olN 
/ . 
THE HOPE OF PUTYING·THE READER INTO THAT 
STATE OF FEELUNG WHrCH IS EXPERIENCED 
OFTENEST Af ROMEo J T IS A VAGUE SENSE OF 
' ·}\ 
PONDEROUS REMEMBRANCES; A PERCEPTION OP SUCH 






.. ., .. ,, 0 UR· I ~..JD f ·V f-Ou AL AF F" A I RS AND . D NT ER·ES i S A RE BUT _. --~~:..~ ... ---~--'"---~-~ · 
< · H A L F "t. $ , J!,£-AL J,f£fl'£ · AS £t:S"E1;1/ Ji£RE O . . Vt EW ED • '• --~------·-,--b~~-~~ .. ~ 'r . .... ._.~,-,w~~-~~,,...,,-.,..,.,_._.,,.~,. ..... ...,.--., _ _.. '~ .. _ _. _ .. _ • • _...,. __ .,.,., ---....-~---~•· _,......., • • _n' • :.·· •' .~---·••"-'""'"'""•-•:"""'".'""'"""""'""""'" '""'"••• .. ·• • • "• 
THIS SPOT WAS THE CENTER, THAT THE PRESENT 
MOMENT IS PRESSED DOWN AND CROWDED our, ANO 









T H FtO.ll-G 1-f . T H 1-S M E O I U u!J f" · 0 U R---KrA R R A f ·, V E IN T O W H I C H 
ARE WOVEN SOME ~IRY ANO UNSUBSTANTIAL-THREADS,· 
INTERMIXED WITH OTHERS, TWMSTE~ OUT OF THE 
. . . 
C O MM ON ES V S T U FF OF H UM AN" EM 1.-.$ TEN C E - MA Y · N O T 
SEEM WIDELY DIFFERENT FROM THE TEXTURE OF ALL 
·O U R · L I V ES • S I D E B V S I D E W I 1' H T H E M AS S I V EN E S S 
OF THE ROMAN PAST9 ALL MATTERS THAT WE HANDLE 
OR DREAM OF NOWADAYS LOOK EVANESCENT ANO 
v I s I o N A ~ ;·· . ·~ 1L r K E' • 14 . 
\ 
I HAVE \UOTEO THIS OPENING PASSAGE FROM THE MARBLE FAUN AT LENGTH 
BECAUSE IT IS HERE THAT WE FIND SO MANY OF THE ANSWERS TO THE 
' 
INTERPRETIVE ANO CRITICAL 'lUESTIONS.ABOUT THE. NOVELe 
I 
, . 
-.ii THI s 
PASSAGE, FURTHERMORE, IS EVIDENCE OF THE FACT THAT THE LARGE MASS 
~. 
t r< 
OF SCENIC MATER I AL lN THIS ROMANCE PROMISES TO BE THE VERY SUBJECT 
WITH WHICH WE ARE CONCERNED: ARCHITECTURE. 
. ' ·-- ----····------- -
-------~'!.-~~-~~-9.~ W!f 2 .. R.E A.D s. . I.~ is---~N+H-o- P-kSs ~ c;r·uro - ·coNT t N os- TH AT . 
U OS T O F I T I S D I S P ENS A B L E P I C T O _R I cA L D E T A I L OR A G U I D_ EB .0.D JL [)J;' S CR I P Tl ON 
.·· .J if 
~-. . ... 
, 
)!_ 
• e--·•·""'~--- • ....,,. -•.·• 
.. 1*. 
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·"' OF R.OME1 EITHER CANNOT READ QR IS, I AM AFRAiD; AN INSENSfTfv··E-·FOOLe 
' .. 
~~~-~~~~~~+l·~N~TflH~S PASSAGE HAWTHORNE EXPLICITLY STATES HIS INTENTIONS. AND 
REASONS FOR us, NG RoME. AS HJS SETTI N·G. IN THI s -·i·N'1"·1.1 AL ·oEs,cRi PTI ON 
OF R.ouE, WHICHl IS IN LARGE PART ~N AGGREGATE ARCHITECTURAL SYMBOL, 
·• 
WE HAY£ EXAMPLES OF ALMOST EVERY USE THAT IS· TO BE MADE OF ARCHITECTURE 
IN THIS NOVEL• LET US FIRST NOTE HOW THE DESCRIPTION BEjRS A CLOSE ,' 
( 
,.· ·~ . 
'R·E'LA T I ON S HJ P TO TH E TH EM ES AN D PH I L OS OP H I ES W H I C H HAW TH ORN E W I S H ES T 0 
.· 
:_·. CONVEY. ANO HOW THIS D~SCRIPTION EST~P~lSHES-THE MOOD, ATMOSPHERE, AND 
14,~ 
..... ~ .. ' -··· -, .. ·- . 
C-ENTRAL ·DEVI GE FOR THE PLOT ANO ett'ARA.CTERS OF THE ROtiANCE • 
THE MASTER THEMATIC DEV l CE, THE EPOCHAL UNFOLD I NG OF CO NFL I CT.I NG 
•. 
-~ 
AND YET CONNECTED AGES, "ETRUSCAN, ROMAN, CHRISTIAN," ANo'"woDERN," 
,, 
PROVIDES THE BASIS FOR ALL OF THE OTHER SMALLER THEMES ANO MOTIFS. 
''• ..... ~ 
.. -. •; 
BETWEEN THE VARIOUS AGES AND YET THEIR INSEPARABILITY. HAWTHORNE SPEAKS 
OF THE CHASMS OF "1 NTERVENI NG. SPACE" ·AMONG THe: AGES A·NO· THEIR 
C ON N EC T I ON S ·u A DE U P OF tt PON OE R OU S R EM EM B R AN C ES • " HAW T. H' 0 RN E S ·p E A KS OF 
..>. • ~ • ... .. • 
THE RUDENESS OF THE NEW BEING BUILT ON THE OLD. HAWTHORNE GIVES THE. 




ALL• HE EVOKES T~~ FEELING OF THE FUTILITY AND SMALLNESS OF MAN IN 
HISTORY AND YET HIS EVER-PRESENT HOPE AND STRIVING. HE REMINDS US OF 
.). 
THE REALITY OF EXISTENCE ANO YET THE UNREALITY OF IT ALL• IN SUM, HE 
E X .p R E S S ES H I S 8 AS I C AT T I T U D ES AN D T H O U G HT S _ ~ B Q V '1" M A N A N D gJJ( I L l J A T J ON. __ 
IN THIS DEStRIPTION. ~To BE SURE, HAWTHORNE WILL ELUCIDATE THES~ 
THOUGHTS WITH FURTHER REPEATED DESCRIPTIONS IN THE ROMANCE, WHICH WE. 
]\f\ 
\ . 
TH I S O PEN. I N G DES CR I PT I ON . F ·alR TH E RM ORE G I VE S T H E R EA DER S OM E .... 
0 
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~ 'IN81 GHT INTO THE MOTIFS .AND SYMBOLS TO SE U§ED. T 
r--+~.-~----,~" . ..._,....,,.. _________ ~'---.~.:.-, -,-- _!~ t '· .. ·· ". ) ,, . ,., ~ ,ltl ~ j IN THE ROMANCE To ·suPPORT THESE )_~GHts AND THEMES.· THE suNLIGHT 
1
1i ~ ON TH E TO P OF TH E C ·o L I S Eu~': .. AN b ,f HE .. S H ADO W S PRES EN T I N TH E R U I NS OF ' 




- - - ~ . ·RouE GIVE THE REAQE~ A HINT AT THE MOTIFS OF LIGHT AND DARK, 
HEl'GHT AND DEPTH, TRUTH ANO ERROR. THE UNCHANGING RURAL NATURALNESS 
· OF THE MOUNTAINS CONTRASTED· WlTH THE DECAY OF U,RBAN R-OME SYMBOLIZES 
·1+ 
---~ . . ~ THE MAT u R I Ty ' s us TL ET y ' AND s I N OF C O ~MO p O L I r4N C I V I l: r z AT I ON w H EN 
' 




.. ·. i . 
. ,l/ ·i~ . 
. j'\ " 
' .. COMPARED WITH THE NAIVETE, SIMPLICITY, A~D TEMPTING INNOCENCE OF 
'!.)" 
. . SYLVAN OR ARCADIAN LIFE • 
·-· 4 
.THIS DESCRIPTION ALSO GIVES US CLUES TO THE CHARACTERS AND 
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t ' ~, 
~ 1" 
NAlVETE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PLOT IS SOMEWHAT THE SAME AS tHE 
10 




OF SOME PAST EVENT, ARE S~MBOLIZED IN THE PAST SINS OF Ro~E. THE 
PU R I TY OF HI L 0-A . I S S EE N I N THE ELEV ATE D DOMES OF _CH R I ST I AN CH URCH ES , 
AND-THE CQNF,US'I ON OF KENY·ON' ,s-·s,OMEWHAT SYMBOL I ZED IN THE "C.ONFUSI ON" 
,. 
OF MODERN EDIFICES. ALL OF THESE CHARACTERS UNDERGO A TRANSFORM,TION 
WHICH HAS TAKEN PLACE IN HISTORY. STARTIN'G FROM A C.ENTRAL POINT .IN. 
Mi 
-- - .. · - -- TH E A RC tt I TE C T UR A L EN V I R O NS OF R OM E , E A CH CH AR ACT ER S e: TS H I S OWN 
" 
I MO V EM ENT PA TT ER N I N TH E . LAB YR I NTH CR E"A TED 8 Y TH E 8 U I LO I N GS OF THE I 
- . . , !r. ___ ...... -.----·-----..,-..,.,·--·-"'·-·-=-···-~:.-····---------.£.T-EAl-N-A--l..--·-~-~ .. f.-Y--•···.--l'.·N·E-R--i;'S--¥---·.C·R··E-A-.t"·+-N~-.....~#-E-·-.O~L!-·····JI--A-L-1. . .0.-:: .. S.T~.U.C-.t.Ull~-"'./_._J .... ~ ----0-Ne-~----···--·--,-·-..._~.---~-,----~---~-~ . ~. . . · - . . ·. .. . . . . . 15 · . . . . . . --------·---- . - - __ . _____ :: __ ~+-----···--:__' IL w I SH ES ·To c AL:C-11-···rH A-r-J · OF ·THi-ROM-AN~.e:'. DoN AT ELL o Is THE· oN E · I . . .. 
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AND FALL OF MAN , AND ACCORDINGLY.HE C,REATES THE GREATES 
.f)"_". •, 
Y.ERTICAL MOVEMENT PATTERN INT.HE PLOf'; MOVl~,G FROM A NEUT.RAL 
. J 
. . 
.. POSITION IN THE ARCHITECTURE, THE CAPITOL, TO A LOW POINT~ THE. 
'.• 
CATACOMB$, kND FROM THERE HIGH IN ,THE ARCH)TECTURE, TH~ OWL TOWER, 
·< 
UNTIL AT TH£ ENO HE FALLS FROM HIS GREAT HEIGHT INTO.THE DEEPEST 





.·\~ - \. 1f ALL H A V I ~~ G UN rf ER GO N E S OM E CH A t,··Q E , • L E A Y E T H E AR C H i f E C T UR AL L A B YR I NTH 
·OF RouE. ONE ·cR1T1c' STATES THE EflUATION OF CHARACTER AND SETTING .'!":.:-
THIS WAY: "THE HISTORY OF ROME AND ITS ENVIRONS FOLLOWS THE SAME 
PATTERN L-AS THE CHARACT£RIJ"! THE Fl RST STAGE WAS TH'E INNOCENT. 
. .\t-. 
~. . . 1 S Y L VAN ." L I FE\ 0 F ET RU R I A , W H EN ·· I TA LY WAS Y ET GU I LT L ES S O_ F ROME 1 ; 
_.,, 
' -. 
THE SECOND WAS THE SIN AND FALL 0~ RoMEi TH£ THIRD, OF COURSE, WAS 
• ... ... - • ~ ... 'flt 
·- -··------ -~ " .. ~ :.; .. 
TH E R I S E O F C HR I S t I AN I TY FR OM TH. E L AB YR I NT H I NE DE PT HS OF- · TH E FA L L • " 1 6 
-..... ·-. -~· -· 
' 
" WE S HAL L 8 EE , MORE O V ER , T HAT B E G I N N I N G · W. I r H TH I S o· P f'tl.l .NG 
.. ' - •" 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ARCHITECTURE oF··RouE AND CONTINUING W.Jl'H s1u1LAR· 
- - --- --- --·-
TH R O U G H O UT TH E W O R K , HAW T H ORN E MA K ES U ~ £ 0 F ·~.L L J'.'.,H E D f. V I C ES , M OT r' F S , 




THE DEVICES OF·WINOOWS, DOORS, WATCH TOWERS, PAINTtN~S, ~TATUES, AN~ 
ROOM INTERIORS ARE USED. THE MOTIFS OF ~EAD ANO HEART, LIGHT ANO 
.-- ---- -
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.. -- ________ ,,. - -- - . . ..... : --····· -1.. ~~ _- ----· -- ·- -·····--
.r-. { -
OF NATURE, SIMPLE AND COMPLEX, AND THE 11 SEVEN 11 MOTi F 'ARE ALL 
SUPPORTED BY THE ARCHITECTURE. USES OF ARCHITECTURE FOR ISOLATION - .. 
' 
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~· 
. . . ~HARACTERI ZATI ON, MYSTERI ous AN·o· AUErt'GUOUS SETTING. OR ATMOSP.HE~E, 
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PLOT MOTIVATI O~, AND_ ACCENTUATION OF,T-'HEM-ES ARE· CONSTANTLY PRESENT. 
' 
. 
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WE NOW TURN.TO AN EXAMINATION OF SOME OF THE MAJOR STRUCTURES 
--·------~-----------_.,___--;.;--,, ----,-,-,---,-.,.--------4 












} .:,:. .. .. 
t.·.'..: !?. 
' 
OF "Si •. CALIXTus" WHERE THE BEAUTTFUL SCENE WHICH TAKES PLACE WITHIN 
~:,.(. 
. 
.. PLOT AND ACTION OF TH.E ROMANCE.:. THESE: CATACOU.BS, WITH' HAWTHORNE'S 
-~ '.· _ El'l_UISI TE .USE OF THE rLI GHT ANO DA-RK MOTi F, ARE A·LSO AN EXAMPLE OF 
THE PROPHETIC USE OF ARCHITECTURE. FoR THE ACTION WHICH TAKES P.LACE 
I N T H I S " YA ST T OM B " L I- T O·N LY B Y T O RC H L I G HT A N D MA DE U P OF A 
~HOPELESSLY INTERMIN~LED"~sE~lES OF "tNTRICA~i ~ASSAGES," IN A· 
.... ~i .... _. ~ ... -
r a-+---------------..,-~----a---r----na-& e- ·:s u Ms ----u~ 1' HE---P L o T ---A-N-:D--C--H-A R A e T e: Rs e-F----l'-tte-----MkR-t:tt-E-- F-A-u-N"-. L E T tis 
,.· .. ;",'. ~--
. -- - .---..-- -· .•-- ___ H____ -·~-----··--·-... -- '• • - ' • -
v' THEN FOLLOW OUR CHARACTERS INTO "THE GREAT DARKNESS SPREAD ALL ,, 
) -~ J· .. i;)J· AROUND•••LIKE T~AT JMMENSER MYSTERY W~ICH ENVELOPS OUR LITTLE LIFE" .. 
ANO WHERE TH.ERE'. IS "THE POSS I BI L.1 TY-·· OF GOING ASTRAY IN TH IS 
,' ·<· 
-----~----' ______ .__: ___ ... - .. --·-. --------.-- - -As THE FOUR CHARACTERS DESCEND INTO THE GLOOMY RECESSES. o·F TttE 
.. EARTH, THE LITTLE DAYLIGHT WHICH HAD PENETRATED THE DARKNESS NEAR 
THE SURFACE B~CO~E~ EXTINCT, ANO ARTIFICIAL LIGHT IS USED TO a~IDE 
-. 
THE Wly: "SOMETIMES THEIR GLOOMY PATH TENDED UPWARD, SO THAi, 
TH R 0 U G H A CR E Y I C E , A L I T T L E . DAY L ( G HT G L I MME R E O . DOWN tfff ON TH EM , ···o R :·· -- . - ·-·----·-·--·-- ·+------ ---.--.-
' 
EVEN· A STREAK OF SUNSHINt PEEPED INTO A BURIAL NICHE; THEN AGAIN 
THEY WENT DOWNWARD BY GRADUAL DESCENt;, OR BY ABRUPT, RUDELY HEWN 
I----~~--'-'--------,----.:'----~---------- ---- --- ----- -·· 
-·,' 
- ·, ~ 
-.-oCI.'. 
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I _LLUIAI iATI ON•• oHOWEYER,. ttAD LONG 8 E EN E~T I NGU I SHED•" 
·
1 
· · ~., WHEN TH E C HAR ACT ER S R EA C H TH E .LOWEST P O I NT I N TH E L AB YR I' NTH . 
. "> 













------- ~-~. ~ - . ···---
·- -.. ,·',I, .-
- --- -- --~~-=-'< 
-•--- .. ·.;":·_'t::__,. -- . - -- ---··- . ' 
-.:.. ..... ---~""""-=---~--~-.... --~=,7~"""''-'-= .. ~=c:- .. -c-~~-~ --- ..... =0 ---------=------~=-~-~~,.='.:-_-~--~~~~~=-~~"-~ _ -- - .. - .. ,~c=~==-,===-':':~-- -- - -- ---- ----- ---~-~-----~ ANCY FO:. THE EX PED I Tl 0~ • • oANO WHO WISHED TO HASTEN INTO THE1" . • . 
"BLESSEO·DAYLIGHT," WAS )RAWN INTO THIS -EXCURSION BT MIRI.AM 
oil' -
''WHOS·E ATTRACTIVE INFLUiNCE ALONE HAD E.NTICED -HI.M," " 1 BE THE 
·- . ·-- -·--- .. -·---·-~~----~-------
19 DARKNESS EYER SO DISMAL,'" INTO THAT REGION OF GLOOM ANO MYSTERY• 
-~-- ........... -........ "' ... ~.~-- .... ·-···--- ... _ ....... .:.... ..... ....:.,... ........ ~ ..... ___ ............... ., ·-
I N TH I S ONE S C EN E t T H EN , HAW TH O RN E , R EV EAL S THE MA J O R PL OT OF T HE 
.. >, ..• 
N O V EL • , F OR I T t's I N D E E D M I R I AM I S AT T R A CT ·1 V E-N ES S W H I C H C A US ES · : ., ...,~ ··, 
DONATELLO TO COMMIT MURDER AND FALL FROM A STATE OF SYLVAN 
- . ---- - --- ---· ·-- --- ···---~ :- .- -- -~----- . 
INNOCENCE IN THE SUNLIGHT TO THE UN.LIT DUNGEON SOL4EWHERE IN THE 
. 
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TH E MU R D E·R 1. ·HAS B EE N C O MM I TT ED : "IN ··TRUTH, THE SPECTRE OF THE 
-
. 
C .A 1'" A C OM B "·atr G H T H A V E · R, E PR E S EN T E D T H E L A~ T S U R V I V O R · -0 F T H A T VA ·N I S H E D 
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RAC E L-TH E SAT Y RS J H I D I N G fl 1.: us ELF I N S E PU L C HR AL G L O OM , AN D :~ 
ii 
--·····-··-- -------·----·-··--·-·--------------
· .. . - 20 
MOURNING OVER HIS LOST LIFE OF WOODS ANO STREAMS." JS THIS NOT 
. "·-·~· .. ·-----·-
----- .. -·· --- . ..... ... -- ,., -· -~-- - • . -· - -- 1i 
EX ACT LY - T H E WAY WE F I N D DON AT ELL O LAT ER I N TH E ST ·o RY? IT IS MIRIAM, ,1 
WHOSE PERSON .IS. SURROUNDED BY u·A CLOUD" OF AMBt GUO\TS "Ml STY 
,,-~ . 
?J., 
S U BS TAN C E tt AN D · W H OS E PAS T L I F E I S A MYSTERY , WHO G ET S L OST AT THE 
BEGINNING OF THE NOVEL, AND IT IS Ml RI AM 1 S PREOI CAMENT WHICH P.ROMPTS 
- :I 
:I 
THE· OTHER CHARACTERS TO LOOK FOR. ijER -~ftl_O THEREBY C~~•~t ·Jt:LEJ R. LI YES __ . - . . . ··-·· 





TO BE "HOPELESSLY INTERMINGLED" WITH HERt. 21 
... 
--- ~--- -- ~~- -- - - ---- --- ~ 
1. ... LET US ALSO CONS I DER THE FACT THAT TH IS Nl,YSTER I OUS · AND DARK 
' ' : I . . .....__,..~--,,--,. --·-··, .. ·······--·--·- . •. • . - , ,,_~·- -- ~ .... ·-----·-----. ~.. - ..... - . - _, -· ____ ... :._ -·· -• . . . ··-. ··--······-------- -·---··-··-···----·----- -·----·-· ---------- -·--·------··--·-·-··----·---~--------- ---·- ··--·-··-·--·--------- -···-· -· •• _ ... _.. ·--~----- ··. - --........ ------ -- ····t- .. .• . ., - - . _-,; 
. I 
-1 · .. -~ I 
I 
. . .., 
T9'M_OTIVATE THE rN.CIOENTS WHl'CH TAKE PLA
1
CE WITHIN IT AND CERTAINLY 
. ....,., ..... 
. .... -........ ' _.,.., ' --- . 
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FROM THIS TITLE WE GET OUR FIRST WARNING THAT WE MUST READ.WITH 
EXTREME ciR~, F~R WE ~OTICE THAT THE EVENTS DEPICTED IN THIS 
·-·~---,.- .-· ... ~ 
\ 
ARE NOT ONLY REMINISCENT FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE PLOT-TIME-
-- --. C H EM E , B UT H A V E C O N N e T AT I ON S O F L A R G E" M EA N I N G , F' 0 R -: 
~'THE RU I NS ... ,, 
..... ~ r.-·~·•---o-••,rtr,...•~-·- •. • ...• ·•_. ,t' __ ~ ... ."•· .• - ··- __ _ 
". 
L I T ER AL A N-;0 F I G UR AT I V E , " ~ N D TH E " C AT A C OM BS· W H E R E T H E , PAS T I S ~. y, 
----:· ··- -- ··-- --' ---~ • :I- . 
. . . --- -
~ - -
EN C OUN T ERE D' AR E DAR K t tt EST AB L I S, H I N G A PAR ALL E.L. B E T·W EE N H I S T
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A RC H I T E CT !JR E W I TH I N T H E L I G H T A N O O A R K M OT 1 .F • · . " 
aEFORE LEAVING THE CATACOMBS WE MUST 1AKE SPECiAL NOTE OF 
COMMENT ON THE $CENES WH.ICH HAVE JUST· TAKEN· 
PARADOXICAL ,uESTtON ANO AMBIGUOUS ANSWER, ASKED ANO ANSWERED BY 
HAWTHORNE IN THE MARBLE FAUN. HAWTHORNE TELLS THE READER: "WE 
NEED FOLLOW THE SCENE NO FURTHER. ·So MUCH IS ESSEN Tl AL TO THE 
SUBSE\UENT NARRATIVE, THAT, DURING THE SHORT PERIOD! WH-ILE ASTRAY 
-~ 
_I N ,: H O S E T ORT U O US P A S S A G ES , M I R I. AM H A D EN C O UN T ·E R·E D --AN UN K N OWN M AN·, 
·:o 
I · ·-·· .. ·-· . .., ~- '""·~ .. --~·,·-,. ·-~·--·· --~-- --- •.. -....... -- ~-- - ···- . 
AN D L E D H I M F O RT H W 1 TH H E R , 0 R W AS G U I DE D 8 Y H l L4 ,(J F I RS T I N T O T H E 
" 
.. ,-------·----·-------·---··------------··--- - ·-- ------------··--···-··--··------- --·---------····---
-'---·---· -------·-···---- - ·----------·- ... ·····-·" ----- -· 23·· .--~-,~--. 
TORCHLIGHT ANO THE~CE INTO THE SUNSHINE.". HEREi USING AN 
- --· --------·-- -=--- - --. ------
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ARCH·I T ECTURAL I MAGE AND .. THE LIGHT ~NO DARK MOTIF, HAWTH
 o·RN E PRE.$ EN TS 
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.. THE MARBLE F~uu.: __ .. _o, o_yM, B.1 AM_ LEAD DoN:ATEL~Lo THRG·UGH- EDuGAT1 YE si N. " 
-._i'J~ 
;~)-,.~-
. ·I SO THAT ME COULD BE "SAVED" 
- - .. .. .. ' OR DID 00NATELLO.SAGRtFfGE ~~a 
-==---_·: -..,;;--·-··- ·--. - --,"I..; 
::~-
,.,. .......... __ ._ .. 
. 
..... 
.. -- ·--~·--. 
. . . . . - . . \ 
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- - - - -- ---------- ------ - - - --- - ------ ---
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INNOCENCE SO THAT Ml RLAM Ml GHT S-EE THE Lt (iHT OF ·TRUTH? 
.,, 
, FROM THE E~-ENTS. WHb-C-;H TOOK PLACE I N ... THE sueTERRA'NEA.N v·Ai,LTs· 
I 
. '-. 










_) -- -- - -- - - -- ___ ,, ___ --------~ ----- -------,------. -- --
~ ::ji 
~ ... _ . . . . -·----------··----..1---------~-------------·---·----- --···- ------ -- ----- - --- - ~ - . --- - ------ - - --- - - -- - ----- - - - ' ; 
·;·------PJU.ILDlN-G. WE SHOULD NOTE. IMMEDIATELY-THE_.~ ... TRANSITION 'FROM PAST TO'-~-.------
,. 
PRt~i~T AND FROM LOW TO HIGH, BE~INNIN~ A ~~NS1A~t P~TJERN 0~ 
( l' _.,. 1 ·, .· 
. X 
MOY EMEN T BY THE CHARACTERS f..-N 't~E. ARCtt I TJ:CTURE OF RoME • 
. ' 
.. , 
PO I NT ON , .THERE 1 S A CONT I NU OU S AN D NOT I C EA BL E ASCEND l. NG . AN Q 
·- . c-· --- • - - • ~--- • - ...... -~-~--- . -,-, 
.. -·-----·-· .-.... _ .. ,.-...... --.::.·~~-,----··--·-------····· 
··-· ...... - -- ' .. - . •, ·- -
• - • . .• -
• •• '"t 
. -· • ~---- ___ ...._ ______ ~----- ------------ -- -DtSCE~OING OF C~ARACTERS FROM ONE STRUCTURE TO ANOTHER IN THE PLOT 
, , OF THE NOVEL• ON~ NEED ONLY CALL A FEW OF THE ~UTSTiNritNG -. . . . .. ) ., 
------- -·- --- -- _,. ____ _ 
. .. -··-··---····- -·---·· -- -·-----··--------·--------------+--------,.~---· 
4,. 
0 N A V ER T IC A L L I ~ E I N T H E . S T OR Y • M I R I AM t S ~, S T U O I O., H I L O A I S T OW ~ R , 
THE OWL TOWER, THE TARPEIAN PR~CIPICE, ANO THE MANY PILLARS 
. . - t.,: .. 
" 
... :,:. :· . M EN T I ON E O AR E J UST A FEW - 0 F T HE V E RT I C A.L ARC H I T E CT URAL-· I MA G ES T HAT 
. ; :.r· C O U L D- B E M EN T I O N E D • ~~.\- ET -US , H OW E V E R .. , F O LL OW . 0 ~ rfA T E LL O t 8 A$ C ENS I ON 
. .. f ... ":'' • 
tr:· 
-'"' --····· - ·-. --;-~ .--·:___-- .... 
,... TO M I R I AM I S S TU D I O : .. < .. · . ' "HE ASCEN6ED FROM STORY TO STORY, • • • UNTIL -
TH E G L O R I ES . · 0 F TH E F I RS T P I AN O A N D T H E E L E G A N C E O F T H E M I 0-D LE H E I C tt T ' . . . . 
WERE EXCHANGED.FOR"A SORT OF ALPINE REGION, COLD AND NAKED IN ITS 
AS PEG T .'-..Ff NAct.L·Y t+E PA us EO B EFOR"E - AN OAKEN BOOR' j •• HERE OoN AT ELLO 
M , 
.. - .. - - . -- - -... ---··· -·····- ···---~ -- . ·.--· .... -----·-···- -- -- - ----···- _______ ....__ ___________________________ :_i~-. ~---·-~:---- ., .. .C..--'----- __ _:::-...__--4.- __ .•• -
K-NO-&KED ANO THE f>ClOR tMMEOI AiEL\'--FELL SOMEWHAT A-J·AR; ITS LATCH 
- '"ir'-- ') 
. -~- •' . 
. - · . - ·, ·-· 25 
HAVING BEEN PULLED UP BY MEANS OF A STRING ON THE INSIDE." 
HERE WE H A V E TH E F I RS T OF F OU R - DES C R I PT I ON S OF ~~ I N G Cl U A RT ·ER S 
,, 
............ -·--·~-· .... ,~---.. ~·---- . . ....... - ....... -·.,, ., .... . 
---····--~···--···- to--a·E' SEEN~. N_.,THE NO-VE-L=·:~~·:;~.~-:-e:··A_C_H __ ois'c~· J;;ta'oN--~--THRtE ;·F-<••,:·~_;;----:~-;--;~·iR I-N-8-,- -'--·----------
• . . 
. -----. ··-~------=---:: ... :.: .. -- _. ___ --······· • ---··-
··-·-- ··'·-· ··-·-··-·----,- .... --1 ... ~.- -·· ·-·~···-···--- ' ...• ·-······-·- :-···,.,.,:_: __ ;•:... ... ·~-·":."--'----······· • ;~ .. 1':'~, t" -----~-~-:.:~~,.L~--~.·.-·-~. __ · ... ·_-~.--..:::..,..::~.:.:~-·~-~:~---1'-. .:...2.~..: ·-----~ . __ .. ___ .• ,_:__ .. ·-· ~ -. .. ,_, __ --
. ·1 ' 
••... .'.J,, .• ·~;,>,··-"";"·-···------ . ·····- ---- -- - --- ----~ 
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~-. ! 
- . .. ; . ·---~--~~ 
Co~s-t~RING THE EXTERIOR ASPECT OF M1.R1 AMJs STUO_l~o, WE NOTleE 
~~ ---- ··-----~-- .. .. 
THAT. D~NATELLO FIRST-PASSES THROUGH AN ARCHITECTURAL STAGE OF ) ' 
e,AiJTY AND ELEGANCE, FINALLY REACHING A POl'NT NEARER TO MtRIAM 1 S 
. -'· 
- S T U C .1 0 T H AT . I 5 " C O L. 0 AN D N A K ED" I N I TS AS P EC T • I S TH I S N QT A -
. '; 
~~ ..................... ,-~. - .......... ~_ .. ,-
--· _!... 
R6tiGH E~UIVALENT OF MIRIAM, BEAUTIFUL AT FIRST, BUT COLDER THE 






NEAR£R oNt GETS to HER? FOR M I R I AM " K E PT . P·E O Pl.\ E A'T -A D I ST AN C E" 
\ -
'-· 
AN D 11 EX CL U D .E D TH EM FROM H·E R · I N N ER C l RC LE • n ' ·nsHE RE~EMBLEO ONE OF I"••-
.k.,. 
I 
THOSE. rMA~~~- OF LIGHT, WHI ~H CONJURERS EVOKE ANC>' CAUSE ~;TO SH I NE 
- ·(! -· 
" .... , '.•• ~ ... . ~· -- . 
,.,o._..;..,·-· 
. . 
• - __ ....:.~ •. ,.».-- . .. .•• ~ ·-;- ~ ---.,.U.-'1'. . . -'!I..-· . 
• _, -- - --- ------- ... ----- ·t ... ~ ·- ---------------8~0R-=£ --US--, -t- N- A P-P-Aff-E-N-:f-- ~ AN·-&-t--&l-L t~-¥·;---=-'G*-L--¥ -~ft-cC-~lfr·-S--;;..1.C:lf-GT H 8 EY ON D "'" ·- .. 
.. -·· - ·-
-~ 
,., 




-- 0. U R G R AS P : WE MAKE A ST~P IN ADVANCE, EXPECTING TO SEIZE THE 
- ..... T 
'ILLUSION, BUT FIND IT STILL.~,,REG·ISELY SO -FAR OUT OF OUR REACH • 
. -~ 
Ft NALL.Y, SOCIETY BEGAN T-~ RECOGNIZE THE I MPOSSI BIL I i·y OF GETTING 
M ,.27 N E A R E R T 01 I R I AM , • • • TH I S EX r. ER I OR AS PE CT , W H EJ~ ·· A DOE D T O THE 
STUD.I o1 S E-LEVAl+-o-N, CERTA 1 NLY ·HINTS THAT THE "AMB i GUO US'' Ml RI AM,, 
, ' 
WHOSE LIFE ~S DESCRIBED AS BARREN AND MELANCHOLY IS IN SOME WAY AN 
28 
I s _o LA T·O • 0 u R s us p I C I ON s ARE CON F I RM ED' MORE O V ER'. w HEN W,E -
\ - . ,_ 
\ ' 
i 
·EN C e U N"f E-R TH- -E 11-o A K--E N 9G OR tt W-K I C H C A N \. 0 ~ LY B E O Pt N E D B _Y P U LL I N G · A 
STRING (PERHAPS A HEART,STRING) FROM THE INSIDE. IN THIS DOOR, 
; . .; 
·./· 
... ·~·· . : . 
;..,·. 
. .-
YIH I CH FALLS Q NL Y "s· OME.W HAT n AJAR, WE ttA V-E A S ¥MB O L OF M1 R lAM' S -OW-N- - - ---------·~~---- - - - ----
Ill 
, .• "'i ·--··.:-------- .. 
". HEART, WMOS £.SEC RE T.S, MYST ER.L.ES, AND _Jfl(tU_BI.. E$ CAN ONLY BE EXP 0~ ED BY 
A YO LUNT ARY' 0 PEN ,4G- ()_F _____ T_H-;T·i,o-()R--FROM' .. ,,\_~--ll\l"S-lOE-.,--- _:A-No--, ---t-N-&-E-ED, ----
f~- ' - • ------~'---------11 
,... . . ~ ( k 
0,0NAT ELLO~ N E·VER • £,ALLY KNOW . .S WHA-T MJ RI .AM 1 ~.-,,MY~j~E~.lO_US _ _ SJ_N .... J.S.,._, ___ FOR ___________ · __ _, __________ - ____ -----------·· 
. ----· ---· -----------.----·--
. - . 
;. •, . . . . ·. ' ~ . ·. - . - :-:--- .- ---.- - -~-!i .. ' ~ ... --- - -- .. -- -- .. . - .. - - - .. - Ji, ..... -- - ·-· - __ .. ~· . - ---.·-.-- . -.· ...,. .. ..-,..- ---. .... --··--·--·- -- ··-·- -·-:·--.· ._ -~ .... - .. -·--· .. ··--- ·------ --·----'·--···------.- --------~~~ · . .-. .. -·•- -----~-----·:;~- ----- -·-
_-_,_.._,> _ _ - DoNATEi.Lo TO --SEE_,_TH~i--s-,-N.- BUT-NOT WH-AT .-,. 1 s •. ~9· 
. ______ ....., --·----
• . . 
• ___ ::_ •• _, • - . ·-' - .• ..I· • . • ~ 
--.,.,;~.-:"<.o.·:···:.·•· ... ·• ·"l'.",~·.,...., .... ~.;~r,-,•, ... ,,.,.:,:;r..,n";",,r":"_;;::i • .;:f ... ~":..;_~• ·,~-.. ... -..·'!'"0">"<1:V'.~·-·•~ -..-:••·~···=,~-.-·.·I,, ..... ,, .. ·~-,-..,,;···•~ .~,. ·,',,.:·.,·,•oe-,..,.f .. ·,····•• .... •• .,..,_,. • .• . .,-.•. ,- · ···,-, . ._,,., .•.. , .,-,. . ..,.., ... ·"'\· ,.,._.,. ·v~-·~·,-....--...,. , · ' ' · • ll · 
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0
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' .... -~ : .. ; 
" . J.. 
... ·- ·-
" 
••. _:..cc ···--·~ I- •---· -- .- -·-. --< • .. 
..... , ........ · ... 
I • c 
. . 
UAN1FESTED _IN THE INTERIOR ASPECT O,F M1RiAM 1 ~.-STUD10", WHICH HARDLY 
r . 
-- O· - • 
. -- ~------.--
,-
• - •· 'l .. • • ·"-
1 E- EU ED "TO BELONG TO TH"E ACTUAL WORLD, BUT RAT'H~R T9 BEt T·HE ·OUTWAR_D 
~ -~ 
"' •,_- •• .. , -·M 
. '
TYPE O F A ··POET I S HA UN T ED I M A G I NA "F I .O.N t W H ERE TH E RE AR E ,. G L I M ·.PS ES t-
liC, • ,./ 
... , SKE;.TCHES, ANO HALF'-DE,ELOPED HINTS OF BEINGS ANO.OBJE_CTS CRANDER ·~-
.1,:. ,. i/ 
~ 1 ~ 
r AN D MOR E 8 E A'U T I F UL T H AN W E C AN ANY W H ER E F I ·N D , I· N -RE A L I TY. • TH E' W I N D OW S 
' 
. . ·111- ·- . . ~ ;_ .•.•• • •. - :.. ,.: • :;. ·- - ·-. 
WERE CLOSED WITH .SHUTTERS, OR DE;E.f:'LY ·cuRTAINE-D, EXCEPT ONE-·WH-lCH -WAS ... 
•  
... _:..!'.~ --·--
.. -r· .•. 
PA RTL Y O P EN TO A S UN L ES S PORT l ON O F TH E S KY , . A OM rr T I N G ow·L Y FR OM . ~ ," . - . ' . 4 .. 
- . ~-
H I G H tf PW A RD THAT PA AT I AL L I G··H T • • • W I TH I TS S T .. R O N G LY . ~AR K ED - C·O NT R AST ·,. _) . .. . . 
. . ~ ~ ,·. ·~- ·-. 
< 
- ·- ·--· . ·- -··· ----·-
' 
... --·----· .. } ---+··---
o·F SHA98W ••• tt. TttE AMBIGUOUS MIRIAM LIVE_$ IN AN APPROPRIATE SETTIN-G, 
i> . 
; ( 30 '' . 
INDEED, HA.LF-L·t T AND UNREAL• . 
. ,. .. 
-- --·- - • -: ~ • .., . --- i .: · .... ·.::.'-..:... . 
. ' 
'V ,. \ -
r .,_ . v .)/ 
DON,\TE:Ll0 1,S REACTION TO_ THIS. SHAD.,O_Wy $TVQ:I O .. Lf-~~~-R~)'_ -- ___ · .,.. 
HOUSES, AND IN .THE DARK. I LOVE NO DARK OR DUSKY CORNERS, EXCEPT 
,',,. 
'I, r. 
IN T.HE NE I GHBORHOOO ·oF MY HOME. EVEN THER-E, IF A STRAY SUNBEAM STEA.a... 
--
1 N, THE SHA DOW IS ALL THE BETTER FOR I TS CHEERFUL - GLIMMER•" ~ HENCE, 
J" . 
.. 
!- ST R I K I N G C ONT R AST O F C HAR A CT ER S I S S ET V P B Y T HE A UT H O R, .... _B Y M EANS 
8-F H -I S US E OF. THE . L-l G-H T AN D OAR K. ~ 0 T I F AS S EE N TH RO U G H ARCH I T EC TUR .AL 
IMAGERY .• 0 0 N ATE LL O ' w H O L I VE s .a y AND F OR s u N s H I N E ' I s . C ONT RA s T E·o 
. . - FuR.TH-ER PLOT AND CHARA.C.Tt!R_ REVE::LATI ONS ARE MADE. BY THE 'PA l NT'-IN&$ ---
~< 
!' 
--------------AN-D SKE°TCHES AROUND THE STUOI o. A PROPHECY OF AN EVENT TO COME IS 
f ~---~~--~-~-"=-----~~-SctlA-00-l'l~D _ If" TH,E t,S pE.CT A Fr ~ _ D-tJS!Y Pl CT-URE STANDING IN ·TH~ 
~_:f}.·_ ' - . .. • <' .. , ' .. · . ...-,. ~~ . . ' ... ···-_··~·-····- ·---·--- ............ :,·· -- .. ~·--,--~---------
;>.c, • ------- ·-- - - ·-- <!. ••• _ 
. --~-"'"·:-·--,;-,-~:-:-:·_-:,--. .. ----- - -~~ -D-A RK-ES-T--PA ~-,.. o-F THE ~Q Q"M·:--=--=-n=tN ·r HE - o;B s-c U'ff*~~lT PA RT. t11?=·=t# ~-0 fl.M59.0J5'.AT.Et:1.:1J;,~; ··~- - -- -- ,._,_ __ 
. ' ............... '==--·-"""""·----~ 
- . ..:..!....:..- ----·----------~-------·---·-·------·--· - --- ---·-··--- ·-
. -~----- -- ····-- ·-- ··- -- ....... _ ... ··-··- --- ... - --·- -- . -- --- ·····-· - --·· --· - ---·---··--- ··----·· .. --------·- --·- -·· 
. f, 
WAS HALF STARTLED AT- PERCEIVING DUSKILY A WOMAN WITH LO~G DARK HAIR, 
..•. .;.-,ii 
·.fl·-· •1 
. ... HE~· . . ftliO ·y_~REW .UP ARMS· WI TH -A.-· WI LQ GE_§T~R.E· O.F DES·PAl.R ... , .. ~-AN.D APPEAR.ED ,T..0 ... .:.,,., ............. -.. >k. .. -..\, ... -.: ....... -.c .. 
. :. 
]'\ 
r:; f -~ 
~I-'·.;,~.· •. "'··- ·:4' - -,·' --··•··- · · ...... ,A.. · · .. ~ •. · , •. ...;.~ •. - ....... ~:.-_ • • -.-· · _- · • · "· ........ ' · · · ',..r:"r.- -· · ..... ·, • · ·~ , .• , .... __ : · ,-·· • • , ..... , .... .,,.,,... ·. _ ..... .:., ............. ,.~· ,_ ,_ . .,,_.,_ __ ""'· ......... f ... _ .., . ···- ......•..• ,..__. ··-· .. , ....... ·-··· 1-·· ,. •• .. • • • · ' .-.•,.1,1•.l•"t , ....... , ...... ,,..---•
0
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91: CIC ON H I M I NT O T HE D A R I( N ES S ALON .G W I T H HE R
 • 11 . 8 E 'E t· _N··'G TH I ·S P I c·T URE , ,.. . 
·-;---- •.. - ~--. 
: ~- ..... 
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- -~~--- .. . 
• I 
HER'ARMS MO~ED, AS IF BECKONl~G ME TO H.£LP. H
ER IN SOME DIREFUL 
. 
~ 
tp· •• J 
PE R I L • • • If · TH I S P , · CT U R E AN D O ON AT ELL O 
I S R EA CT I ON T O · I T AR E , 0 F 
COURSE) A SYMBbLICAL 'ENACTMENT OF THE CLIMACTIC MURDE





IT·.NOT 00NATELL0 1 S CO~TENTION THAT MIRIAM
1 S ASPE~T SEEM.ED TO ASK 
"!' 
B E G I N N I N G,._- W i T H f H E A FJ O V E · MEN T l ON ED P I CT UR E AN D C O N
T I N ti I N G W I T H 
) --· ---. -
T-H£-REST OF TttE- 0£S-C81PTIONS OF THE ART WORK 
WHICt;t ADORNS MI.RIAM 1 S 
- -
.. -·· ·----- --·..--·
----------
·:. ' ' --.. ---·--·-···-· -------·-
t. . -:, 
~sTu•10, HAWTHORNE REVEALS _T~E CHA~ACJE~ OF M
lRIAM, WH.o, "AS IF 
. 
. . 
n• ·- • 
• 
,· 
SttE •• eFELT IRR·ESISTI.B~Y IMPELLED TO MA~E HER
 BLOODY CONFESSION IN-
TH I S G U 1 S E , " A RT I S T t C A L LY R e: PR ES EN~- E D 
H ER S EL F AS -A - W OM AN tt AG T I .N-G-
. - · -
33 
T~E PART
1 0F A REVENGEFUL MISCHIEF TOWARDS MAN." FIN
ALLY, THE 





SELF-eORTRAIT WHICH. SEEMS "SADDER" THA
N DONATELLO THOUGHT AT Fl AST, 
- - 34 
BEEN SO EVIDENT TO DONATELLO $1NCE HE CAME TO. SEE M
IRIAM• So WE 
S E E TH A T HAW TH O RN E I S ·. DE T A I L E O . DE S C R I PT I ON O F T-H E EX T 
ER' I OR A ND' 




TO THE CHARACTERS ANO PLOT OF THE ROMA~CE.
 ·--: •. ~-•L..:.-~-: .. :... .. ....:..t:.:.·-.• ••,1 
Now WE FOLLOW Mt RI AM IN HER DESCENT FROM HER STU
DIO TO THE 
STflEETS O.F ROME AS SH'E MAKES HER WAY TO PAY 'A VIS
IT TO H·1 LOA.-.. --A-s 
---· Mt-· R I· AM R ~A C H ES. HI L DA ' S T OW ER , A " B AT TL EM EN T E D 
A N D M A C H I O L AT ED" 
.. __ ,... -·:· --'I.·· . 
. .. --,- ---
. --- ·---------·
·····-····· --·-·--···












- -- ...... , ---- -
· 
EDIFleE WITH A SUGGEST.IOl'J_ OF INACCESSAB .. IL
fTY AND 9E FE NS .. l-V,ENES S ,__ :'..SJ-tE. _ _ ___ - ----- ---·-·------···--·---· .. · - . ··--
-~ 
~ \ 
-L. 0 0 KS U.2.~---Ali.D S EE S · H I_ .LO A , "' A . FA I R Y O U·N G G I R -L , 
- -
-35 ---- ----~ 
DRESSED I N W H I TE •" .,. ----
l, __ 
·r-- ---- ------------- ·---- - ·--
····-----:.....___ ____ ..______________
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MI R I AM t S . STU D I O I W 1 T-H HI L DA 1 5,. · V I R G ! N S t:1 R- I NE : 
~" : ... _.~). I; \v ' 
MIRIAM PASSED BENEATH THE DEEP PORTAL 
qF THE PALACE9 ANO TURNING TO THE LEFT, 
BEGAN TO MOUNT FLIGHT AFTER FLIGHT OF. 
' . . 
~. ~\~:: :--·------··;;A ~ TA I R C AS E v W H I C H 9 F O~R T H E L OF Y I N ES S 
~~~ ~ ,, 
OF ITS ASPlRATIONj WAS WORTHY TO BE 
< ... . ·' 
. __ ,.,.r. 
- ·--~'-'--' ~~-·· ·- .!...-------~ --··-~ 
J A C OB w S t,. A DD E R ,, .. 0 R , AT A L L EV E N Y S , T H E 
STAIRCASE OF THE TOWER OF BABELo THE 
....:~- -- - - . '' ..... - ......... . ,C"'f TY BUSTLE", GI~ lilGREffllo FA I NY AND DI ED 




ALWAY$ DIE 9 8 F WE SET OUR. F,ACES TO· 
CLIMB HEAVENWAROooo·-ONLY THE DOMES 0~ 
- . ~- . ·- -•-;. -- . ---:' ';"- .,. ,-- - :-. - ··---··----~--------·-·-· 
C H tJ RC H ES AS C EN D I N T O f H I S JYI FfY R E G I ON , • • • 
'·_11: 
--- -- . -·-·-· _ ........ , .. .. .. - · -- .FI N ALL V 9 TH E S 1 A I RC AS E. C AME i O AN END ; 
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A DOZEN STEPS .GAVE ACCESS TO TH.E ROOF 
-OF THE TOWER ANO YHE LEGENDARY SHRINE •. 
; ---------------~-· ,-'----'--~ --~ __ . . : _ --·-----·- ·-·---------····· __ ;____ _ 0.N TH E _ o T.H .Ee s I o ~ w A-S A e e aR ,·-· ·AT WHt e-K --- - -- -------- ----· . --· ... •• ··- -- -- __ ·_:_ __ ,t - - ........ - - - ~---- -- • : 
! Mt RI AM KNOC~{Ep 9 BUT - RATHER AS A • r 
______________ . 
j .. ---~- ·,.·'.'.- _·.·;_ ,·_..-.-· .. :_.,. , ... ·.:-:-c:,-c-c.·: ... : •• :::c:::.::-:-c .... ;-: .. ···-,··-----~~ 0 ;_.,., FR I ~ND LY A N.N OUN C ~MF NT O_f .. HER PRE 5-EN GE ,-=:=-=-===-.·~ -· · ~--~·=-.-~-- -·=---·-·-----=·,c.=c-.=cc-....:, __ ; 1· THAN WBTH ANY DOUBT OF HOSPITABLE 
j 
K 
"t: I\' ... 
I I .. i ' 
! ~ 
. ., :: 
,J, • 
WELCOME; FOR, AWAITING NO RESPONSE, 
.. ~-
SHE LIFTED THE LATCH ANO ENTERED. 




( -N HAW T H O RN E t S DES C R I P-T I O N OF H I L' DA t S.. L O F T Y A N D D E F E N S ,a. V E S H R I N.E ,· 
-"AT A HEIGHT: ABOVE TttE ·oRO~N .. ARY LEV~L OF M_AN 1 S VIEWS .AND ASPIRATIONS," 
---------·····-·-- ------------------------~----- ______ ,.. 
---WE ···tt·A·V"E·-·rRE s:v·u·ecfl:"fcf RE IN FORC EM ENT OF THE O I FF ERIN G, AND YET! _I N 
...... ·.•. _____ :_ .........•....... ,. 
:-"-~---_ .. · -· -
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·SOME WAYS, SIMILAR PERSONALITIES OF MIRIAM ANO HILDA. - THE CONTRAST 
IN CHARACTERS IS AS' STARTt..JNG AS THE_ CONTRAST IN LIVING \ttARTERS: 
,.J:$ ,.) . 
F OR T· H E V I R G I N H I L DA , AS Y ET U N TA I N T E D B Y S I N , L I V ES I N A V I R G I N S H R 1-N E 
-··· ·-- - .. ---· . - ... - . 
W-HERE ·T·HEftE 1-s·AN EYER-BURNING BUT ARTIFICIAL LIGHT. ·SHE LIVE·S_ l~ __ A 
•· ........ -- -- -
--- _, ____ .. - ~' . --- .. 
-TOW E R T f1 AT S .. T RETC-H ES H EA. V EN W A R "ti AN D I S A, B O V E T H E " H A R D H AR S H C R I ES " 
. . 
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ARE TO BE _S·E_E:-=N~•=-'--,------~---~--_: ----~--_:____-----~--:-'"~-~-:--:----~\-
' ' 
THE DOOR TO '.HILDA 1 S TOWER ROOM PROVIDES A SMALL BUT IMPORTANT 
:--:'.-
CONTRAST TO MIRIAM'S 0-AKEN DOOR, FO~ H1LDA 1 S DOOR CAN~AE OPENED 
I 
-~ 
FROM TH E · 0 UT S I O E . AN O E .. A S Y · AC C ES S CAN B E GA I N ED TO HE R A PART MEN T • j .'r.r. ..... 
• . , . ,.,A 
- l N s I o E TH 1 -s A PART MEN T w E ~,EN co u N r ·~· R -- r H E R E v·e·-A L I NG,/ ,P I c ·Tu R Es w ~ H 
' 
. B EDE C IC H I L DA I S . R O OM • T H E Y AR E. AL L _C OP I ES FR o·M '" 0 EV O UT It. PA. I N TE RS - . . __ .. @,W,>,.A•4=,..,.;3'.~ .. -·:.F.j~'-~"'»1"c'"',O'=r);S'--,c,-,,•;.,-
0
,~•;.,s,c.•,-,;;·c-;,c·.cc-;;,•C.'i---,>•'·'°':,''"-'''?'"":'-'--,.CS.S.-.c>~l'Sie.•a:,;•;~~S,i,C',;'-~,;4'i<cY,C-;,;;c;;,}r7';,C,?e,"'-';'""•"~~--,,a,.·,.,..-_,,,.,,S"'-'~''""'"""~-,•,:",-·.cc;cc,,oc;,,c,,,·.~'Se,~t,°'r',>;c,•,,·~,.,_,,,,.,c.·•"':.'''""."'~''S>'<~>'~•-,,".:",~:~··,,, .. "·•,.-,,,,,.,,,,,·,•.,,,,,,fc•'cCC'':·:CC>··•I·>•,C:"->'.·;Co·'<':'c"i,,,-,,J:._""·'''.~"=""""""',...-.,=~~---:·:· 
.. 
. (---F6HT AN-D' · Ac·e UR A'T"E ··OETA l'LS' SELECT ED FRO'M Its OM E H-1 GH·, NOBLE, AND 
'- ' . " 
E> E L I C A T E P O RT I O N '' - W H I C ff AL S O. MA K E ~ S T 'R I K I N G C O N TR A S T W I T H · T N E 
---~/ 
-· ,(- 39 
Q US KT f? l CT URE S F O UN D ) N "'1J R I AM I S S. T U D I Q • ;-!____ - ·-- • ·-··· •.... :i:.t._____ .•.. 
'\ , . 
, (;I 
. ··''1'•·"· 
"·------_--'-L~---· ~~ •• ----~----·"·'"···"'-~"~ -~·r-N -~T.t{ i s ..... Al -~;·_i~:'.t o WitR WH l c H so E Xffl-L A R)~T:ES. Hi L DA f's s'p· i-~-. ts, t HA t 
-• -- ----: -, _:....__: _______ --·-· ---- -,---
S OM ET I ME~ ,. S H ~ .F E E LS ,H A L F I N C L 1 N E D T O A T T EM PT A F L I G H T FR OM t H E T"O ~ 
·~ 
-·- -- • - . - . -- ·-- '•· ····- -· 
.. ..,... -- . . -
·--.it'' .... --- . - - .. --···· ··--·--·---- :· -· --·--
-o F H E R T OW ER . '~ I I N F A I T. ~~~ . _!_.HAT S H E W O U L ~ tt FL O AT U PW AR D , " W E AL S O S EE 
-- ... ------- ..... 
. ~~'-
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' ;..,~ 
.·~·~-" 
A STRIKING CONTRAST OF c·HARACTER ENTELECHYe 
-~ ' 
' .. 
_, ... ---·-··-······-y------- ,--·-----------~-- ---
-- . •• ·-·- ..... : ..... j-- ....... -. ·--·-· --· 
LET US NOT, H-OWEVER, MAKE ~HE MISTAKE OF THINKING THAT HAWTHORNE 
~ 40 I IS -HERE _CREATING. A. S.iRI CT 0-f CHOT,OM-Y BE-TWEE~ GOOD AND EVI Le N 
~ , 1-: 
HER VERY INNOCEN6E, PARALLEL IN SOME WAYS WITH DoNATELLo's, HILDA 
IS SHOWN TO BE INDULGING JN ONE OF HAWTHORNE'S CARDINAL SINS,.THAT 
•. 1. . 
-- -- ----------·-· ·- .. ------
' 
' H ERM I T A G E 1 S A N A R C H I T E C T U R A L . M A N I F ES T A T I O N O F H E R- 1 S O LA T I .0 N A N D 
,d' 
, •• .. ' • • •• • .. ~.. •• .... •• -- ,--· 
- • --- • • • ~- f" ••••• 
,. -·-·· . -~ -• .. -- ... -· .. ,. 
0 • •N -- '---- < ,_,__ - • - • 
... - ··:· -·-·· 
.... . ~ ·~ ..... , .. 
HER UNWILLINGNESS TO INVOLVE HERSELF WITH THE PRO~LEMS OF THE WOR~D. 
HlLDA 1 S EVENTUAL··AWAKENI NG FROM COA.fPL~TE INNOCE!tJCE, FURTHERMORE, 
f S R E FI.. E G·T E 8 · I N H ER UN TH I N K I N G , S ELECT I ON OF TH E S U BJ E CT F OR H ER 
, /' 
........ ~- -·-.· ---""c·.,-...-·· '" .. ,_. •.. ----,------,---·-···:··--,-···------ ·-·-· 
LATEST PAINTING, THAT OF THE· SIN-TAINTED BEATRICE CENCI• THE 
----- ---- --- -
- ~~~~~~ -~·~·=======~ 
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, ' 
·~~ .. , ..... , ........... -,,~ .. - ----· ..... ~ ~ ........ , ........ ,-.,·,···· ··-· 
.,. 
• .,. .... .~ - ~ r -
I~ PARTtCUL~RLY ~!VtALliG ABOUT WHAT T~E FUTURE RELAT.IONSHIP BETWEEN 
.. 
' . .. ·-· - .. , .. ~ " --· 
r ,.,_, ., 
• t 
.... , 
TH EM W I LL B E : '' ' AH t I R E PL I E O H I LO A·., S H UDDER I N G , _! J KAO-. (tU I TE f::.() R G OT--T-&N-1b·_· -- -----
. ·• 
J -----~--.--------11 -----~---=-=---~----~---~-'.-·-,, 
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. :_1 
"'" ,. -· .... ,. -
-. 8EATRl'C£ 1 S HI STOFfYt AN-D \fAS~ TH INK I NG OF HER ONL, AS THE Pl CTURE 
S EE MS TO REVEAL H ER C. H AR ACT ER • YES , Y ES J - -I T WAS A TERR I BL E 'l U I ET t 
' ,.-t· 
1/ 
AN 1.f>NEXPIABLE. CRIME, AND SHE FEEL,S IT TO BE so ••• H£R DOOM IS JUSTl'" 1' 
\, 
To WHICH -MIR r AM RE PL I ES: I • "0 HILDA, YOUR INNOC~NCE IS LIME A SHARP 
STEEL sWo,RO.i• 41 ~T TttE ~0N~us10N OF THIS sc_ENE, Mt RI AM DESCENDS 
. . • · 1 . . .'.-· 
, 
8 ABEL, TRY I N ,G H•A Rt> ER . TO · AC H I EVE ABS Q LUTE PU R I .TY THROUGH HE I G H.T , 8 Y 
':"-··::: 
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. .. ·---! - - "· . _. .. . ~-- ... ··-· ... 
.... --- ~UPWAR-11 .. YET ST I LL C0 0MPLE°T'ELY. UNAWARE OF HER I MP ENO I NG DESCENT• 
. ' h . 
c··) 
THE FOLLOWING SCENE~ ARE DECIDEDLY LACKING IN THE KIND OF 
42 
ARC H I T EC T UR E W H I C ·tt. c WAS EV ER - PR ES ENT 1 N · . TH E · N O V EL U P T O . TH I S MOM EN· T • 
ST R O LL I N G TH R O U G H A I RY AN D . S UN L I T GAR OEN S , B ES PE C K ·L ·E D W I l H. R EAL -·---AND 
. ' ~ .- -,: 
' ' 
( 
A~TIFICIAL ,RUINS, UPON WHICH HAWTHORNE COMME~Ts: 
.. 
IDEA - WHAT NEEDLESS LABOR - TO CONSTRUCT"ARTIFICIAL RUINS 1N RouE, 
~ 43 
THE NATI YE SOfL OF RUIN\ 11 ·. IN THl;SE SCENES. HAWTHORNE ACHIEVES ; 
TWO EFFECTS WORTHY OF MENTION. FIRST HE ,H.OWS THE SIMPLE, INNOC£~~T~t~~~~~-
•, .,.. 
" . 
AND CHILD-LIKE DONATELLO IN. HIS NATURAL SYLVAN SURROUNDING, THEREBY 
CREATING A CONTRAST, BY THE VERY ABSENCE OF WALLED ARCHITEcYuRE, WITH 
T H E S C E N E L AT E R I N T H E N O V EL , 0 E P I CT I ~ ~ ~.Q.'11_ A T_EJ.J ... Q I S _A R ~. !11 T E. C: .T lJ R -' L . 
. •· - . - -·- - ·-· - - -.---- - . . . -
Sl"t.UATt&-N'··, AFTER ·HlS _FALL. ER.O.M ... lNN.OCENCE, ANO -SECOND, THESE SCENES 
• • - •. •• ". -· - • -""' • • ~ - '. - ·., . - • - . ., ~--_:-•• ~•·•· -- ·-•·· -· .J~ I •.• --;- ' 
r.r:··1 
ENABLE HAWTHORNE TO EXPRESS riNE OF HIS FAVORITE THOUGHTS ABOUT OLD 
A RC. H I T EC T URE , T H E E V ER - PR ES ENT REC L AM AT I ON OF N AT UR E W HJ C H I $ T O B E 
. -----~---· - --· --- - __ ,_ .. __ , ___ ~--·--·-------~·- - - - ------ -- .---- --------- ----- -- - .. -· . - .. -- ·-
- ~· -·~-- -~ --~ . 
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. .•.... _,.r, 
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.P'RONTS. OF TEMPLES," AND CLAMB .. ER AT LARGE OVER THEIR PEDIMENTS·•••" 
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IT IS THROUGH TklS SYMBOLIC RECLAMATION OF NATURE THAT HAWTHORNE 
ACCENTUATES ANOT~tR MOTIF IN THIS ROMANCE: (J ~ THE DYNAMIC USE OF 
TflE PATTERN OF SYMBOLIC DEATH ANO REBIRTH. THIS SCENE "THAT MOST·-~--~--'---'-
H A V £ RE \ U I RED G ..E.N ER AT I ON S AN P . A GE S ,_ D UR I NG WH· I CH ~~~ 8 WT H AN D . DE CAY tt 
,-" ... 
• -··1 • 
( 
TOOK PLACE, SYMBOLIZES :T~E LARGER MEANING REVEALED THROUGH THE , 
--~~•=-• =--,....," u,:•':t"'=rz=="-"""'""""'"""""""'-_"'" ,,,_...,._.__, =9 ='·"=·•.,.,..=,.,~~-.-.~""·-•··~.,-,-~,., .• ,,_.,..·,,-.~::,=,,.,~~,,,,;,, ·-,.~,,~.,e,,,~ .. ,.,,~e,,c.,•·" ·••'-'·'''·'"' ,.,,.,c•s•.,.c.."···•·•·••=•··~•~·,,c.,,.~t~,~.-,,,,,c.o,,,=~•·~-,,-c.,.7',.""'""'·'"'·••"'""'''·"°~'~~~-=-r~•·" '"·.··,,,,.,,,,.,;.,;.~~.,~.,.,, .. ,:,.,., ,, .• _, •....• '''·'·''"'.=•-• ,~,,-.~-=•"'""''~"''•'·r··~·•···''·"''''•=="-~-.~~•-=-""-~=---=•=-,. '"""· '"'''"''''.''.'"""''";' ,,;._ '·"'"'""""'·' -
~·,;~,~-· .. -•, 
.I 
. . :· 
-··-······------... ---~; .· .. ~ .. --~. 
--- -- . 
E P O C HAL · UN F O L D I N G, 0 F AGES , TH E PA RALL EL R ·1 S E AN D FA LL OF M AN AN 0 
44 HIS c.1vrL·1zATIONS. 
) N_ T~E. f4EXT SC~NE, "NOT, ___ AS HERETOFORE, IN 
_E OLD GLOO.M Q_F 
ROME" BUT -~'UNDER THE ·:.BRf GHT SO.FT SKY AND IN THOSE· ARC ADI AN WOODS ,u --
WE F I ND HAWTHORNE MAK l NG US E OF AR C·H I T EC TUR AL I MAGES t N HI S 
. •/ 
DESCRIPTION OF'THE WALK WHICH OoNATELLO AND MlRI.AM ARE TAKING., FOR 
- - - - -- ----------- -~--~-...--'-'---,•-'----==--,.,.-c--.c-11 
--.····-NS-TANCE 0;~-M,-R-·1·AM THINKS. to·· HERSELFt ______ ffMy' REAL-J--T::.,:·r: -_-WHAT ·,s· IT?. Is -----
TiH E PAS T S O I N DEST R. UC T I BL E ? TH E F UT U R E'. SO I MM I T I GAB LE? Is THE DARK 
'· . 
DREAM, IN WHICH f WALK, OF SUCH so~10, STONY SUBSTANCE; THAT TMERE 
· . . · 45·· 
''·CAN BE ,NO ESCAPE OUT OF LTS DUNGEON?'' 
. • -y \ 
IN THE FOLLOWING SCENE WE FINO MIRIAM IN "so(ITUDE" AND AMID A 
"CH(LL OF-REMOTENESS" STANOINC ALONE WITH HER DARK THOUGHTS IN THE 
"BORGHESE GRO~E." THE ACCENTUATION OF MtRl~M'S LO~ELINESS AFTER HER 
. 
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46 
SE PAR ATES Mt RI AM FROM HI LOA AND KENYON .. so IS. ACHIEVED •... 
IN C~ijfE~ XII WE HAVE A REPR(I! OF THE OPENING PARAGRAPHS OF. 
:. 
. 
TNE ROMANCE, FOR THE PANORAMIC VIEW OF ROME AFFORDED KENYON AND 
' - - . -·--·-.--- .. - _..,. - ·-··w·- - --· -------
·• ,-.,· .-.r-~ ,·,.,, •' ' '. 1, l'!''-\.A 
: ·- ____ , ·- --~ .~· ·~ ·-- ~H l L ~~- F_R _OM: r ~ E_:_' _~. V A~fll ·~~~f:- : P~TN T l T Elf A! E s:_J H ~- ~ "· ~~- T ~ ~~-~~-~=~~:~;::;--~ ' .···. . -::.·-=:-: .-. ~--~- ~_-. 
-· - . - . . ' 
PH f L OS· 0 PH I ES S TAT~ D AT . TH E O P~ 1\1 I N. G OF : TH E _W_ ORK • AFTERr-A o·ESCRIPTIQN .· 
.~ 
. .:c.i.,;d . "'· •·• • · ,__ • ', - · - ···· 
__ . ....:..·.:...c..=~.".LJ.I..,~ 
. • - - - - ,---~---\, .. ., •. -· -· ---- - -- - .. ,k •·--·. - ___ ,,_____ ·---·-------· ·-· -·· .. 
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'• EYE~-OPEN EY~", A BUILDING WHICH WILL HAVE PARTICULAR SIGNIFICANCE 
.. 
LATER .IN THE _S_TORY, HAW'THORNE MAKES THl S COMMENT: "·RoME, AS IT NOW 
,-"...'.'..'., __ _ 
EX I ST S • • • S E EMS L I K E N OT H I NG B UT A HE A p· 0 F B R O K EN R t!B B I S. H t TH R OWN !,.. tas.,.ln,. ... , -· - .- - .µ ... ,.~- · ·'c-:,.·tn.,_-,_·, .• ,,.,,,,. 
.,1, 
0 F O L D ,·· 1. T 1 5 0 N LY 8 EC A US E WE F I N D f T. B U I LT O V ER I TS GR A Y E .- •• S 0 
-~--:--~--. . ~-.... · --.:...·---~---~ 
" .. 
--------- ---- ·----- --- - -·-. ····------·----- --------- .... ----- ··-· ·----------. 
--'-' .,__. Ml--~ .. - ,, __ ···------·-· ---~--· 
-~----··-- -·--~~ • ... . 
. .. ·Xf \.:-.::-:,,,.:,,.. ·... .f~~ 
-.-. · ____ _._ ____ IltAT J T .... LI ES LJ lfE_ TH. E_ DEAD CORPSE: OF A GI ANT, DEC.AY ING FOR CENTURlES ., •• • 
EVERYWHERE SOME FR~GMENT OF R~IN SUGGESTING THE MAGNIFICEN8E OF A 
.• 
. ; 
FORMER EPOCH ••• RoME? 
' 
'~ ... - . . . 4'1 
THE C1TY OF ALL TIME AijD OF ALL TH~ WORLD.n 
·- -----· ---- . • 
- - ---
-·· ,tJ. ·---- --.····-···--· 




---·-··-·--···~-- --··--.- ·-- --
.... 
AU!l°l VALENT ATl,.,tTu·oE TOWAijDS ·'Ro~.,.e:; HI s PUZZLEMENT AT THE GROWTH AND 
----·---- ------
-- - -·---- - - - :. ____ . -- ------
·------ - -------- ·-----·----L·-----·-------·---
.~DECAY, THEIR SEPARATION AND CONNECTION -AND THE AMBIGUOUS NATURE OF 
THIS CITY WHICH, IN ESSENCE, .. REFLECTS THE !'ilSTOR'Y-OF MAN. 
WE SHALL BRIEFLY EXAMINE THE ARCHITECTURAL CONNOTA.TIONS-OF 
KENYON 1 S STUDIO. 
il'.t? 
J N SPITE OF THE FACT THAT HE PLAYS A· SOMEWHAT 
' 
" 
.'t I MP ORT A NT RO L E I N T ffE -UN F O L 1) I N G · 0 ~ T H E -N O V E L , KENT O N I S ~ S U BS t D I' ARY-. 
C HA 'Ft A C·T E R W H O S ER YES MO 5 TL Y ! S A DE TAC H E'D OBS E RV ER AN D C O N.N EC T I N G . 
L I N K B ET WE IN T HE OT H E R C H-A R ACT ER S • ( T I S N OT SU r=f PR I S I N G , THEN , T 0 
.. 
FIND THAT HAWTHORNE MAKES KENYON 1 S STUDIO A SIMPLE, STREET-LEV~L, 
48 
ORDINARY PLtACE e T.H E I M P Orff ANT EL EM EN T . To N OT I CE I N THE T W 0 
,. C H A PT E RS DE P I C T I N G M 1. R 1 ·AU 1 5 V I S l T . TO K EN Y ON ' S . _S_T U DJ._.Q l S TM E . S TA 1-U·i · 
··-· 
0 N W H I C H K EN Y ON -I S W O R K I, N G • f N. H I S ... tt CL E O PAT R A " K E)N Y cf N - D cfE-~i·:··_w·H-AT-,~-· --- .. ~··,-···· :·· ... .. ,._ . ~ 
!f 
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;~~:,~ ~~~--~-:;_ ~-;_~.·:..:.~. a ri .Mt:Rt'-A~~J§: l't~i"A. "l:i t.Y ; -RfN Ttrn iS uet:E o J5 A TR A 11 , I.J J KE M I R I AM 1 s ,, 6 u~ K 'f' 0 , - , .~--c~o-cc,c.,,,b: . -~ 
. ~- ~ . ;;i} 
: _ _:,_-J 
:-: ... / 
,, .. \ 
( 
' . 
. -~. -~ -fJT~,YURE"· ANO Ht t'OA't-S- ua·EATR-tGE-,'~ IS A REPR0Bt;JCT 1·e.N ,OF THE ··BARK 
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THE FOLLOWING TWO SC.ENES,' lN'·CHAPTERS XVI, .XVII, ANO-XVIII, 
F. I N D O UR F O UR C H A R ACT ER S ( F I V E I F T H E S. P EC TR E I S I .N CL U OE O ) I N · 
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- 50 . ,WITH ALL ITS· ELABORATE DEVICES, FOR HER OWN." HERE IS AN EXPLICIT 
;,:, 
-- •· ··- -· - . - - - - --- .. - --- -- ""--·-··- ... _ ..... .;,...-... , , .. ~_:·;;:-: _:...·· .. ~. . -
. .; 
.. -~ --.--. -~ . 
.-----·· •- ·:---~~_:__---"' ·- -¥~,_ffl~c1=l-~M-::-~M-A-N '-~~!'t}R=K S • -----S~e-o·N or, -----rffATTHO_S_E_W.HO--D-R·~.;-~~ ~0-F _T_H E 
FOU~TAIN 1 S WATER ARE THOSE TWO CHARACTERS, MIRIAM ANO D~NATELLO, f 
·-
- · 51 W H O W I L L , I· N Dt ED , S H ORT L Y L E A V E R OM E • 
THE SCENE AT THE Co21SEUM IS EXTREME(v·APPRi~RIAiE r6 t~E ACTION 
AND~PROVIDES A PROPER· ATMOSPHERE FOR·MIRIAM 1 S- LAPSE OF SANIT.Y. ·ty 
WAS H ER E TH A T W EST E 11 N MAN HAO _ ~, LA P_S E OF S AN I TY AS _ MAN I F° t;:S TED . l-tt T N.E 
. cc: ---------- ~-------
-~--- --------T" --- - --- - ---- -·- - - . - ---- -
t .. -' .. L UST O F T H E R OM AN C I Y I L I Z AT I -0-N- F OR -B L O O D --A-N-D H O R R 01f IN TH E , --------
. . . 
. · - 52 PERSECUT10NS OF 'THE-CHRISTIANS. As THE PEO~LE IN THE PARTY 
• :.L 
M O YE FR OM TH E COL I S E UM.. TO TH E TAR PE I AN PAR APE T , T l:f E Y OBS ERV E TH ( . 
.J ..... 
_.,,..,,.., ARCH OF .TITUS, A MONUMENT TO, ANOTHER PE~SECUT8R, w-rtt+ I TS ENGRAVED ,, -
· SEYEN-BRANCHEO CANDLESTICK CUT IN ITS MARBLE• 
. . :.~: ... ,~_: __ : .. _ .. , ... ~,~-~·: .. , • - ......... _, .. ~..---·--- ..... -~~-~------~M ··-- • • ..... ~ 0•• • 
AEFLECTE>D AN.O SUPPORT·EO e'y AN ARCH I T 1Ei:T 0URAL REFER.ENCE. -'\,. 
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THIS· PARAPET, WI TH I TS BLOODY HI STORY ANDGRfM .. LEGt:ND,· FOR 
' ----- ____ _.,___ ____ .:___ ... ,-·- -·-··-···~- ... -=··· "' C~IMACtlt INCIDENT_jN i~E ROMANCE TO TAKE PLACE? Jt IS HERE THAT 
DONATELLO COMMITS M-URDER, ABOVE THE PANORAMIC YI EW OF THE, VARIOUS 
' ... ' ... 
~-·:,··:·\- .. , -
. I>. . 
·· AGES OF Ro~ E AN D MAN I S H I S T ORY , AN D B E G I . NS . H I S FALL FR OM TH E .. ST ATE 
53 
OF UNTAINTED INNOCENCE. 
<. 
... ,:,:,;._·_ ~-
. :~-' t ' . 
--~ ----~--- - --------- ---------- - 'BEFORE- ·aEGI-NNIN°G .AN--E--X-~MINAT-.-0 0N -o-F[loN.ATE-LL0 1 s'·ARCHITECTURAL ____ _ . •.. . :.,. 
.. 
~ i..t"'· . 
--------·,-----'- -·- __. -------~· ~--- ...... ----- - ------
- .,.4'. -·-.• "' 
- - .,' J·-
r ·,P. 
ARCHITECTURAL, DEVICES USED• THE CHURCH .OF THE-CA.PUCHINS,· IN 
CttAPTERS XX A~d XXI, WIT~ ITS TOMBS AND TOMBSTONES AND ITS ALLEGORICAL 
PAINTING, NEEDS LITTL~ EXPLANATION. THE PICTUR~ 0~ THE ARCHAN·GEL AND 
~ 
,,_ MI Rt AM. 1 s REACT I ON TO t T BE A'R A ~u t TE (l8 V 1 OttS REL;A-'fl o-N-S-Ht P T-8 ~HE· 
-(.,- ,, 
r A L 1::- •--.. ---L~ __ r_ttE.. ___ f. __ o_L.L-o_w:J,J~uL . ....t.1:t.A.e.r._rJi..,,_ __ J:t-ow.E-V--E-R ,-----~i"'.a.:-e-A- '~s.·-'-'-~~'1-E-e,~•-e•-- -. -o-~ ----M+~t ...... &-1A'ua-c-·· --~-'--~ 
1c---~---'-----'-----"'---~~'-=---' j -
IS CLEVERLY ACCENTUATED BY AN ARCHITECTURAL ALLUSION WHEN HILDA, 
. ' 
HE"·ARI NG Ml RI AM 1 S APPROACH, ALMOST SPRINGS TO. ''LOCI< ANO BOLT HE·R DOOR, 11 
54 
·WHICH HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN SO EASY FOR MIRIAM TO ENTER. THUS, 
-
L E A V-1 N G H i L'O A W I T H H E R S O L I T AR Y R E J EC T I O N · 0 f S I N , W E TU RN T O O U R 
-FAUN~LIKE DONATELLO ANO SEE HIU IN HIS PROPER ARCHITECTURAL ENYlRONS. 
-
__ __..e_c_:_--'------f_N_- C_H A PTE ~:t_XXIV WE FI ND KENYON __ AP PR OAC..H1 NG I HE ANCESTRAL Ji..01lE------
- --· r'""="·""'ac-~. . . '17 
'\ 
·: OF DoNATELL9. AND, I NDEEO, THE ARCHITECTURE AMI o WHICH DoNA'T.ELLO 
NOW EXISTS, SUITS TH-IS GUILT-RIDDEN a'S.OLATO, FOR THE ENTRANCE TO THE 
,. . . . ., 
. '! ... 
., 
VILLA as: "FASTENED AN~ LOCKED WI_TH A ~o~r,·tt. ANO.,"THE·' PROMINEN'!'.~M.:_O~-s_ .._s-_-_--_-__ ;__·_··---_···_----.. ~--·-··~ 
COVERED TOWER HAS A DEFENSIVE AND LQ~ELY LOOK ABOUT It, WITH ITS. 
· - . - - 55 
" MAC H I O L ~ T E'D S UM M I T" AN D tt B A R-R E D W I. N D OW S •" W H EN I'.( EN Y ON F I N A L LY 
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THE TOWER, ACCORDING lO DONATELLO, HAS '' A WE'ARY STA I RC-A$ E, • • J • .. . , ' 
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RESIDES IN THE "TOPMOST CHAMBER" SITUATED ABOVE A PRIS0NER 1 S CELL, 
r·-, 
THE TYPE OF ROOM THAT DONATELL~ WILL EVENTUALLY INHABIT. 
THE ROOM 
' '}. 
DIRECTLY 'BELOW DoNATELL0 1 S APPROPRIATELY FURNISHED ROOM 
,1-tH ____ _ 
',, , 
NICE CONTRAS1'. WITt·t' H1LDA 1 S WHITE DOVES • 
" 
~. . . ,, . ' . 
· . T OIH R, WM I CH ·AFFORD THE P LN I T~_III! DoN ~Il;l.,!.JL HI£: 0 PPORT!fl'HTY-·~ - ... -_. -------·--------
, 
REENACT HIS CRIME ANO TO ENGAGE KENYON IN A SYMBOLIC DISCUSSION OF 
CHAS~S ANO FALLS, IS A PRIME EXAMPLE OF THE ARCHITECTURAL ACCENTUATION 
BATTLEMtNTS TO THE STONES BELOW, THUS UNCONSCIOUSLY REENACTING HIS 
. 
CRIME, THE TWO MEN ENTER INTO A DI SC USS I ON OF LI FE AS COMPARED WITH , 
BEING PUSHED TOWARDS AN INJcVlTASLE ·PRECIPICE~ 
THIS CONVERSATION 
FDR C'E S O ON ATE' LL O TO MA K E A S OR ELY N E EDE D , TH OU G H D I S G u·I S ED , C ON FE$ S I ON 
OF HIS CRIME TO KENYON, WHICH, IN TU~N, STARTS THE YOUNG COUNT ON HIS 
FI N AL PH AS E O F TRAN S F OR MA T I O_N __ FR OM -FA UN T O - -M=A-N--.-----lrt;-t·-n-o-r--F.---,T""'HUTI ~s--·---
-- ~-··· ..:...:::..:.::..;. _  -~ - -----·· ····-· - ----. ·~ _______ :_. _ .:_.::.:__~:-,.-
CONVERSATION ANO A~TION IS STIMULATEO·AND E~HANCED BY THE ARCHITECTURAL 
.• 
POSITION OF THE TWO MEN. 
-----·-·-·,··:··, i" -·· ·~ 
.. 
I ' 
A~OTHER EXC.ELLENT EXAMPLE OF .. 110\V A BUILDING IS USED IN A CLOSE 
' ·. 
'" ......... ~ ~ .... .. 
RELAT'I ONSHI P,.Wl'TH 'THE PLOT, CH~RACTERS, ANO THEMES· OF THE NOVE:L. Up 
. . . " " . . .. - - .. --- -TO Tf,r S eo1 N'tt TM E CH A IUCT E RS , EACH SH OWN IN HIS RELATIVE, Fl OS IT.I ON O.Fi_:._.'._· .~.: _____ :_ 
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GU I S. T OF THE FAUN • I T I S AT TH I S PO I NT THAT -TH E H- EAR T ___ ~_/0 F TH .E . 
l ·- • 
•', 
' 
~H~RACTERS BEGIN TO OPEN AND THE PLOT OF THE STORY BEGINS TO U~RAYEL• 
. " 
. · THE O PEN 1 N G PAR A GR A PH OF C HA PT ER XX XI , W rT H I TS DES CR I PT I ON O F 
"' 
·· TtfE ·tHAPEL oF .7 MoNTE BENt AND THE MARBLE: SALOON-, s1 .vEs us· ouR---r:,-RsT 
-- - -· -------
. 
. . . 
.... ;c~~---3 .. ~~~=~=~~~~~~~~~-~~-~~~~~~)-~~=-~==~~~~~ ~-~~~~~~~~=-~=~~-~--:~~-~-----------L~~--~----~-~-~ 
. 
~ . N UMEROU.JJS APAR.TME;NTs,:--; THOUGH· f T OFTEN· HAP PENS THAT TH~. DOOR IS. 
c,J 
- -- ---. .- • .. 
- ·• 1 .• . ···---- -.------------
r., • • 
PERMANENTLY CLOSED, THE KEY .. 1rosT, ANO THE 'PLACE LEFT TO ITSELF, IN - . "'.. -~· ·--:. 
...... ----·······-·----·-------·---··-·--·----·- ----- --·--···~·-- ·-·-·-···-·· . ... 
- .... ,., ---- - - .---- DUSKY SANCTITY, ·1.1 KE THAT CHAMBER - IN MAN 1 S HEA-R-'J: WHERE HE Hl 9£S HIS - - -~----- ----- -----,-t 
--·---· ----.. -··-,.--·--·-···---...... :---··--' - -.............. ,~' .---.- --.· ··--· .. ··-····-·-····· ......... _ _. .............. -
. ---· •-----------· . ····-----·---··-· -- ..... 
RELIGIOUS AWE. 
' ' ·····-h·-··--·----···-··~-·---·· -···-···-TH IS WAS VERY MUCH--THf--CAS'f"'w1T'H "THE"'"""C·H·A-PEL""'""'o·F ... ···-·-···-;r----·-· ·------~·----------~~---- .. 
MoNTt BENt~" 57 ·UPON READING~A LITTLE FURTH£R, HOWEV~R, Wt Fl~D THAT 
- ·---- ··- ,-~----··-·--r----
. ·- - -·- ·- ·-·-- ·- -·- ~--- -- .. , .. \._ 
-,JJ. ... ----· -- ·--~-·····--·--- ·--·--·-· ------.--·---·---- ..... ---. -------
TH IS ARCHITECTURAL HEART-IMAGE~ THE CHAPEL, HAS BtEN OPENED AND USED • 
. .. 
-------·-·--·--·-- . '. • -·--· - . -· ---.· -- -·--·+· ··---- "·-·· --





p,·,. _KENYON FINDS HIS WAY INTO THIS CHAPEL AND SUBSE(lUENTLY FINDS THE DOOR 
',) 
to AN ADJOINING ROOM, THE MARBLE SALOON, IN WHICH HE MEETS MIRIAM. 
J T .IS IN. T_H_I S _ SAL,OON, TH·E ONLY R·EIA.AI NI NG· BEAUTIFUL APA·RTM'E-NT- ·AT· MO-NT£ 
-,,( '· . 
~-
8 EN I , THAT THE UNRAVEL I NG OF TH E STORY RE ALLY 8 E GI NS • IT I S I N TH I S 
-. 
ROOM, WHOSE SPLENDOR IS ONLY SLIGHTLY TARNISHED BY THE VICISSITUDES 
--
0 F TIME, THAT KENYON MEETS MIRIAM, WHOSE BEAUTY HAS BEEN ONLY SLIGHTLY 
. \ . ----- --- .. --~--
PALED BY HER TROUBLES, ANO PLANS WITH HER TO REMOVE DONAfELLO FROM 
•' 
AN D l T I S I N . TH I S R O OM , " A F IT . S ET T I N G 
--
---- .... - - -- -- . ~---;----
. ...r..•_ 
[N HER HEART FOR HILDA ANO CONVINCES HIM TO TRY TO WIN H1L~A 1 S-· 
- · - 59-
" Y.1 R G I N H E A RT • " · ... ·.· 
~ 
~\ 
J N T·HE SUBSE(lUENT CHAPTERS., WHEN Do~~--! __ E_L~O _A~-~---~-~~YON _ AJ!F_ --------------.---- _____ -..-~-.- _ 
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fRAVELING TO~A~PS RoMEt HAWTHORNt FINDS M~N~ OPPORtUNITIES TO REPEAT 
r . . . 
• --- J\ 
A--N--8--A-C C EN-1'-UA--T--&.--T-ME -- V.A-Rl O:US. . .'.THEME 5-. AN.D __ M __ O_T I FS . .I_ti_A_I:_ ___ H_E_ JiAS. __ r:H_U_S __ :_EAB _ ~------ ---~--~-~--------------- .. ,;, 
~ ~ 
-------------- --------------~  
. t 
.. ,. .t,1•'1,. ...... ~ ..... ~-· 1• .• , •••• ,.'"' • ·.' .,. 
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IR£~Tto BY ~IS ARCHITECTUR~L D£SCRIPTl0Ne THE CMASM BETWEEN PAST 
-- - -. - •. , _, ·-·. - -·-, . . . - .' "" .. r 
""' 
. . 
ANO PRESENT AND THEIR CONNECTION, THE RECLAMATION OF NATURE AND 
' 
TOWN LI FE, ARE ALL DEPICTED· BY 'T'HE DESCRIPTIONS' OF TOWNS IN THE 
- ------~· -- -- --~.-- --.....--- -. •-- T -
4- ' - - . 60 
.. CHAPTER, "SCENES ---8.y. THE WAY,_11 . - TH-E MOTIF OF LIGHT AND 'DARK, USED 
· . . 61 
--0~ THE "SHADOWY" CHURC~ W1TH ITS STAINED GLASS WINDOW. ANO WHEN' 
------------------··~-----·····-------··-···· ...... ,.--,-- - - -~ - - -· 
. - - -- - - - - -- -- - - _........___ 
- ---
.. ,.,. ., .. 





- ----- ----------------~-----.---~--~ WE LEAVE KENYON ANO DONATELLO, THEY ~AVE MET MtRI.AM AT THE APPOINTED 
---- ---- - - ---~---
'},.1 
~ ._......____ __ 
- . -- - - ----. 
PL AC E AN D _ ALL T H R E E H A V E M EN DE D T H E B R O t< E N C H A I N O F H UM A'r-4 I TY • T-1-f IS 
--, 
. ------ . -·-········--·--··-····--- - _ 
·>. ·>·-· 
------- - · -------........... ______ :._ ___ ... ·--"-----------·-··L·E·A-,i·e:·s·:..:._H .. i-LoA··--ALci'r~--e:· ·-A N·o··---.--s<fL-A--,-··e:·o·--·--•t-wT-iHT.,------r-w E --w-A-1.t.-i!! ___ (lE: __ R o.M_E '-------~-~-~------
___ _______________________ _ UN-HA~PPY I_N __ ttER _SOLLT_AR)' T_QWE:R, "TRIMMING" THE LIGHT IN HER VIRGIN 1 S 
- . --·· . .,.__ ·-- - ------ -- -- - . 
·- ----- ------ ------·-·-' ', - ._ .. __ ---- ·-
--62. 
SHRINE ..• .. - --
__ ;.._ • ......_ ____ ~_,:_·- - --- - ..... - ·-·- -- :. ----~~-- ~ --·--~- - p 
------- ·f~~--- B u-,-Lo 'i N G~"'i"N'''w H, c ~-, ... -H e:"'·-;.'-EL AN c H'oL-Y~---R-n:·oA---, .• '"De:-pt---eT-~&-~-~N.£.X-l·-,-'e,_, ____ ------·-· ---------_ ·--.. _- . -·-,·--" --
SERVES TO REINFORCE HER ISOLATION. .THE EMPTY PICTURE GALLERIES, 
-~ 
~HERE SHE ST~AYS FROM "SOLITARY" SALOON- TO EMPTi CORRIDORS, IN iEED 
' J 
,, 
OF "SPl RITUAL R-,EVELA.T I ON ,u ARE SYMBOLIC OF HER ISOLATION• THES-E 
.. 
. .... -
GAL l ER I ES W ER E T O. H ER , " - TH OU G H S H E TR O D TH EM W I· TH TH E F O R L ORN 
HOPE OF GETtlNG BACK HER SYMPATHIES - (FOR ARTWORK AND THUS~ 
. ~,63 
-------A -p R I S O N _ C O RR I D O ~ • " : . . · · 
. 
-- -~--.. ···--··-«•-" 
·;-, 
·1 N CHA PTe:R XXXVIII, WE FI No ·H1 LOA BEG INN r NG HER DE_aCENT FROM 
ISOLATION WITH A VISIT TO ST. PETER 1 S, ~HERE "THE SUNSHINE CA~E 
" 
TH R O U G H TH E W ES T ER N W I N D. 0 W S , AN D T H R E W L ON G S HA FT S O F L I G H f • " Ht LOA. 
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IT SHOULD ·eE NOTE'D THAT, s INCE TH£ e·EGI NNI NG· _O,F THE UNRAVEL I NO . 
---------------:----~---
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-··· .. -.0 F' THE S T ORY •. N THE S AL O ON AO J A C ENT T O TH E . C HAP EL . 0 F MONTE 8 EN I t 
. ~ , ,:,-, 
" 
THERE HAS BEEN A PREDOMINANCE OF ARC:tffTE:CTURAL. AND OTHER RELi QI OUS. 
SYMBOLS• FRrOU THE SALOON TO I!HE CHURCH ON THE WAY tTO _ROME,·, To. ·THE 
STATUE OF A POPE GIVING ~ENEDICTION, AND TO ST. PETER 1S, WE HAVE 
J . 
. 
. - . ' HAD A SERIES OF RELIGIOUS EDIFICES ANO SYMBOLS, GIVING THE LAST 
. , 
. .. . . l 
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:···:·s .. ' ! 
' ·, 
, RELi GI OUS AND PHILOSOPHtl CAL CONNOTATIONS• ~-N THE LAST CHAPTER WE 
IN ROME,_ LARGE ENOUGH IN ·coNC·EPT To HOLD ALL THESE CHARACTERS AND 
THEIR PROBL·EMS. WE FIND MIRIAM, HILDA, KENYON,_ ANO DONATELLO IN THE 
\ 
TW EL VE C E N T UR I ES G O,.N E B Y • " T H I S B U I L O I N G , HS O , GR AN D '' AN D U N I (l U E , -
11 
- SO UNLIKE ALL THE SNUGNESS OF. OUR MOOERN'CIVILIZATION," WHICH 
"STANDS ALMOST AT THE CENTRAL POINT IN THE LABYRINTHINE l·NTRICACIES" 
OF ROME, LETTING THE SUNLIGHT STREAM IN TH·ROUGH ITS HIGH APERTURE, 
66 
I S O U·R LAST S I G N I F I C A £'4 T ARCH I TE CT UR A L SY MB O L • I T I S I N TH I S 
,, 
. 
B u-r--1:. o-~,-N"·s--, ~ff£ - ·o Nl:Y R E L I G I· 0 US ED 1 F I C E L A R G E EN O U G H T O H O L D T H E 
' 
- 67 
. ··-- ·---·~~--,---··-------.CH 1' R ACTE RS AT THE END,'\ THE PLACE OF ALL GODS, STANDING AT THE 
p--.. --;.__·---... -. ----..... -. -
- '.. ... --. If-. . . . . 
. •. 
CENTER OF THE MYSTERY OF MAN 1 S U~IVERSE, RE~RES~NTATIVE OF ·MAN'S 
·., 
TRANSITION FROM PAGAN Td CHRISTIAN AND PERVADED BY THE PURE~ 
1,ftl ..•• ,.. •.•••• -- ,-.,-··-·-·- •• , •• - ., ........ ··- ......... - ··-· ····-··"······· --·-~ ....... .;. ............. - • 
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UNTINTED SUNLLGHT OF TRUTH, THAT WE-LEAVE HILDA AND KENYON DISCUSSING 
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- • ---·· -·-·-~•-• • ·• ····•··-----·u- ,,,_. __ -, ~ ----- -~------·- . 1-~·····-:~- .. - -~-··,--As · IS ·~u-~1TOMARY IN toNl:L.liOING REMARKS, .;-SHALL ATTEMPT AN 
\ -·~ l;,,: - APPtU i SAL OF wk:T H~S eEiN oo~E. 
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WE ,-r1GHT THEN, BEGIN· wrTH THl'8., 
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:: .·- OBVIOUSLY AN EMPHATIC "Not". THEN ~HAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLIS~Eo? 
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FtRST, I THINK.WE HAVE ESTABLIS,HED THE FACT THAT ROME.AND ~ 
. -- ·--· -· --..-·-·- .-
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A. 
THE STRUCTURES QF WHICH IT IS COMPOSED WERE US£0 FOR MYRIAD 
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EFFECTS AND INTENTl6NS SY A CONSC1·ou• LITERARY CRAFTSMAN. 
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~ 0 F THE MAR B L E. FA U-N , B UT J F E EL TH AT . 0 U R E-X AM I N AT I ON O F TH E ME A N I N G 
• • .. lit" - .. - ~' 
·-- ·--·---·----·-··---····-·----·-···-···------···--
. : ' _._ ''-)...,, 
•. ".-1.i 
AND OUR o,·scuss I ON OF SOME OF THE BU I L·o1 NGS IN THE ROMANCE 
'f 
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j T~l~K WE HAVE DEMONSTRATED, FURTHERMORE, THAT THE CRITICS 
. ... .. _ .. _- . 
.. 
. , .. ·, . 
WERE COMPLETELY WRONG WHEN THEY CON.TENDED THAT "WHAT HAWTHORNE ~BRJ NGS · 
TO HIS T~EATMENT TH~T.IS NEW-(WITH T~E ElBEPTION OF A GUIDEBOOK 
KNOWLEDGE OF ROME) IS H.ARDLY ORIGINAL ENOUGH, OR. DEFTLY ENOUGH USED, 
. - ' . . 1 
TO SUSTAIN·-INTEREST OR INVITE PROTRACTED ANALYSIS." 
. . 
ON THE OTHE~ 
; .. :-'-->,. 
·, 
HANO, THOSE FEW CRITICS WHO HAVE ~OTEO THE ~ACT T~AT HAWTHO~NE 1 $ 
. ; .., ..... ,- ... OES .. C~I.PTLQN_S __ Q,F Rout _A·R~ "MORE THAN MERE .Pl CTORI Ak:- DETAIL" AR.E AT 
. ,~- "'"'"-.,. 
2 
LEAST FAIR IN THEIR APPRAISAL OF THIS LAST ROMANCE. 
WE HAYE ALSO $,HOWN THAT TH.E GB~ND .ll$J. OF'0 ARCH.ITECTUR.E, WITH; 
.-,·.·, .......... · ... . 
, . 
, ·' ,,,l 
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UNDERSTANDING ~F THIS ROMA~CE. 
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I 
OUR NEXT ~UERY MIGHT BE: How HAS OUR DEMONSTRATtON HELPED 
. ,, . 
TO AN SW ER , '·~ Y E N I -F O N L Y PA R T I A LL Y t · S 0-M E O F - TH E C R I .T I C A L AN D . 
~; • r 




THE~ANSWERS T~ THESE \~ESYIONS ARE DEPENDENT ON HOW WILLING T"~ 
- - -·-----·-·····--· ------···-··--· .. -~------·- . --
-
CRITIC AND RE~DER IS TO'TAKE BISHOP HuRD 1 S ADYI-CE AND ACCEPT A 
! . 
1¥-0~_1< OF ,. ffT oN nrt- GRo uN os o N WH I c H rr-w As. -c oNsTR uc t f !> .~ we: HA VE_____ :~ ~:-=- : 




·-· - . - - . . - . . . .. .. 11 
--------·- _,__......__ _____ ._. ___ . ______ -----·----.---·----··· 
{!VEST J'ONS T·O WHJ CH. Tt-tE· MARBLE FAttN ADORES SES TTSELf. AND HAVE 4' .. 
-~--
-· ; .. ---,~ 
.{NTl~A.TED THAT, AT LEAST FOR HAWTHORNE, THERE ARE NO DEFINITE 
! if'. . 
.ANSWERS. THE VAGUENESS AND AMBIGUITY. OF THIS ROMANCE, THEN, SOMEWHAT 
~ / . 
~ ~,i,: , 
REFLECT THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF 'ANSWER I NG THE IMMENSE MYS TERI ES' 
4 
' 
SURROUNDING MAN 1 S EXISTENCE. FoLLOWIN~ BISHOP HuRo's ADVICE, WE 
} 
SHOU~O TURN TO THE-BEGINNING OF THE MARBLE-FAiiN ANci NOTE THAT TH~ 
C 
NOVEL WAS WOVEN OF "AIRY AND UNSUBSTANT)AL THREADS" IN A "POETIC 
FAIRY PRECINCT" OF DREAMLIKE UNREALITY, GIVING THE READER FAIR 
·4 
-WARNING THAT HE IS NOT TO INSIST ON ACTUALIT·IES._ HAWTHOR~E 1 S USE 
OF LANGUAGE REMINISCENT OF SHAKESPEARE 1 S LASTrPLAY, THE TEMPEST, 
PROVIDES US WlTH AN INTERES~ING LITERARY PA~ALLEL, FOR BOTH MEN 
CHOSE A FANTASTlCAL AND FAIRY. PRECINCT ~N WHICH "To TREAT THE LAR~EST 
_C_O_NCEP.T_IOJtS OF LI FE,'' 1-N ~THEIR LAST COMPLkTEO WORKS• S AMY A-TTEMPT TO 
' 
J ~ ,, ' ..., •. 
. I Mp es E, A p REC ON e El v-E o·' CL EA R--C o·T~- S-T'R'UCT_U_R _E.' . OR--~T-c,-_-Fl-Wtf--A-.. s-rN-G LE. 
P ER C E PT I B L E I N T E R PR E T AT I ON F O R T H I S R ·OM A N C E I'S. , · I T H I N K , UN N E C ES S A Ry· 
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-
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:~. · __ ·_ . , _· · _. AND, :.AT T-IMES, - 1 NANE. To BE: SURE., HOWEY.ER, ATHE - usE OF AR'C_H1 TECTUR~. 
-~-= - -· ·• ........ h-.· . ..;..- . ...= ..... -~·~ .-----n,;.;r.-_.,-··1-o~.---· ' . '--~ i-ros ____ rN-----,.--cL·A-Rt i:1 cAr1·0N--oF-THE~-Q.uEsT1-0Ns RAI sEo -AND ____ oFTEN SHEDS Lt GHT ·:.- I 
_,, - .. 
0 N THE VA GUE A.NS W_ ER S W H I C H O UR A UT H OR P A'R T t ALLY I N O I C AT ES·. AND 
. ' J 
. v CERTAINLY, THE C~ARACTERS, STRUCTURE, ANO THEMES ARE BETTER UNO~RSTOOD 
·- . 
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W HEN TH E Y ARE G LYE N DE P. TH A N. D ME AN I N G · 8 Y TH E I R B-A C KG R O UN D • -
- : I 
.- .... ------·· .-..... --~-- .... ·· __ .. , .: __ ... -- -- ··:. - --~--:--
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-- .. ~:-~.. --·----- . 
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IN THE LIGHT OF ALL THIS, WJ TURN TO ONE LAST ~ND PERHAPS MOST " 
.If' 
-, 
I M PO-RT A N"T .. c ON S I D E.R AT I ON ; ,t1·- • fi S THE MA RB L E . FA UN . AN .A ES THE T I C S UC C ES S ? 
THAT JS, If. IT BE GRANTED THA'T THE USE OF THE ARCHITECTURAL SETTING 
. . . . --··-·- ... --------·--··· -·-•>-.-·-····~' ·-·"-·-·-"··--· ~- ·- ·--.. >O •• ••• ,:;, •••• 
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I N TEN T I O N , . D l D HAW TH O R N E S U C C E E O . J N H I S TA S I< ? .. PERHAPS THE ONLY 
ANS W E R ·T O TH J"S - (l U EST I ON R EST S W I TH· .. EA C H I N. D I V I DU AL · R EA-DE R , F OR 
- ~---- - ·----·---
1,. 
MATT.ER S · 0 F TASTE ARE I N V O LY ED • TH ER E ... AR E TH OS E , I AM S UR E , W H O PREF E R 
THE SIMPLICl'TY OF 0TME "MONA ···t,sA" TO THE PANORA.MA OF TH.E··s1STINE-
CHAPEL CEILING. JF, ~OWEVER, THf MARBLE FAUN MUST FINALLY BE JUDGED 
~,,.-
.. - ~-............... - ~ - -~ --- -
A FAIL·URE_-- ANO THIS SEEMS TO BE THE CONSENSUS OF rrs·~ANY CRITICS 
,,, __ f-
-·~--.- ...... ___ ..... __ ··- .. , .. 
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_ANO READERS 
--· -THEN L E T US AT LE AS T C ONCE D E TH A T I T W AS , I N DE ED , A 
MAGNIFICENT FAIL~RE. 
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AN N U A L B I B L I O GR A F> WV OF T H E Pu B L I C A T I O NS O F TH E ·MO C> E RN LA N G U AGE 
ASSOCIATION• 
• -to_ • 1 
. . . 
TH 1·s REMARK AB OUT THE MAR Bl E FAUN t S ATTRIBUTED. TO EMERSON 
. < . ~y A NUMB ER OF SCHOLARS. FoR AN EXAMPLE SEE: . _R •. VoN ABELE, 
.. ----··---·---· .. ··----·-=-~ ..... -,---------··----··---~--------: ___ ~ .. :--'.Itt.E .... J}_E..A.TtL .. O_ F AN A Ff T 1.s 'f (THE HAG u E, .. 19--5-S) , Pe 85 • . SEE: . ALSO )f --- .. ------ .. ----~- . . ~· .... =:;;;;;;:. 
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(PHILADELPHIA, 1939), PP. 118-128. 
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8. FAUST, PP, 141-142. 
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SEE H. BEERS, FouR AMERICANS·, ·(NEW HAVEN, 1919), P. ·33. 
$ E E A LS O A • T URN E R , " HAW TH ORN E AS S E L F CR I T I C , " SA g;-, 
XX X VI I ( 1 9 38 ) ' 1 32-1 38 .. 0 MR O T u RN E R ' s C O .N C L us I ON I N T H I s 
'IP." 
ARTICLE IS TtiAT HAWTHORNE t!JAS AN EXCEPT I ON ALLY' UNBIASED . 
. ' 
. . •,. ~ . 
. . . .. 
-
S E1L F . C R I 'f a- e • T H I S R EM A R i( A B O U T T H E MA R B L E _ FA U N B Y I TS 
A UT H O R I S M ENT I O N ED BY ALMOST E Y ER Y SC HO LA R W H O C H 0- 0 S ES 
TO COMMENT UP.ON THE NOVEL. 
THIS OFTEN ~UOTED r?ARADOXtCAL REMARK ATTRIBUTED TO 
_~ .. -... . 
HAW TH O RN E I S TO B e: F'O UN D I N N- UM ER O US 8 0 0 KS AN.D A~ T I C L' ES • 
FoR AN EXAMPLE, SEE: R~ MALE, HAWTHORNE 1 S TRAGIC Y·ISION, 
- ( A US T I N , 1 9-57 } , P • 15 8 • 
D. ABEL, '.'A MAS(lUE OF Lov·e: AND DEATH," UTQ, X~III 
( 19§ 3-1954) , 9. 
•_'',._ 
•. ~,. ~~.. . 




- - -- - ----..---~~---·- - ------· .. -·...------·-
SEE M. VAN DOREN, NATHAN I EL HAWTHORNE (NEW YORK, 1949), 
P. 228., H. JAMES, HAWTHORNE 1 (NEW YORK, 1879), PP. 16, .131. 
, 
. . .. -· --- . 
,. 
.-CALTHOUGH.J.AMES 1 'HAWTHORN; \fiAS WRITYEN LONG AGO, THE 
- --------·-~~--~----~.........____ ------··----·----"- --
C R I T I C A L R EM ARKS '\J'lJ H I C H I T C O NY A I N S , f F I N D TO B E AS 
. '!" . 
. . e-. PERC_EPTI VE AND US EFU,L AS ·MfiST. OF T-H~ .COMMENTS MADE BY 
1
_ 
. -·- .. -- _,,_____ · ---~·-~----=--~~.,; - -- · O UR , C ON T EM P OR AR Y HAW TH O RN E C R I T I CS.:./ , A NO R • MA L E , P • 1 58 • . ·. 
....... 
..: ....... ' ...... --- :-:-· 
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., ~~- -------- '"'..' 
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. SEE R. MALE,. pp. 158, 157, ·N. HAWTHORNE, !.tut C.OMPLETE 
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5
---:M-t>--S~-EC-;t;E;}----T-t,;t.--ES- -j!;f;-~N·A-J-H;AN·J--g-t.·-· HA"WTH ORN g·, ED-~- ~- ·-· . ------ --·. - -- --------- - ... '··;-::._-::, 
---· ----N--N ~.--~.--·-P-r-A-R-s·oN'"'··-tNr:-w· ·YoR·Jc', l'937l·;~- -P. xf·v-~-, · AND-·-,=r~---Mii.°-E~--
p. 157 • 
. --
... 
'·' ·: 'j •. - ) . 9 
H. GORMAN, HAWTHORN& (N'tw YoRK, 1·9.27); P. · 148. 
·,>.· 
..• °' . 
10 ~! ' ~- - •·•--·-· . . . .... - •····-··-·--·---·~--.-·  _....__.,,,---~••••c-,;·--7---,-.·- .· . --~ . ,:·.,,•. :;.... .. ,' - ·- .. __ M --.-···•' • ••• ,_ ••• , •.•. ,,--.,"• 0•••••·'--·-------.-- • --H-~~- --.----~....,--~-- - -----.. ----J...----~--- •- # . -- - ···--- • --· .. _._.---,_ ---·------cfl,.~ '- '._·_-~ _·.:.:.__ ____ ... ·-:,__,_ ""-----,;-·.-·:.--------.- -·---··. -.---- ···::....- .•. ~··:·:-- .. __ ... _ - ·~ 
11 
VAN DoREN, Pe 226. .: 
... .. 4 
SEE A. _cow,E,. TH·, R1sE ,g.f. !NE AugR··1cAN NoyEL (NEw-YoRK, __ 1 9 51') , p • 344 • , A N o J • B R I c KN e: LL·,- nm MA Ra l,, E F 6 u rt · ··, -RE CONS I DER ED," UKCR, XX ( 1954)., 193. .., .. 
. -·--· .. ·· ......... : _ ..... _ ......... .... f.~·- ... ... · :-· ·, .:.--·····.--·--·· ... , ... 2·---· .. ,. ..... . . ....... . 
. ' 
. ~ · J. BRICKNELL, P. 193. ... -.... 
" . -
. - .... -" . .. ·-. - ·1 3"".". -- .. .... j. 
--.. 
. H. JAMES, Pe 132 •. MY ADMISSION THAT EVEN THE ONE A_REA OF 
. ·,. . . 
.. --· ~-· .. ,· .. - . . . - . . 
-·-
, __ ~··-: - ·--~--------~: ...... ---->--·----. __ ,,.·-=~,---
.. -=~-:-~~~~::::~~ _,,--~~"c:~~:~~.:~:,,,·=··~·----~··"·~, .. -...... ,.ol .. -~CYSSl -ON,- . A R-C-H •. T EC TUR E·-·- I· N,. THE···. MAFtB'L'E'' ···FAUN ,·········:rs··· s tr··:t·~.--ffG•E, ...... ~ .. ~"·~~,·-~,~-·~'-"'~'wr"°""""'.'"'~'=~~--·•:'···· 
AND A 8 UN DANT I N EX AM PL ES i . S_ E _SAfS T O AO O - W E I G HT T O TH E 
AR GUM EN TS OF THE . V ER~ C R I T U~ W I TH . W H O ft11 . J TA-KE EX C E PT I ON • 
J S H O U L D .(.fl1:K °E TO C L Aif .i FY M V PO S I T I ON : . W H f; T H. E R .... 0 R N O T . . 
HAWTHORNE USED ·TOO MUCH ART-DESCRIPTION IN.HIS ~AST ~~VE~ . ~ 
I S AN A ES TH ET I C .. _Q. U E S T · I O N o AN D T H E ANS W ER 'f ·o T H ·I S :' 
. ,, 
~UESTION DEPENDS PR.IMARILY ON THE READER'S TASTE~ WE WILL ·1 : . 
ADDRESS OURSELVES BRIEFLY TO THIS {;tUESTBON IN THE .FINAL 
·------"~---~.--·--- _ ·----~----- .. CJ:iAPTER 0~ Trtl S STUDY• THE P.ROSLEM TO WHI c·H WE ADDRESS ' . 
OURSELVES AT PRESENT IS YKt$i WAS HAWTHORNE'S USE OF 
-_.,_, • ··-·-·••n•.,·•••·-"'-·~·-•·---·••• -,.•,•:' .__ '•• __ '._ ~-.• • • ••-·•'"> 
H I S D ES C R I PT I V E M A T E R I A L PR OM I S C U O US A E\J D $ U P.E.RF L U O US ? 
· ALEXANDER Co_w IE IN HI s Tt1·i..--ftLt.( ·il Tt1.[ AMEE! 1 C·A.N Nq.yg:L . ···.-.:·.:,:. . ·-- -:.:·'-- . { N E w y O R K ' 1 9 51 ) ' 'p • 344 9 s 'f A 'f Es T. HAT T H E MA R B b E .~ A u N 
u C O N T A I NS M U C H UN O R GAN I Z E D \fJ E A LY H • tt · I AM OF T HE O P I N I ON 
T H A T T H I S WE Al TH C AN B E O R G AN ·l Z E D , AN D . f S H A L l 7 R Y. T 0 -~-- -~ ... -~ 
••• ·'" .J. PR .. OVE THUS POI.NT BY DEMONSTRATING THAT ONE AREA OF THIS .... - .... -· --~ --~ ~ ... '"~··--·-· - : - ..... ,:. .. 
•' WEALTH IS THE CONSCIOUS LITERARY MANIPULATION OF- AN ;, 
EXACTING AUTHOR RATNER THAN A HAPHAZARD USE OF ART-DESCRIPTION. 
T ' ~>, 
.- ~--- ·-,- ----.-- .·:;· ·--····-· -----·- ·----· 14 
. ~- - - -
·- M • S , . BR I G GS ,_ .IJ;t E - A~@C MI T E-9-I -.!Ji -H!-f J:9-B-¥ -{Ox FO-r:tf> ,- -1~9-27} ,--
p. t. 
--- -- --- ----· _..____:___· ______ ,_, __ -· -- -----, 
,.. 
·, . 
15 ·•·--~-~·~-•-- -- . . ··C" 
---- .• _: .. : . 
--·•·,,·· •. :. .. ~ .•.. : ..• ,.c-. • .. : ' . .-:'t('J',· ;.. •.-... : ,O. ·· 
., ' _ _..6.-:._ ... ----,--'.' ... -~ • ... ,. 
--·-~--,-~~---. -_---_~~----·--·-w. H .• PREscoTT, It1l co~@UEII ~ PERLL (NEw YoRK,. 1~36), · 
P • 8 11 · ~ 
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.. 1.6 .. •· ....... ~ - ; ·+'-
.SEE N. .Ae.vi_N, . HAW!H PBM& C19.2 9) , P .. ~L 2.5'7._.,_ R_. VoN A~ ELE: ,_ 
-·-----. ·- .-
-, /.--.;--~·~-- . --, ..... ,-, ... 
P. 88·,·, · ANO N. HAW TH ORNE, Tl;IE C OMPLEI7 ~ WoRKa Af: NATJ;!AN 1_ EL: 
. ··1i~·wrRORrJE Wry}! lNT_R_O~DjJCTORX Nozg:·s,- EDe Go P. LATHROP 
. 
11-
: ( 8 0 S 1' 0 N , 18 2 2-182 3) , VI , 15 • HEREAFTER R E F ·ERR ED TO AS 
WpRKS,. J 
---- 1 ___ ._...:_ 
. 
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F A CT T H AT TH E - -n R G A N 1-C A LL· V C O N S TR U CT E O W O R KS. 0 F C ER T A I N 
AUTHORS ~: 0 F TH E 11 ROM A·ru TI C '° SCH O O L OF WR I T I N s· ARE LESS 
.. . ... 
. . 
* 
LIABLE TO CLEAR AND CONCISE CRUT&CAL ANALYSUS THAN 
THE WORKS OF AUT~ORS ·OF OTHE~ SCHOOL§ OF WRl~ING. 
-
A CLARIFIC.AT10i OF W~AT I M~AN BY "ROMANTrc" SEE 
--
c H ,\ PT ER II OF T"H I s w ORK ' pp • 1 3-.16 .• 
.... ,.. 
•-•~-" •'•~·~ uOA>.O,,,.•,,,,,,,, •• ,_,~ •• • • •"·-·~-~·-'"•
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R. -MALE, P. 6. 'tHE_., C-HAPTER--:O'N ._HAWTHORNE IN ·R •. SPI-LLER, j J 
W • , TH o R P , T • J o H N s o N , AN o . H • CAN e Y r·s L I TE R ARY H I s T o R v o F ] 
·---.,-~-~---LfN·-,--Te:-o --sT,.-T-Es~---y-1·N iw·-·v o R K ;--nss1· ,--- p o -- 4r9-, - -c oN-rxrlil s=- ----::;;-;-... ,, __...,_,~~---~-~~; -~-~~-...,,,.,.----1 
TH I S. CO MME NT: " I N ANY ST UOY OF HAWTHORNE i S A RT , H I S 1 ·,1 






THE MEANING OF THE PHRASE "ISOLATION IN TIME" WILL BECOME .. 
-· J _____ ., .... __ ............... - • - -CLEARE·R IN·· -OHR DIS CUSS-I ON OF S--OME----OF HAWTHORNE 
I S -T--H-EMES 
IN CHAPtfR IIIo I MERELY WISH TO POINT OUT9 FOR THE 
MOMENT9 THE PARALLEL BETWEEN THE HOijSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES 
AN D C LJ F F O R D AN Q __ HE_· P Z R B A H PY N C H E ON· 9 I N T l-i A T B OT H T H E 
-- ----
HOUSE AND THFSE TWO CHARACTERS ARE ANACHRONISMS. T~EY 





.· .. "' ~ -- .. . -
,.,_. ... ·-·.. 
. ---- . 
--·- .. --- ---.
-.-- - -
------- 4 COM-PAREO W1 TH THEIR, ENV 1-RONM-ENTS AND THUS I SOL AT ED l N ~ffuE-;-·-·· 
SEE R. STEWART, NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE, ! Br·ooRAPHY, (NEw HAVE~, 
·19 48 ) , PP • 2 7 -44 , AN D V AN O OR EN , PP • 3-60 , FOR D I SC USS I ON S 
0-F HAW TH ORN E t S L I F E D UR I N G TH E TH I RT E EN-- V E AR S AFT ER H I S 
CRAOUATION FROM COLLEGE. THESE YEARS ttAVE BEEN ANO STILL 
A~E REFERRED TO AS THE- AUTHOR
1 S "SOLITARY _YEARS." 
' . 
' .-:. 





-, ..... -.---·-··-- ·. --~--~
.·~· -------- --- ---
R. STEWART, P. 37. IT IS INTERESTING TO-NOTE THAT.RAN-DALL-. - --·-, ..... "'"·-·------·- -~--
STEWART ALSO REMARKS·IN MIS THE AMERICAN NOTEBOOKS ll -·-·---. 
NATHAN I EL HAWTHORNE -{NEW HAV£N, 1<132't-; Po -l!HTI i; - - ---------------------,;-- -
"A SUBJECT-WHICH Fl~DS REPEATED AND INS1ST£NT TREATMENT IN 
HAWTHORNE 9 S WORKS - IS.THE iSOLATtON OF THE 8NDIVD0UAL FROM . 
HIS FELL~WJe IT IS CERTAIN THAT THIS THEME &EARS A CLOSER 
REi;ATI ONSHI P THAN A·Ny· OTHER TO THE AUTHOR-
1 S LIFE·." 
.. 
' , 
.f OR AN EXCELL ENT E)( AMP.L_J ~-F TH~E __ R ELAT I_ON SH l_P WH I (;_H HAWTHORNE ~ ~ 
CREATES BETWEEN HIMSELF ANO HIS ARCHITECT~RAL SURROµNDINGS 
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STUDIES UNTDI!... HIS GRADUATION IN JuNE OF 19590 \AfHILE 
ATTEND& M"G UPSALA COLLEGE,· MR• St MON WAS ELECTED TO THE 
- ·~ 6 
NATIONAL DRAMATIC FR~TERNITY, AcP~A Ps, OMEGA9 FOR HIS 
OUTSTANDING WORK IN COLLEGE ORAMAe FOLLOWING HRS 
GRADUATION FROM COLLEGE HE MARRIED EILEEN ROSENFELD 
ANO THE TWO MOVED ·TO 8ETHLEHEM 9 PENNSVLVAN I A, WHERE 
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